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LIST OF NEWS RELEASES, 1956-2005:

NEWS RELEASES 1956
September:
26 Long range Development Program for Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital Launched
26 Dr. David Dodds Henry Speaks at Development Launching
26 Remarks of Philip R. Clarke at Development Dinner
26 Remarks of John Bent at Development Dinner
26 Ralph R. Bard Speaks at Development Dinner

[Edited February 2016]
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26 Remarks of Ralph R. Bard

NEWS RELEASES 1957
January:
30 Press receptions for Announcement of Luncheon Style Show Presbyterian Woman’s Board: Talk prepared for Ralph Bard

April:
10 Launch of $18,500,000 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital Development Program
12 National Televised Program on Liver Diseases to be held at University of Illinois and Presbyterian St., Luke’s(U. of I. News Release)
16 Arlington Heights Group hears of Development Plan

May:
9 Medical Staffs of Presbyterian and St. Luke’s Hospitals hold Joint Dinner given by Board of Trustees of P SL
21 73% of Public Subscription Funds obtained

June:
13 P SL Hospital to Exhibit the Hospital Room of Tomorrow at the Chicagoland Fair
20 Trustees Appointed: Freeman, Kennedy, McCormick
20 Brooks McCormick Appointed to Board of Trustees of P SL
20 David M. Kennedy Appointed a Trustee of P SL Hospital
20 Gaylord A. Freeman Appointed a Trustee of P SL Hospital
21 Unveiling of scale model of West Side Medical Center to be displayed at Chicagoland Fair by P SL
28 Medical Center in Miniature (Photo + Release)

July:
8 Future Florence Nightingale
15 P SL Hospital Display Drew Visitors at Chicagoland Fair
15 Future Nurse
18 John R. Minor Appointed Assistant Director of Resources and Development

September:
9 Press Conference and Reception for Dr. Joseph C. Hinsey

November:
5 Eight Women Appointed to Woman’s Governing Board of P SL
25 First Annual Report of Presbyterian St. Luke’s Published December: 19 Progress Report Shows 90% of Goal Attained

NEWS RELEASES 1958
January:
24 Master Plan for Hospital Announced

February:
10 Master Plan for Hospital Announced

June:
3 First Medical Staff Appointments of Newly Merged P SL Hospital Announced

July:
2 Contract for Robert R. McCormick Addition to Nursing School Let to Poirot Construction Co., low bidders

September:
26 Open House Set to View First Four Floors of New Pavilion Building

October:
17 Surgeon General Grants $502,630 for Health Research Facilities
27 First Mortgage Serial Bonds Offered

November:
6 Annual Trustee Meeting: Bard Retires, Nutting Elected
18 Bond Issue of $5,000,000 Presented to Hospital

December:

[Edited February 2016]
29 Seven New Medical Department Chairmen Appointed

NEWS RELEASES 1959
February:
12 New Neuropsychiatric Unit Opens at Presbyterian St. Luke’s

June:
25 St. Luke’s Hospital to Close after 95 Years

July August:
Norman Brady Appointed Director of Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital

September:
30 New Infants’ Formula Room to be ”Previewed” on October 5th

November:
5 Dovenmuehle Elected Trustee; General Robert E. Wood Retires
5 General Wood Retires from P SL Board of Trustees
6 Mrs. Frank P. Hixon Honored by Woman’s Board of Presbyterian—St. Luke’s Hospital

NEWS RELEASES 1960
June:
8 ”Heat Exchanger” Demonstration in Open Heart Surgery

July:
1 Awards to Resident and Intern Staff of Presbyterian St. Luke’s
12 LaSalle Steel Scholarship to Judith Lynne Soder
18 Durbin Appointed Director of P SL Hospital’s Out Patient Services

August:
8 Guadalcanal Marines Honored; Open Heart Patient Participate
12 Fairfax M. Conc Elected to Board of Trustees
15 Gordon F. Craighead, Jr. Appointed Director of Division of General Services
18 Gavin Pitt Elected President and Chief Executive Officer of Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital

September:
6 Picture Memo and News Release on: First Graduates of New Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital School of Nursing
6 Announcement of First Graduates of New Nursing School
9 Nella Ter Haar Receives the Mrs. Charles H. Morse Award
13 50th State Represented in Hospital School of Nursing Graduation
14 126 Freshman Register in School of Nursing
22 Merger of two School of Nursing Alumnae Associations
23 Mrs. Kathryn Gdalman Elected 1st Vice President of New Alumnae Association of Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital School of Nursing
27 Volunteers Honored at 1st Annual Volunteer Awards Program since consolidation of groups

October:
8 Dr. Paul Holinger Invited to Lecture in England
14 Research Club to Hold Fall Meeting
21 Groundbreaking Ceremonies for Apartment Building is Scheduled for October 24th ( Photo also)
24 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital’s New Apartment Building
25 Hospital to Dedicate Jelke Memorial Building for Medical Science and Research
25 Preview for the Press New Jelke Building

November:
2 Dedication of Jelke Memorial Building

December:
1 Architect’s Rendering of 12 story Apartment Building
2 Wilbur A Mullin Appointed Manager of P SL Hospital Physical Plant
7 Dr. Edwin C. Graf Elected President of the North Central Section, American Urological Association, Inc.

NEWS RELEASES 1961
January:

[Edited February 2016]
10 Slottow Named Director of Development and Public Relations at PSL Hospital
13 New Health Center Announced by Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital

February:
10 PSL Hospital and U. of I. Join for Pharmacy Instruction
10 Dr. Philip Jones Elected Treasurer of Medical Staff
13 Hospital Appoints New Department Chairman: Roland P. Mackay
14 Miss Hall Receives Certificate in X Ray Technology
20 New Trustees Announced: Blair, Morse
22 School of Nursing Holds 8th Annual "Father's Day"
23 Blomquist Named Purchasing Agent for PSL Hospital

March:
8 Jane Wheeler Warren Appointed Director of Volunteers
16 New Trustees Elected: Blettner, Burnell, Ingalls
16 Commonwealth Fund Awards Grant of $45,000
20 Dr. Harold Harders to be Guest Speaker
28 Dr. Joyce Lashof Appointed Director of Section of Preventive Medicine

April:
3 Dr. Veinhardt Appointed Chairman of Department of Microbiology
10 HEW Awards $132,000 in Grants for Cancer Research
13 Chicago Surgical Society and PSL Host Philadelphia Academy of Surgery
20 Dr. Harold Harders to be Guest Speaker
26 Distinguished Service Medallions to Three Trustees: Bent, Collins, Sedwick
20 Drs. Kimmelstiel and Wilson Conduct Seminar on Pathogenesis of Hypertension

May:
8 $1,000 Gift to Arthritis and Rheumatism Clinic
9 Hospital Honors Those Associated for 25 and 50 Years
10 Hospital Day Employee of the Year, Mrs. Anna Jacobs
15 James L. Stott Named Assistant Manager of Public Relations
15 Dr. Coogan Elected Medical Staff President for Second Term
15 Dr. Irons Elected Medical Staff Vice President for Second Term
15 dePeyster and Janes Elected Medical Staff Officers for Second Term
18 Hospital to Build 6k Million Heart Center
22 Research Club Holds Spring Meeting
29 HEW Grants Total $71,359 for Cancer and Heart Research
29 Dr. Robert Kark Receives First John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship Awarded to Any Member of the Medical Staff

June:
Ian McIntyre, MD to Lecture at Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital
6 Volunteer Service Pin to Mrs. Gordon Wheeler
8 Council of Directors of Hospital Volunteers of Chicago Hold Annual Meeting at PSL Hospital
9 Gary Levitt Heart Foundation, Inc. Aids in Acquisition of New Heart Lung Machine
12 Max E. Rafelson, Ph.D. Named Chairman of Department of Biochemistry
15 Theodore Proud Named Administrative Assistant at PSL Hospital
15 Dr. Wendell Schmidtke Wins Two Awards
16 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Stearns Agar
19 Marine Mascot Promoted (USMCR Press Release)
21 Volunteer Service Pin to Mrs. Harold Lange
21 Volunteer Service to Pin Mrs. Egbert Fell
21 Volunteer Service to Pin Mrs. Earl Sorensen
22 Volunteer Service to Pin Mrs. David C. Voris
29 PSL Hospital Receives $38,390 Grant from Surgeon General
29 Edgar Shaw, Only Male Volunteer

July:
7 Volunteer Receives Service Pin: Mrs. Frank Hansen
20 Pediatrics Department Receives Hand Puppets From Junior Vacation School of Faith Presbyterian Church
26 Dr. Christian Appointed Chairman of Department of Pediatrics

August:
10 Sharon Balkcum to Undergo Heart Surgery
17 NIH Awards Grant for Mumps Vaccine Research, $107,000

[Edited February 2016]
18 Nielson Named Chairman of Department of Psychiatry
23 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Kilburn M. Smith
23 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Arthur Hanson
23 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Cecil Draa
24 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. William Lieberman
25 Gas Chromatography Group to meet at Presbyterian St. Luke’s
29 Willard Van Hazel, MD (Obituary)

September:
1 Verlie M. Ziegler Named Associate Director of Nursing Service
1 Chicago Heart Association Awards $28,485 in Grants for Heart Research
1 School of Nursing Commencement to be Held September 7th
5 School of Nursing Commencement to be Held September 7th
6 Peter Berkley Foundation Presents Hypothermia Blanket to P SL
22 Student Apartment Building to Open September 27th

October:
2 Matthew and Best elected House Staff Officers
2 House Staff Officers Elected
12 Department of Public Health and Welfare Awards $157,881 in Grants to P SL Hospital
17 Herman Named Assistant Director for the P SL Hospital Health Center
30 Memorial Service to be Held for Dr. Willard Van Hazel

November:
8 Mrs. Mulholand Celebrates Birthday and Anniversary
15 Vernon C. David, MD (Obit.)
15 Ted Primis
15 Board of Trustees Officers Elected
16 Board of Trustees Officers Elected
27 New TELEVEX Unit Installed At Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital

December:
1 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Marion F. Meier
1 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Ralph Burnett
1 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Myron M. Smith
6 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. George E. Potts
8 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. John Effinger
12 Volunteer Service Pin Award to Mrs. Vera Menninger
13 Gifts Totaling $273,500 for Gastro intestinal Cancer & Allergy
29 Department of Medical Neurology to Expand and Re organize

NEWS RELEASES 1962

January:
6 Patient Celebrates 94th Birthday in P SL
11 P SL Hospital receives $400,000 from Mrs. Tiffany Blake
16 Volunteer Service Pin awarded to Mrs. Halfford H. Kittleman
24 Memorial Service to be held for REV. LOUIS W. SHERWIN, D.D.

February:
2 Miss Karen Miller graduates from P SL School of X Ray Technology
2 Miss Fran Youngworth graduates from P SL School of X Ray Technology
2 Miss Linda Jones graduates from P SL School of X Ray Technology
2 Miss Catherine Nutley graduates from P SL School of X Ray Technology
6 Jessie Ruth Kirkland Wins Citizenship Contest, Daughter of P SL Employee
15 Miss Bonnie Brennan Chosen Jr. Volunteer of the Year by P SL Hospital
15 Mrs. Woodruff J. Parker Chosen Volunteer of the Year by P SL Hospital
22 Miss Lois Hamilton Named Winner in P SL Hospital Suggestion Program
22 Miss Marlene Bicek Named Winner in P SL Suggestion Program
27 Assembly of Episcopal Hospitals and Chaplains to Hold Annual Meeting at P SL Hospital

March:
2 Miss Ruth Atkinson 96s First To Receive Benefits Under New Pension Plan
15 Volunteer Service Pin awarded to Mrs. Harold Lange (1,000 hrs. +)
Dr. Melvin Knisely, Anatomist, To Speak at P SL Hospital

21 Dr. Robert Kark to be Featured with President John F. Kennedy in Symposium: "The Role of Food in World Peace"

April:
13 Dr. Robert Slayton Elected Treasurer of the Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital Alumni Foundation
13 Dr. Richard Buenger Elected Secretary of P SL Hospital Alumni Foundation
16 Dr. Wallace Kirkland Elected President of P SL Hospital Alumni Foundation
16 U.S. Public Health Service awards $128,519 to P SL for Tumon Virus Research
20 U.S. Public Health Service awards $128,519 to P SL for Tumon Virus Research (HEW News Release)
25 Trustees and Staff Honored for Service to P SL Hospital; Clarke, Gerty
25 Foster L. McMillan Honored with Distinguished Service Medallion
25 Noel G. Shaw Honored for 25 years of Service at P SL
25 Philip R. Clarke, Solomon A. Smith, Foster L. McMillan and George W. Stuppy Received Distinguished Service Medallions (Presentation Speeches)
25 West Suburban Residents Honored at P SL, Philip Clarke, Francis Gerty, MD, William H. Haines, MD
27 Miss Marie Steinke Honored for 25 Years of Service

May:
1 James W. Merricks, MD Honored by P SL Hospital
1 North Suburban Residents Honored: Solomon A. Smith, James A. Merricks, MD, Richard B. Capps, MD, William Geittmann, MD
1 Two Chicago Banking Figures Honored by P SL Hospital: S.A. Smith, P.R. Clarke
2 Employees Honored by P SL; 5 from North Side: Mrs. Helen Losand, Mr. August Ficht, Mrs. Loretta Cbcowski, Miss Josephine Schildberg, Miss Edna Wallner ( individual releases on each)
3 Foster McMillan, MD and George Stuppy, MD Honored by P SL Hospital
7 P SL observes Hospital Week with a display of Nurses’ Caps (+photo)
14 Joseph A. Davis, MD elected to 5 Man Advisory Council of the P SL Hospital Alumni Foundation
16 Albert H. Andrews, Jr., MD Elected President of the Chicago Laryngological and Otological Society
16 Nursing Caps at P SL Represent 60 Schools of Nursing
18 Cancer Virus Research at Presbyterian St. Luke’s
24 Thomas J. Coogan Honored by Medical Staff at P SL Hospital

June:
5 Steven G. Economou, MD Named Editor of P SL Hospitals’ Medical Bulletin
6 Cancer Virus Research at P SL Hospital
8 Harry D. Thorsen Presents P SL Hospital with First Day Covers (Stamps) Representing Nursing Profession
8 Dr. Peter G. Economou Honored for "Outstanding Teaching and High Standards of Practice Set for the House Staff of Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital"
11 P SL Employs graduates of Practical Nurse Program 04 Chicago Public Schools
12 Hospital Honors Drs Steven G. Economou, Warren R. Dammers, Peter G. Economou
12 North Shore Physicians Honored: Dr. Dammers, Dr. S. G. Economou
13 Dr. James H. McDonald Named Vice President of Chicago Urological Society
14 Dr. Edwin Graf Elected President of Chicago Urological Society
15 Tao Complete two day Course for Volunteer Nurse Assistants: Mrs. John Vickrey, Mrs. Edward Papp
16 Dr. Richard Capps is Installed as President of P SL Staff
18 Dr. Stanton Friedberg Named Vice President of P SL Medical Staff
19 Marmosets in Cancer Virus Research Program (NBC News Broadcast)
19 Dr. Edward A. Dainko, Jr. Received Dr. Fremont A. Chandler Memorial Award
20 Dr. Norman W. Ream Awarded the Will F. Lyon Award by P SL Hospital
20 Dr. John D. Best Receives Flick Family Award
20 Dr. John Bancroft Awarded the Selim W. McCrath Memorial Prize
20 Dr. Mohamed Cheema Receives Award for Outstanding Scholarship
21 Dr. Allen F. Bowyer Receives McNeil Memorial Research Award
21 Dr. Charles F. McKiel Receives the Rush Medical College Award as the Outstanding Surgical Resident at P SL Hospital
22 Dr. Donald M. Buckner Award the Robertson Traveling Fellowship
25 Dr. Milton Weinberg Named Associate Editor of the P SL Hospital Medical Bulletin
25 Dr. Norman W. Ream Finishes Internship at Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital
25 Miss Nancy J. Gubisch Completes Year of Internship at Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital
25 Dr. Reynold T. Larson Completes Year of Internship at P SL Hospital
26 Dr. Stanley S. Shimoda Completes Internship at Presbyterian St., Luke’s
27 Dr. Ronald G. Eriksen Completes internship at Presbyterian St. Luke’s
29 Volunteer Service Award Pin to Mrs. William C. Karnes

July:
3 Photo releases oars catheterization laboratory scenes

[Edited February 2016]
3 Ollie J. Sparks completes 10 week course on work simplification
3 Ernest R. Blomquist Completes course on work simplification
5 Wilbur A. Mullin Completes course on work simplification
5 Vernon Karmann Completes course on work simplification
5 Eight West Side residents complete course on work simplification
6 Fifteen Key Employees complete course on work simplification
9 Three West Side residents benefiting from PSL Pension Plan
16 Gordon F. Craighead Elected Educational Vice-President of the Medical Center Toastmasters Club
16 Wilbur A. Mullin Elected Sergeant at Arms of the Medical Center Toastmasters Club
16 Henry L. Stuecher Elected Treasurer of Medical Center Toastmasters Club
16 Ernest R. Blomquist Elected President of the Medical Center Toastmasters Club
16 Dr. Joseph J. Muenster Elected Secretary of the Medical Center Toastmasters Club
18 Thomas L. Flickinger Appointed Administrative Resident
26 Volunteers Attend Annual Picnic: Miss Joanne Brew, Miss Donnie Tonk, Miss Lucy Harrison, Miss Marnie Paul

Photo: Volunteers at Annual Picnic: Miss Nina McMillan, Mrs. William Drews
Photo: Volunteers at Annual Picnic: Miss Bertha Mandelkow, Mrs. Marion Meier, Miss Livia Mural, Mrs. Woodruff J. Parker

Photo: Mrs. Jack Besser and Mrs. William Drews at Annual Volunteer Picnic
Photo: Mrs. Henry C. Wegryn, Miss Angeline Gorka, Miss Livia Mural, Mrs. Woodruff J. Parker

Photo: Mrs. Clarence Hauge, Mrs. George Mulac, Miss Caroline Wheeler, Mrs. Gordon Wheeler, Mrs. Albert Chapek at Volunteer Picnic
Photo: Miss Ann Huff, Mrs. Robert Thomas, Mrs. William Lieberman attend Annual Volunteer Picnic
Photo: Mrs. Berniece Merrill with Jane Wheeler Warren at Annual Volunteer Picnic

Photo: Mrs. Fenters Ott, Mrs. Halford H. Kittleman, Mrs. Arthur Hanson, Mrs. Gavin Pitt at Volunteer Picnic
Photo: Mrs. Julius Walick, Mrs. Evelyn Monette at Picnic
Photo: Miss Vicki Madgouranis, Miss Suzanne Joly, Miss Bonnie Brennan, Edward Joly, Miss Judith Burton at Volunteer Picnic

Photo: Mrs. Earl L. Thomas, Mrs. Julius Walick, Mrs. C. Hauge, Mrs. John Vickery, Mrs. Charles Horky at Picnic
Photo: Mrs. John W. Bernhardt, Mrs. Richard Wenzel with Jane Wheeler Warren at Volunteer Picnic

Photo: Mrs. Bernice Merrilees with Jane Wheeler Warren at Volunteer Picnic

August:
8 Miss Hazel Loughrin Honored at Retirement Party
10 Richard A. Carleton, MD Named Associate Director of the Section of Cardio Respiratory Diseases
17 Mrs. Mathile Velthuys Receives Congratulations on 1500 hrs. of Volunteer Service (Photo)
17 Harry Hagey and Stephen Cox Receive Volunteer Service Pins

August:
28 Pearl Mulholand Honored at Retirement Party
30 Richard A. Carleton, MD Named Associate Director, Section of Cardio respiratory Diseases
31 William E. Churchill Named Assistant Controller at P SL Hospital
31 PSL Hospital School of Nursing to Present Pins and Diplomas to 109

September:
5 P SL Commencement to be held Sept. 6th
6 Philip Clarke Addresses Graduates of P SL Nursing School
7 Jack Dempsey holds Press Conference at P SL hospital (Signed Photo Release)
17 Eric Oldberg, MD to Speak at Surgical Association of Rock Island Lines Meeting
17 Sydney Kofman to be Guest Speaker at Surgical Association of Rock Island Lines Meeting
17 Geza deTakats to Speak at Meeting of Surgical Association of the Rock Island Lines
17 Alfred P. Solomon, MD to be Guest Speaker at Meeting of Rock Island Lines
17 Frank Henderson, MD to be Guest Speaker at Meeting of Surgical Association of the Rock Island Lines

October:
4 13th General Hospital to Hold Annual Reunion in Sherman Hotel
9 Press and TV Coverage of Surgery on amputated Hand
19 Mrs. George Stuppy Honored for Volunteer Service

November:
12 Ralph Victor Platou, MD is Earle Lecturer for Institute of Medicine
12 Harry Boysen, MD Elected President of Chicago Gynecological Society
12 Woman's Board Gives $100,000 to P SL Hospital
12 P SL Hospital to host Thanksgiving Dinner to Patients and Guests
20 P SL Hospital Announces Plans for $2,000,000 Professional Building
26 Norman Brady Elected Vice President of P SL Hospital

December:

[Edited February 2016]
4 Department of Biochemistry to Hold Two Seminars
4 Fred Rick, Magician, To Entertain Children at Christmas Party
14 Biochemistry Seminar Features Edward E. Smisman, Ph.D.
15 P SL Receives Grant of $323,743 for Research in Endocrinology and Metabolism
17 Annual Christmas Party to be Held Dec. 19 for P SL Employees
21 From News Media: First Baby of 1963 Chicagoland

NEWS RELEASES 1963

June:
6 Kenneth Shepard Named to Fund Raising Committee
6 Henry Soldwedel Named to Nutrition Fund Raising Committee
6 Herbert Bain Named to Nutrition Fund Raising Committee
7 Norman Brady, Richard Simmons, Dr. Philip White Named to Nutrition Fund Raising Committee
10 Charles J. Horky Jr., MD, Has Completed P SL Internship
12 John A. Sbarbaro, MD Completes P SL Internship
12 Robert S. Callahan Completes Surgical Residency at P SL
12 Alan D. Flynn, MD Completes Internship at P SL
12 Wilfred E. Watkins, MD Completes Surgical Residency at P SL
12 Ervin G. Hrasky, Jr., MD completes Rotating Internship at P SL
12 John D. Lamiot, MD Completes Rotating Internship at P-SL
12 Lois F. O'Grady, MD Completes Rotating Internship at P-SL
12 Frederick M. Gawecki, MD Completes Rotating Internship at P-SL
12 Dr. Bent Harvald, Danish Internist, to Speak At P SL
21 Dr. Edward A. Dainko, Jr. Awarded the Hugh Robertson Traveling Fellowship to Study in London
22 Miss Virginis Niles, O.T.R. to Speak at P SL Today
27 Three Chicago Physicians Honored: Buenger, Slayton, Witkowski
27 Dr. Richard C. Ey Awarded the Dr. Fremont A. Chandler Memorial Award

July:
2 P SL Hospital Receives General Research Support Grant of $100,904 from NIH
11 Franklin S. Alcorn Awarded Bronze Medal By Illinois State Med. Soc.
11 Dr. Frank L. Hussey Awarded Bronze Medal By Illinois State Med. Soc.
11 Dr. Jerry P. Lewis Awarded Two Prizes For Research
12 Dr. James H. McDonald Elected President of the Chicago Urological Society for 1963 64
12 Dr. Raymond E. Anderson Elected to Central Surgical Assn.
12 Dr. Frederik Szymanski Elected Historian of the American Dermatological Association
22 Dr. Albert H. Andrews, Jr. Elected Treasurer of the American College of Chest Physicians
22 Dr. Maynard M. Cohen Named Chairman of Neurology Dept. at P SL
23 Miss Janet Cizek Graduates from P SL X Ray Technology School
23 Miss Margaret Tomlin Graduates from P SL X Ray Technology School
23 Miss Sandra Becker Graduates from P SL X Ray Technology School
23 Miss Lillie Mae Prussner Graduates from P SL X Ray Technology School
25 Dr. John W. Clark Elected President of the Chicago Roentgen Society

August:
7 Thomas L. Daily Named Manager of Security Force at P SL
9 Volunteer Family (Bards)
30 Trustee Ships Abandoned Baby Moose to Lincoln Park Zoo Chicago Park District News Release

September:
3 School of Nursing Graduation
3 V. Mueller & Co., European Manufacturers To Study Surgical Trade, Hospital (P SL) in Chicago
5 School of Nursing Graduation
5 PHOTO: Giving Oral Sabin Vaccine to Children
6 Louis Gdalman Presents Paper at Advanced Institute on Hospital Pharmacy
9 P SL to Dedicate New Health Center Clinic on Sept. 11
18 European Surgical Trade Ann's Group Tour Hospital
21 Prof. Peter B. Medawar to Speak on Transplantation at P SL
21 John E. Milton Honored at Luncheon of Businessmen
21 John E. Milton Advanced to Fellowship in American College of Hospital Administrators

October:
1 Chicago Gas Chromatography Group to Hold Annual Meeting at P SL

[Edited February 2016]
7 Pennsylvania State Univ. News Release: Planning Committee for Hershey Medical Center in Pennsylvania (Includes Dr. James A. Campbell)

7 Two Lake Forest Residents Honored for 25 Years Service at P SL; Mrs. Herbert McLaughlin, Mrs. George S. Chappell

9 Mrs. Alex E. Nelson Honored for 25 Years Service at P SL

9 Mrs. Ferre C. Watkins Honored for 25 Years Service at P SL

15 Mrs. Clyde E. Shorey Honored for 50+ Years Service at P-SL

15 Diabetes Association of Greater Chicago News Release: Diabetes Symposium to be Held at P SL Hospital

November:
15 Museum of Science and Industry News Release: Exhibit of "A Modern Teaching Hospital" uses P SL as Model

20 George B. Young Elected Chairman of Board of Trustees

20 Norman A. Brady Elected Executive Vice President of P SL

27 P SL Hosts 400 Guests for Thanksgiving Dinner

29 Frederick S. Booth Reelected Assistant Secretary of Board of Trustees at P SL

29 Annual Meeting of Trustees yields changes in Board positions

29 Trustees Elected at P SL; Young, McCormick, Collins

29 Rev. John W. Stettner elected to Clerical Board of Trustees

29 John P. Bent Elected President of P SL Hospital Board

29 Stanley G. Harris Elected to Board of Trustees at P SL

29 Rev. Christian Hovde, Ph.D. installed as Director of the Bishop Anderson Foundation

December:
3 Maynard Cohen, MD, Ph.D. to Address Society of Sigma Xi

5 Brady and Slottow Elected to positioned of Executive Vice President and Vice President

6 Chicago Surgical Society to Hold Clinical Program at P SL

13 Santa Lucia to Visit Hospital Children

13 "A Time To Live" Documentary; WGN Channel 9

19 Arthur Treacher and Caroleers to Sing at P SL Christmas Party for Employees

26 North Shore Resident Elected Officers of Bishop Anderson Foundation: J. A. Davis, MD, N.A. Brady

27 Generosity Award From Crusade of Mercy to P SL Employees

NEWS RELEASES 1964

January:
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Walter Heinsen

6 Leon J. Witkowski, MD Named to Board of Trustees of Morgan Park Military Academy (Morgan Park News Release)

10 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Patricia Chutka

10 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Bertha Mandelkow

10 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Bernice Merrilees

15 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital Patient Report

15 Pathology Grant Renewal of $67,440 from Public Health Service

18 News Clips: P SL Hospital Reports Imposter to State Dept.

30 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Samuel Sargsis

30 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Hazel Daley

31 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Elwood Evans

31 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Harold Lange

31 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Livia Murai

31 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mr. Mathilde Velthuys

February:
5 Students Visit P SL Hospital to Study Use of Light in Field of Medicine

11 Rev. William A. Wagner Elected President of Assembly of Episcopal Hospitals and Chaplains of the American Protestant Hospital Association

12 Picture Release: National Heart Month Program

12 John B. Haebelrin, Jr., MD Elected Secretary of the Chicago Dermatological Society

12 U of I Pharmacy Lectures Feature Dr. Robert Kark and Dr. Victor E. Pollak

12 Public Health Service Grant of $213,114 to Dept. of Microbiology; Dr. Frederick Deinhardt

14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. John Effinger

14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Gordon Wheeler

14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Ann Huff

14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Vicki Schnadig

14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Frank Warren

17 Ziegler and Company News Release: $2,400,000 in Bond Issue for Chicago Hospital

20 Public Health Service Grant of $60,000 for Research in Pathology to P SL Hospital

20 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Sam Roney

[Edited February 2016]
21 Frederick S. Booth Awarded Service Medallion from Board of Trustees of P SL
21 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Arthur Allen
21 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Thomas Coyne
21 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Cecil Draa
21 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Paul Holinger
21 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Harry Williams
24 School of Nursing Father's Day Visitor: George Clem, Hammond
25 Maureen Brasel Entertains Father, Maurice of Milford
25 Galesburg Residents Enjoy Father's Day: Swanson, Lawrence
25 Photo: Hyperbaric Chamber Being Shipped to P SL (Chicago Bridge and Iron Company News Release)
26 P SL Hospital to Hold Hobby Show
27 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Carolyn Mikula
27 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Arthur Stockdale
27 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Anna Villarreal
28 Diagnosis: Hospitalitis; Prescription: Art Cart
28 $500,000 Gift Establishes Jean Schweppe Armour Chair of Neurology at Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital
28 Caption Release with Photo: Heart Lung Machine

March:
6 Professional Office Building Groundbreaking
11 Charles H. Morse Named President of P SL Professional Building Corporation
11 John R. Walsh Named Treasurer of P SL Professional Building Corporation
13 Chicago Public School Holds Conference at P SL Hospital
13 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Monica Macek
16 Paul H. Holinger, MD Made Honorary Member of Columbian Society of Otolaryngology and Bronchoesophagology at Pan American Association Meeting in Bogota, Columbia
17 MEDICAL TRIBUNE Captions: Hobby Show Awards
17 MEDICAL WORLD NEWS Captions: Hobby Show Awards
18 Dr. Samuel G. Taylor Wins Prize for Bonsai Tree Collection
18 Dr. Howard Sky Peck Wins Prize for Paintings
18 AMA NEWS Captions: Hobby Show Awards
19 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Lester Armour

April:
Diabetes Association of Greater Chicago News Release: Dr. Theodore B. Schwartz to Participate in Educational Program
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. William Bather
15 2 Korean Nurses Join Nursing Staff of P SL
17 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Russell Hanselman
17 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Julius Wallick
24 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Joseph Bowser
24 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Arthur Geiger
24 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Maretta Harrington
24 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Woodruff Parker
24 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Elizabeth Wirtz
27 Nathan Kramer Appointed Director of the P SL Health Center
30 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Debbie Sciaccotta

May:
1 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Earl Thomas
8 325 Volunteers Honored for Service to Hospital
8 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Earl L. Thomas
8 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Julius Wallick
20 Officers of P SL Staff from North Shore: Ormand C. Julien, MD John S. Garvin, MD
20 Dr. Bogdonoff Re elected Treasurer of P SL Medical Staff
22 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Walter Ceperly, Jr.
22 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Angelina Gorka
22 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Roger Mehl
22 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. James Rogers
26 Stanton A. Friedberg Elected President of P SL Medical Staff
29 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Wilfred Gauthier
29 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Eleanor Sandall

June:
2 Mrs. Herbert DeYoung and Mrs. Herbert J. Nolan Honored for Volunteer Service
2 Mrs. Hazel Daley Honored for Volunteer Service
2 Mrs. W. Stearns Agar Honored for Volunteer Service
2 Mrs. Woodruff Parker and Miss Bertha Mandelkow Honored for Volunteer Service
2 Evanston Women Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. M. M. Smith and Mrs. Robert L. Thomas
2 Mrs. George Stuppy Honored for Volunteer Service
2 Mrs. Fred Minninger Honored for Volunteer Service
7 Park Ridge United Fund Benefits Health Causes
11 Dr. Sigvald Refsum to Speak at P SL Hospital
12 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. George Jess
12 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Herbert Nolan
19 James A. Campbell, MD to Participate in President's Conference on Occupational Safety (L.B. Johnson present)
24 Woman's Board to Hostess Annual Volunteer Picnic
24 Gary Levitt Heart Foundation Presents Heart Lung Machine to P SL
24 Leo M. Henikoff, MD Completes Pediatric Internship
24 John M. McLean, MD Awarded Dr. Will F. Lyon Award by P SL
24 Richard L. Hughes, MD Completes Medical Internship
24 Warden B. Sisson, MD Completes Internship at P SL
24 Richard E. Dolbek, MD Completes Internship at P SL
24 Stephen B. Ruskin, MD Completes Internship at P SL
24 John W. Riley, MD Named Outstanding 1st Year Medical Resident
24 Roger L. Mehl, MD Receives Dr. Fremont A. Chandler Award
24 Craig B. Bass, MD Awarded the Dr. Will F. Lyon Award
24 Stewart I. Odell, MD completes Internship at P SL
24 Stephen E. Kroczer, MD Awarded the Will F. Lyon Award
24 James A. Sandrolini, MD Awarded the Selim McArthur Memorial Award
24 Thomas J. Coogan, Jr., MD Named Outstanding 3rd Year Medical Resident at P SL
24 Norman W. Ream, MD Named Outstanding 2nd Year Medical Resident
24 Gage Van Horn III, MD Receives Rush Medical College Award as Outstanding Medical Intern
24 James G. Clark, MD Received the Flick Family Fund Award
24 Marchal D. Goldin, MD Completes Surgical Internship
24 H. Grady Sellards, MD Completes Internship at P SL
24 Jonathan H. Horne, MD Completes Surgical Internship at P SL
24 Marc A. Pomerantz, MD Completes Surgical Internship at P SL
24 Carl H. Dieterle, MD Completes Surgical Internship at P SL

July:
1 Four Honored for "Outstanding Teaching and High Standards": Drs. Richard Carleton, Steven Economou, B. Jay Hill, Jack Drori
1 Dr. Richard A. Carleton Receives Award
1 Dr. Steven, G. Economou Receives Award
1 Dr. B. Jay Hill Receives Award
1 Dr. Jack B. Drori Receives Award
1 Rhoda S. Pomerantz Awarded Rush Medical College Award
1 Robert W. Carton, MD Named Investigator of $15,000, 1 yr Research Project, Dept. of Pathology
1 Woman's Board Held Annual Volunteer Picnic on June 27th
1 Gary Levitt Heart Foundation Has Presented Heart Lung Machine to Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital (Photo)
2 Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation Press Release: Illinois Chapter Provides Transportation to Area Hospitals; (Photo); Mercy, Michael Reese, Schwab Rehab. and P SL
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Jean Foster, Cicero
6 Dr. George M Hass Awarded $15,000 by NIH for Lung Research
10 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Elmer Knaack
13 Miss Dorothy Hughes, R.N. Appointed Assistant Director, Pediatric Nursing, P SL Hospital
16 Joyce C. Lashof, MD Granted U.S. Public Health Service Special Fellowship for study at Oxford University
17 Augustin S. Hart, Jr. Named to Board of Trustees at P SL
17 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Glenn Webb
24 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Earl Graham
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Connie Morgan
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Carolyn Roberta Heron
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Charmaine Bonus
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Judith A. Schmitt
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Bonnie Sue DeSplinter
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Judith Virginis Bastin
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Carole Jea Hekr
24 X Ray Technology Graduate: Miss Judith C. Beata
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August:
7 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. George Anderson
7 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Edna Gaul
7 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Corinne Pok
7 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Cheryl Visser
7 Alfred P. Solomon, MD Speaker at 17th Annual Meeting of World Federation for Mental Health in Berne, Switzerland
13 J. Francis Hartmann, Ph.D. Appointed Director of Section of Neurobiology, Department of Neurology
13 Henry Booth Higman, MD Appointed to Staff of Neurology Dept.
14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Donald Amos
14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. William Bickle
14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Albert Dick
14 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Bertha Mandelkow
27 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Dorid Dina
27 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Walter Heinsen
27 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Mildred Pondell
28 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Cherry Visser

September:
- Associates Honored at Reception
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Herbert Breuhaus
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Andrea Mavros
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Debra Kucharski
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. William Bickle
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Sue Vadovicky
8 School of Nursing Will Graduate 109 on Sept. 9th
10 110 Receive Diplomas and Pins from P SL School of Nursing
15 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Eleanor Sandall
18 Bettie Pavol Magdich Received Mrs. Charles H. Morse Memorial Award
18 Return Trip to Tanganyika for Miss Joyce A Mchakatu
19 Winnetkans Awarded Volunteer Service Pins: Mrs. Anthony Michel and Mrs. George Ross
21 Alumni Foundation to Present 1st Skidmore, Owings & Merrill Lecture; James T. Grace, MD
25 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Mrs. Lawrence Barr
25 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Harold Hegge
25 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. J. Loe McDermott

October:
2 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Herbert Breuhaus
2 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Alexander Rogers
8 James A. Campbell, MD Elected President of Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital
13 Thomas G. Ayers Named to Board of Trustees; Willis Gale, Honorary Trustee
14 Forbes H. Smith Appointed Assistant Director of P SL Hospital
15 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. George Gibson
20 Annual Christmas Sale to be Held Nov. 10th at 2 Locations
23 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Mrs. William M. Angus
23 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Edith Lowery
23 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Mrs. John M. McDonald
23 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Carolyn Mikula
23 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Mrs. Fred Minninger
27 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Arlene Dombroski
27 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Linda Fetta
27 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Norma Morenro
27 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Mrs. Paul W Oliver
27 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Gertrude Schlueter
27 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Mrs. Carson Ward
27 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Pamela Zientek
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Alma Davenport
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Ann Huff
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Bessie Lester
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Mrs. Bernard Martin
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Miss Nancy Wilkerson
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Misses Doris Dina, Rita Poces
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to Karen Piech, Cathy Kaczmarski

November:
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2 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Myra Ellington
2 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Margaret Heffernan and Miss Elyse Viramontes
2 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Char DeVries and Miss Ginger Wieringa
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Mary Javens
3 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Janet and Yvonne Woodhouse and Karen O'Neal
13 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Herbert Brockway
13 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Arthur Hanson
27 George B. Young Elected Chairman of the Board of Trustees; William Collins, Vice Chairman of the Board; Albert B. Dick, Jr., Chairman of the Executive Committee

December:
9 Theodore B. Schwartz, MD Assumes Duties of Acting Chairman of the Division of Medicine
9 Rt. Rev. James W. Montgomery Named to the Clerical Board of Trustees of P SL Hospital
11 Operating Room Nurses Make and Distribute Toys to Pediatric Surgical Patients; Christmas Parties Planned for Pediatrics and Senior Citizens of the Health Center

NEWS RELEASES  1965
January:
19 Andresen Appointed Examiner for American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology

February:
9 Maynard Cohen, MD elected Corresponding Member of the Norwegian Neurological Association
12 Professor John R. Squire To Be Ames Lecturer at P SL Hospital

March:
10 Father's Day observance at P SL School of Nursing
15 Charleston Residents attend Father's Day: James Grove, Jack Douglas
15 Victor Lapeer, East Chicago, Attends Father's Day
15 E. Coddington, Wheaton Attends Father's Day
15 Harry Pierce, Highland Park, Attends Father's Day
15 Paul Heche, Skokie, Attends Father's Day
15 Julius Sipos Attends Father's Day
15 South Shore Residents Attend Father's Day: H. Wiersma and E. Wysocki
15 Wesley Smith, Hickory Hills Attends Father's Day
15 Adolph Amundsen Attends Father's Day
15 Edward Barry, Norwood Park, Attends Father's Day
15 John Toenjes, Mount Prospect, Attends Father's Day
15 South Suburban Residents Attend Father's Day: K. Finlayson and James Leahy, Homewood
15 John Dodge, Clarendon Hills Attends Father's Day
15 George Thompson, Libertyville, Attends Father's Day
17 $150,000 NIH Matching Grant to P SL for Renal and Nutritional Facilities
31 Winnetka Residents Elected Officers in P SL Alumni Foundation: Drs. R. Gordon Brown, Joseph A Davis, Robert W. Carton
31 Kirkland and Hanselman Elected to Advisory Council of P SL Alumni Foundation
31 Peter J. Farago, MD Elected Secretary of P SL Alumni Foundation.
31 M.J. Flanagan, MD Elected Treasurer of P SL Alumni Foundation; Steven G. Economou, MD Named Editor of the P SL Medical Bulletin

April:
Miss Karen Van Dyke Selected P SL Junior Volunteer of Year
Mrs. Alexander Rogers Selected P SL Volunteer of the Year
26 Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital to Hold Founders Day Reception

May:
10 350 TO BE Honored for Volunteer Service to P- SL Hospital
19 Stanton A. Friedberg, MD Re elected President of Medical Staff; Julien, Vice President; Slayton, Secretary; Nelson, Treasurer
24 Ormond C. Julien, MD Re elected Vice President of Med. Staff. Stanton A. Friedberg Re elected President of Med. Staff.
24 Women Honored for 5 Year Volunteer Service: Mrs. Leslie Lane, Mrs. Eleanor Knaack, Mrs. Claude Lambert
24 Volunteers Honored: Mrs. Fred Shapiro 10 Years; Mrs. William Schaefer 5 Years
24 Mrs. George S. Chappell, III Honored as Volunteer at P SL
24 Volunteers Honored: Mrs. Halford Kittleman, Mrs. Gavin Pitt, Mrs. Albert C. Mullen
24 Miss Angela DeFlorio Honored as Volunteer at P SL
24 Mrs. Lester Armour Honored as 10 Year Volunteer at P- SL
24 Mrs. Julius Walick Honored as 5 Year Volunteer
24 Oak Park Residents Honored as P- SL Volunteers: Mrs. R.C. Hanselman, Edgar Shaw, Mrs. H.N. Brockway
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26 Environmental Health Meeting to be Held at P SL Hospital, Governor Otto Kerner to Attend and Address Group
27 Edgar D. Jannotta Elected to Board of Trustees

June:
7 Mrs. William Karnes Honored for Volunteer Service
7 Miss Bessie Lester Honored for Volunteer Service
7 Mrs. Evelyn Monnette, Naperville, Honored for Volunteer Service
7 Mrs. Bernard Martin, Crown Point, Honored as Volunteer
7 Mrs. Claude Lambert Honored as Volunteer
11 Edward A. Dainko, MD Appointed Coordinator of Surgery at San Bernardino County Charity Hospital
17 Robert K. Lewis Appointed Administrative Assistant to the Executive Vice President of P SL Hospital
22 Special Treatment Center for Birth Defects Reports 280 Visits

July:
16 Mrs. Joseph Chew Honored as Volunteer at P SL
19 $139,680 to Dept. of Psychiatry from State of Illinois
23 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. George S. Chappell

August:
3 Riverside Campfire Girls Present Gift to Dept. of Pediatrics; 2 Dozen Crocheted Slippers (Photo)
9 P SL Hospital's Special Summertime Volunteer Program
13 Dr. Daniel G. Cunningham Appointed for March of Dimes Special Treatment Center for Birth Defects at P SL

September:
7 P SL Hospital School of Nursing Commencement to be Held
27 Geza de Takats, MD Elected President of International Cardiovascular Society

November:
12 Birth Defects Center Establishes Home Care Education Program
22 Thanksgiving Dinner to Include one Guest per Patient
25 to is included more that 350 guests (Photo)

December:
1 Jane Wyatt Visits Billy Parker, 1966 Poster Child for March of Dimes, at P SL Hospital
12 Photo Session Scheduled: Opening Art Festival of P SL Hospital Art Gallery; Eleanor Coen, Artist Louis Gdalman Elected a Fellow in the Institute of Medicine of Chicago
17 Board of Trustees Annual Meeting elects Officers: A. B. Dick, Chairman; W. M. Collins, Jr., Vice Chairman; Lloyd Bowers, Secretary; Solomon B. Smith, Treasurer; E. F. Blettner, Vice Chairman of Executive Committee
27 Donald R. Oder Elected Vice President of Finance
Ormand C. Julien, MD Appointed Chairman of Division of Surgery

NEWS RELEASES 1966
January:
5 Elected to Board of Trustees of P SL: Kingman Douglas, Jr., Byron C. Campbell, Lloyd W. Bowers and Ralph A. Bard, Jr.
10 Byron C. Campbell Elected to P SL Board of Trustees
10 Lake Foresters on Board of Trustees of P SL: Kingman Douglass, Jr. and Lloyd W. Bowers
10 Ralph A. Bard, Jr. Elected to P SL Board of Trustees

February:
21 Robert Trufant Attends School of Nursing Father's Day
21 Roy Buhrke and Charles Sunter Attend Nursing School Father’s Day
21 Four Dolton Residents Attend Nursing School Father’s Day: Angelo Bellina, Edmund DesForges, Robert DeRuiter, Donald Duncan (uncle)
21 Northwest Side Residents attend Nursing School Father’s Day: Rev. William Hakes, Gottlieb Schneider, Edward Erickson, Edward Magiera and George Headley
21 Oak Parkers Attend Nursing School Father’s Day: Steve Reinhart and Roy Wiedow
21 Westchester Residents attend Nursing School Father’s Day: Vito Pizzo and Charles Baxa
21 South Chicago Residents attend Nursing School Father’s Day: Irven Shudlick, Emile Cheval, Dr. George DeJong, Edward Lode
21 Three South Side Residents Attend Nursing School Father’s Day: Kenneth A. Cooper, Rev. O. Arnold Olson, Lloyd Turner
21 Two North Side Residents Attend Nursing School Father’s Day: Dr. Irwin Williger and Dr. Herbert Kramtz
21 David Davies Attends Nursing School Father’s Day (Naperville)
21 Wayne Antink Attends Nursing School Father’s Day (Downers Grove)
21 Perry Brennan, St. Charles, Attends Nursing School Father’s Day
21 Walter Jensen, Park Forest, Attends Nursing School Father’s Day
21 Coy Casper, Libertyville, Attends Nursing School Father’s Day
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21 Chicago Heights Residents Attend Nursing School Father's Day: Samuel DeLelio, Jack Corso, Louis Goesel
21 Erik Liljestam, Lombard, Attends Nursing School Father's Day
21 Bernard Fuerst, Villa Park Attends Nursing School Father's Day
21 Carl Roessler Attends Nursing School Father's Day
21 Francis Brissette Attends Nursing School Father's Day
21 Riverdale Residents Attend Nursing School Father's Day: Francis Silski, Glen Bishop, Russell Perry
21 Berwyn Residents Attend Nursing School Father's Day: Theodore Bartos, William Van Dyke, Paul Ondra
22 Pilsen Residents Pass ASCP Exam: Joanne Andrulis, Elaine Lofquist
22 Miss Adele Cook Passes ASCP Exam
22 Mr. Gray Halstead Passes ASCP Exam
22 Miss Mildred Krisik Passes ASCP Exam
22 Mrs. Gertrude Slaby Passes ASCP Exam
22 Mrs. Elaine Lofquist Passes ASCP Exam
22 Mrs. Dayle Marsh Passes ASCP Exam
22 Mrs. Janet Roach Passes ASCP Exam
22 Miss Minita Moore Passes ASCP Exam
22 Miss Diane Swenson Passes ASCP Exam
22 Miss Judith Call Passes ASCP Exam
22 Miss Maybelle Conklin Passes ASCP Exam
22 Mrs. Carol Wisniewski Passes ASCP Exam

March:
4 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Mrs. Alexander Rogers (5000 hrs)
21 Mark H. Lepper, MD Named Executive Vice President for Professional and Academic Affairs at PSL Hospital

April:
Wood & Tower, Inc. News Release: Norman A. Brady Named Vice President of Wood & Tower, Inc.
13 66 Students from Great Lakes Training Station donate Blood for Korean War Veteran
20 Annual Founders Day Reception Honors Employees

May:
$212,290 in Grants from NIH to PSL Hospital
3 George B. Young Awarded Service Medallion by Board of Trustees
U.S. Public Health Service Awards a Grant of $50,201 for Radiology Training
16 Alumni Foundation Lecturer, Dr. John R. Green, to Discuss "The Selection of Epileptic Patients for Temporal Lobectomy"
20 John S. Graettinger, MD Appointed Chairman of Division of Medicine
20 300 Volunteers to be Honored for Services
24 James A. Campbell, MD Elected to Board of Trustees
24 Richard B. Capps, MD Elected President of PSL Medical Staff
24 Rigby C. Roskelley, MD Elected Vice President of Med. Staff
24 Robert E. Slayton, MD Elected Secretary of Medical Staff

June:
7 Ralph E. Adams, MD Elected Executive Vice President for Administration of Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital
9 A. William Holmes, MD Appointed Director of New Section of Hepatology in the Department of Medicine
30 STATE OF ILLINOIS, Board of Higher Education News Release: W. Randolph Tucker, MD to be Research Director for State Planning for Education in the Health Field

July:
11 Rockford Residents Graduate from School of Radiologic Technology: Miss Mary Johnson and Miss Tamara Shepard
11 Miss Regina Reikalas Graduates from School of Radiologic Technology
11 Miss Judy Steensland Graduates from School of Radiologic Technology
11 Mr. Stanley Probst Graduates from School of Radiologic Technology
11 Miss Carol Slager Graduates from School of Radiologic Technology

September:
8 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital School of Nursing Graduates 125
7 Jr. Volunteers and Parents Honored at Luncheon and Program
8 Class of 1966 Is 7th to Complete Diploma Program
30 Miss Karla Kirsten Graduates from Radiologic Technology School
30 Service Award Recipients Available for Photos
30 19 Members of Woman’s Board Honored for years of Service
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November:
9 Mrs. C. Joseph DiGiovanni Completes Surgical Technician Training Course
22 Kent S. Clow, Jr. and Thomas M. Thompson Elected to Board of Trustees of P SL

December:
1 Richard S. Slottow to Speak at Assembly of American College of Hospital Administrators
14 Gaslight Club Girls to Sing Christmas Carols for Patients
16 Photo Memo: Gaslight Club Girls Available for Photos
29 Photo Caption: West Siders Attend Open House of P SL School of Medical Technology on Dec. 27th.

NEWS RELEASES 1967
January:
Postgraduate Course on Cancer for the Internist to be Held Feb. 21-25; Dr. Samuel G. Taylor III, MD, Director
4 P SL Receives $12,750 Grant from Office of Economic Opportunity
11 William E. Churchill Appointed Controller of P SL Hospital
State of Illinois Board of Higher Education, Advisory Committee for Education in the Health Fields to hold 1st Meeting at P SL on Jan 26, 1967

February:
1 David C. Simmons, Jr. Appointed Administrator of Mile Square Health Center of P SL
1 Mrs. Marjorie J. Ward Appointed Community Organizer for Mile Square Health Center
1 Mrs. Bertice McDonald Named Director of Medical Social Services for the Mile Square Health Center
1 Mrs. Iris Shannon Named Director of Community Nursing Services
2 James L. Stott Named Associate Director of Development
2 Dr. Albert Pisani Named Chief of Pediatrics for Mile Square
2 Answering the Call: Blood Donors
10 Mrs. Bertice McDonald Named Director of Medical Social Services for Mile Square Health Center of P SL, Chicago

March:
Miss Caryl Guists Appointed Director of Children's Activities at P SL Hospital
1 P SL Hospital School of Nursing Graduates 114
2 Half Million Dollar Gift to Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital; John M. Simpson, Trustee
8 Elliott Donnelley Elected to Board of Trustees of P SL
Miss Julie Siedel Graduated from P SL School of Nursing, Mar. 3rd Awards to 11 Graduates

April:
21 P SL Will Present First in a Series of Lectures Honoring the 100th Anniversary of the U of I

May:
19 P SL Hospital to Hold Annual Volunteer Day

June
2 Henry D. DeYoung, MD Elected Treasurer of P SL Medical Staff
Rigby C. Roskelley, MD Elected President of P SL Medical Staff
7 Dr. Mark Lepper Proposes Study of Animal Populations to Determine efficacy and Safety of the Use of Drugs in Animal Feeds
9 Loyola Dental Student Receives Diploma 2 Days Early in P SL
14 Miss Sharon McKee Completes Surgical Technician Course
14 Mrs. Helmut Trautmann Honored for Volunteer Service at P SL
14 Three North Siders Honored for Volunteer Service at P SL; Mrs. William Bickle, Mrs. Arnold Horween, Mrs. George Potts
14 Mrs. Paul Oliver and Mrs. William McSwain Honored for Volunteer Service
14 Mrs. Elwood Evans, Mrs. Clarence Hauge, Mrs. Glenn Webb Honored for Volunteer service
14 Mrs. R. Bard Honored for Volunteer Service at P SL
14 Mrs. Albert B. Dick, Jr. Honored for Volunteer Service
14 Mrs. Carson Ward Honored for Volunteer Service
14 Mrs. E. H. Teichen Honored for Volunteer Service
14 Mrs. Frank Hansen Honored for Volunteer Service
14 David C. Simmons, Jr. Appointed Administrator of Mile Square Health Center of P SL Hospital
16 Mr. Vaughn Applebee Completes Course as Surgical Technician
16 William Farris Completes Course as Surgical Technician
16 Sharon McKee Completes Course as Surgical Technician
16 Miss Sandra Perez Completes Course as Surgical Technician
16 Mrs. George Webb Completes Course as Surgical Technician
16 Miss Claudia Fedder Completes Course as Surgical Technician
16 Mrs. Daniel Kipker Completes Course as Surgical Technician
16 Miss Gail Meuller Completes Course as Surgical Technician
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19 Department of Pharmacy Honors Pharmacists for 1500 hr Internship
19 Jerome A. Nassenbeny Completes Pharmacy Internship
19 Raymond H. Noortens Completes Pharmacy Internship
19 Miss Eleanor Wilson Completes Pharmacy Internship
29 Miss Sheryl Vercellino Graduates as Medical Technician
29 Miss Virginia Thomas Graduates as Medical Technician
29 Miss M. Helene Sullivan Completes as Medical Technician
29 Miss Helen Stinson Graduates as Medical Technician
29 Miss Florence Lutha Graduates as Medical Technician
29 Miss Susan Lindberg Graduates as Medical Technician
29 Miss Lynn Haedtler Graduates as Medical Technician
29 Miss Anita Bowden Graduates as Medical Technician
29 Miss Suzanne L. Meeker Completes Course in Radiologic Technology
29 Miss Kathleen D. Jordan Completes Course in Radiologic Technology
29 Miss Laura Gaddini Completes Course in Radiologic Technology
29 Miss Margaret E. Savage Completes Course in Radiologic Technology
29 Miss Marlys Achwickerath Completes Course in Radiologic Technology
29 Rosemont area residents Complete Course in Radiologic Technology: Miss Edythe A. DalPonte, Miss Rita McCall, Miss Patricia B. Streit

July:
29 Spanish Moss Shipped from South for Benefit Dance

August:
19 William A. Patterson Elected to Board of Trustees
25 Miss Carol Kerlin is Medical Technology Graduate
25 Miss Maru LiCavoli is Medical Technology Graduate
25 Mrs. Renei Palmer is Medical Technology Graduate
25 Mrs. June Rogers is Medical Technology Graduate
25 Mrs. Myra Rounsavell is Medical Technology Graduate
25 Miss Valorie Wilson is Medical Technology Graduate
25 Mrs. Dianne Anderson is Medical Technology Graduate
25 Miss Kathleen A. Graham is Radiologic Technology Graduate
25 Miss Margaret M. McCarthy is Radiologic Technology Graduate
25 Miss Wilma E. Klein is Radiologic Technology Graduate
25 Miss Cynthia E. McElroy is Radiologic Technology Graduate
25 Miss Patricia A. Burke is Radiologic Technology Graduate

September:
5 Standard Oil (Indiana) Foundation Announces Grant of $50,000 to PSL Hospital for Surgical Suite
6 Mrs. Paul Steffen Takes Her 13th Child Home
15 School of Nursing Commencement; Mrs. Christie Ahlers, one of 112 Graduates
27 Hospital Parking Lot is Home for Parents of Heart Surgery Patient

October:
3 Lowell R. King Appointed Chairman of Department of Urology
19 Louis Gadman Named Hospital Pharmacist of the Year by Illinois Council of Hospital Pharmacists
Dr. A. William Holmes Named one of "Ten Outstanding Men of 1967" by Chicago Jr. Assn. of Commerce and Industry

November:
2 Mile Square Health Center a New Dimension in Community Health Service
3 Dr. Peter J. Farago and Edward Eckenfels Appointed Assistants to the Vice President for Professional and Academic Affairs
14 A. William Holmes, MD One of "Ten Outstanding Men of 1967"
21 Arthur M. Wood Elected to Board of Trustees

December:
1 Nathan Kramer Named Assistant to the President for Industrial Relations
14 2nd Annual Holiday Art Contest for Children
19 First Labor Union Contract Signed at PSL
19 Cooperative Blood Replacement Plan; Santa Claus Donated
20 Harry P. Elam Appointed Medical Director of Mile Square Health Center of PSL
21 Third Graders of Jirka School Present Gifts to Pediatrics
26 Carol and Laura Nibbe Awarded Prizes in Art Contest
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26 Bruce Coary Awarded Prize in Art Contest
26 Nini Cohen Awarded Prize in Art Contest
26 Pamela Butler Awarded Prize in Art Contest
26 Kim Nietfeldt Awarded Prize in Art Contest

NEWS RELEASES 1968

January:
2 Mrs. Nicholas Verthuys Awarded Volunteer Service Pin 5000 Hrs.
8 Naperville Family Excel in Art Contest
8 George W. Belsey Appointed, Administrative Assistant for the Division of Surgery
15 Gail Warded Named Assistant to the President for Administration Ralph Adams Resigns, Accepts Special Assignment
16 Surgical Technicians Complete Course: David Cumberworth
16 Surgical Technicians Complete Course: Armindina Delgado
16 Surgical Technicians Complete Course: Mrs. Odessa Jones
16 Surgical Technicians Complete Course: Barbara Lito
16 Surgical Technicians Complete Course: Susan McCoy
16 Surgical Technicians Complete Course: Mrs. Bobby Webb
16 Surgical Technicians Complete Course: Mrs. Madga Holder
19 Photo Memo: Graduation for 17 Community Health Aides of Mile Square Health Center, 1/22/68
22 Photo Memo: Graduation, Community Health. Aides for Mile Square
30 Bobby Hull Visits Burn Victim, Hockey Fan, Deborah Blume

April:
1 Mile Square Health Center
17 Dr. Frederich Deinhardt
22 Chauncey B. Borland Presented with Distinguished Service Medallion
23 Three Endowed Chairs Established: Harriet Blair Borland Chair of Pathology; Richard A. Capps Chair of Hepatology; Josephine and Arthur Dyrenforth Chair of Gastroenterology
25 10,000th Patient of Mile Square Health Center
26 10,000th Patient of Mile Square Health Center; Photo Memo
29 Mile Square Health Center Serves 10,000th Patient

May:
21 300 Volunteers Honored with Luncheon and Awards at P SL
27 $50,000 Kresge Foundation Grant for Future Operating Room

June:
2 Richard E. Buenger, MD Elected Secretary of Medical Staff of P SL Hospital
14 Miss Ann Huff Honored for Volunteer Work at P SL Hospital

July:
2 William L. Hutson Appointed Manager of Industrial Engineering
3 Gail Warden Elected Vice President for Administration; Nathan Kramer, Vice President for Industrial Relations
8 $269,000 Grant from John A. Hartford Foundation Inc. (ICY)
11 Peotone Resident Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. R. Hoefle
11 4 Lake Forest Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. George Chappell, Mrs. Robert Upham, Mrs. Herbert McLaughlin, Mrs. Charles Morse
11 Mrs. Lloyd McClow Honored for Volunteer Service
11 Downers Grove Resident Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. John Krehbiel
11 3 Southtown Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. William Debelak, Mrs. Evans Schmeling, Mrs. Beatrice Thomas
11 3 North Shore Residents Honored as Volunteers: Mrs. Louis Gdalman, Mrs. Marettta Harrington, Mrs. Eleanor Sandall
11 3 North Loop Residents Honored as Volunteers: Mrs. William Garvey, Mrs. Edgar Janotta, Mrs. Harry J. Williams
11 4 North Loop Residents honored as Volunteers: Mrs. Joseph Christensen, Mrs. Arther Stackdale, Mrs. James Rogers, Mrs. Nicholas Velthuys
10 4 Oak Park Residents Honored as Volunteers: Mrs. R. Lincoln Kesler, Mrs. George Lauritzen, Miss Helen Roumbos, Mrs. Herbert Breuhaus
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Miss Michele Cook
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Miss Marcia Newcomer
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Miss Rita A. Hayes
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Miss Sandra L. Schult
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Mrs. Timothy Logston, Mrs. Pedro Santos
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Miss Sandra Pelehek
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Albert C. Wilehlm
11 Medical Technology Graduate: Miss Sharon N. Fierstien
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15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Margo St. Julien
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Betty J. Harkness
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Charles H. Feitl
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Cecelia Podraza
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Roseann M. Engel
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Maureen Ann Cugier
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Connie Karson
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Byron Lee Reed
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Beth McConnaughy
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Barbara Wagner
15 Radiologic Technology Graduate: Christine Ann Martin

August:
2 Headquarters for Alpha Omega Alpha at P SL Hospital, Dr. J. A. Campbell is Secretary Treasurer
9 Rigby C. Roskelley, MD Elected President of P SL Med. Staff
9 2 Morgan Park Residents elected to Med. Staff Offices: R. C. Roskelley, MD; Leon J. Witkowski, MD
9 Richard E. Buenger, MD Elected Secretary of P SL Med. Staff
9 Post graduate Course in Pediatric Cardiovascular Disease Offered for Family Physicians
23 Mrs. Ralph W. Burnett Honored for Volunteer service

September:
5 Final Graduation to be Held At P SL School of Nursing
9 Photo Desk Memoranda: 2 Graduates and their Mothers; Two Male Graduates and Families
ND 3 Releases on individual Graduates of School of Nursing
9 Releases on individual Graduates of School of Nursing
10 25 Releases on individual Graduates of School of Nursing
12 10 Releases on individual Graduates of School of Nursing
12 Photo Desk Memoranda: Only Two Male Members of School of Nursing
12 7 Yr Old Treated in Hyperbaric Chamber at P SL

October:
3 Patient of Hyperbaric Chamber Returns to School
7 P SL Woman's Board Gives Service Awards
15 New Educational Program for Allied Health Professions
15 Mrs. Clyde E. Shorey Honored for 55 Years of Service
15 Rev. Bernard R. Pennington Appointed Director of Dept. of Pastoral Care and Education
28 George Forster, MD Named 1st Ralph C. Brown Visiting Professor
30 David C. Simmons, Jr. Appointed Assistant to the Vice President for Administration for P SL Hospital

November:
1 Dr. Walter C. Miller is Chief Pediatrician at Mile Square
ND New Educational Program for Allied Health Professions
6 Prof. Alastair C, Frazer, M. D., F. R. C. P. will be Visiting Professor of Medicine
Bernard J, Echlin Elected to Board of Trustees
Edward C. Becker Elected to the Board of Trustees
2 Barrington Residents Elected to Board of Trustees: Anthony Downs and Harold B. Smith

December:
4 Research on Parkinson's Disease at P SL with Grant from United Parkinson Foundation
7 Volunteer Service Award Pin to Mrs. Morton O. Weinress
9 Woman's Board Pledged $750,000 to Establish a Chair of Pediatrics
17 Four New Members Elected to Board of Trustees: Becker, Downs, Echlin, Smith
27 Ervin F. Cramer, Chicago's 1st Heart Transplant Patient (Photo)
27 Statement of Mrs. Ervin F. Cramer on Heart Transplant
31 Heart Transplant Patient Out of Bed And Walking Few Steps (photo)
31 Ervin F. Cramer with Dr. Najafi and Dr. Carleton (Photo)

NEWS RELEASES 1969
January:
3 Statement by Mrs. Ervin F. Cramer, Wife of Heart Transplant Patient
20 Release of Heart Transplant Patient; Available for Interview...
Description of Heart Transplant Operation
Miss Mary Sue Kern Appointed Chairman of the Division of Nursing at P SL Hospital

[Edited February 2016]
February:
Art Exhibition in Observance of Negro History Week and Brotherhood Week
Richard E. Buenger, MD Elected Chairman of the Division of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine at PSL

March:
Report on Heart Transplant Patient
14 David P. Buchmueller Appointed Associate Administer of PSL
26 Ervin F. Cramer in Critical Condition
Heart Transplant Patient Dies (March 26,27 or 28)
31 Swiss Cardiologist to Lecture at PSL

April:
11 Dr. Albert L. Pisani to Participate in the Annual Tri State Hospital Assembly, April 21 21

May:
23 Roy E. White Appointed Administrative Assistant for Patient Services
29 William S. Dye, MD Elected President of PSL Medical Staff; Barton, Vice President, Hejna, Secretary, dePeyster, Treasurer

June:
3 Six North Suburban Residents Honored as Volunteers at PSL
3 Mrs. Norbert Schink Honored for Volunteer Service
3 Two Kenilworth Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. Thomas Coyne, Mrs. Herbert C. DeYoung
3 Three Winnetka Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. Edward Burnell, Mrs. Arlindo Cate, Mrs. Justin Stanley
3 Mrs. Leon Witkowski Honored for Volunteer Service
3 Mrs. W. Stearns Agar Honored for Volunteer Service
3 Mrs. Elton Hewitt Honored for Volunteer Service
3 Misses Margaret and Relinda Olender Honored for Volunteer Service
4 3 Near North Side Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. Arthur Klawans, Miss Bertha Manelkow, Mrs. Woodruff Parker
4 Mrs. Floyd Haas Honored for Volunteer Service
10 John S. Hyde MD Elected President of the Chicago Pediatric Society (Chi. Ped. Soc. Release)
10 Albert L. Pisani, MD Elected Secretary of the Chicago Pediatric Society (Chi. Ped. Soc. Release)
Graduates of the School of Radiologic Technology, June 14: 8 Individual Releases
Graduates of the School of Medical Technology: 14 Individual Releases
Graduates of the School of Radiologic Technology, June 14: 8 Individual Releases

September:
2 Louis Gdalman, R. Ph., Appointed to two State Posts; the State Board of Pharmacy, Governor’s Advisory Council

November:
- Formation of a New Medicine, Health and Educational Complex Announced: RPSLMC
- Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center Formed to Establish New Medical School

NEWS RELEASES 1970
January:
5 Employees of Kemper Insurance Company Aid Pediatric Dept.
Spring:
Volunteer Service Awards to be Given on May 26th

May:
21 Gift of $500,000 to Create John M. Simpson Endowed Chair of Obstetrics and Gynecology; Wilbanks Names Chairman

July:
15 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center Formed to Establish New Medical School (Re release)
15 Dr. Mark Lepper Appointed Dean of Rush Medical College
15 Dr. John S. Graettinger Appointed Associate Dean for Student and Faculty Affairs at RMC
15 Dr. Max E. Rafelson, Jr. Appointed Associate Dean for Basic and Behavioral Sciences at RMC
15 Dr. Robert W. Carton Appointed Associate Dean for Medical Sciences and Services at RMC
15 Dr. William F. Hejna Appointed Associate Dean for Surgical Sciences and Services
16 Rush Medical College Announces Academic Appointments
22 Henry J. Buhrmann Named Assistant to Dean at RMC
27 Dr. Leo M. Henikoff Named Director of Admissions at RMC

August:
13 Dr. George D. Wilbanks Named to Administrative and Academic Post

[Edited February 2016]
September:
7 Medical Center Names Kirkel Associate Director 22 Medical Center Names Schwartz Department Chairman

October:
21 Symposium to Give In Depth View of Skiing 22 Area Residents Participate in Ski Symposium

November:
2 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital to Give Free Diabetes Tests
12 RPSLMC And Union Reach New Agreement
19 Medical Center Appoints Ten Trustees
19 Medical Center Names Mrs. George Chappell Trustee
19 Medical Center Names Mrs. Oliver Trustee
19 Medical Center Names Roskelley Trustee
Medical Center Named Dye Trustee
Medical Center Names Brown Trustee
23 Three Physicians Appointed Trustees
30 Medical Center Names Reuss Trustee
30 Medical Center Names Field Trustee
Medical Center Names Gunness Trustee
Medical Center Names Jaicks Trustee
23 Medical Center Names Executive Vice President, Gail Warden
Medical Center Names Gorter Trustee (Dated Dec., Should be Nov.)

NEWS RELEASES 1971

January:
8 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital Needs Volunteers
29 Union Donates 50 Pints of Blood to Presbyterian St. Luke’s
29 Medical Center Names Julien Department Chairman

February:
15 Medical Center Names Malkinson Department Chairman
18 Medical Center Names Whistler Department Chairman

March:
3 Medical Center Names Dow Department Chairman
24 Danny

April:
19 Medical Center Names Sky Peck Department Chairholder
27 Medical Center to Dedicate New Dental Facility

June:
29 Radiologic Technology Graduates: Miss M. Dekirmenjian; Thomas Min
30 Students Earn Radiologic Technology Degrees
30 Medical Center Names Brazie Director of Neonatology

July:
8 Medical Center Medical Staff Officers Elected
9 Medical Center Names Archie Section Director
14 Medical Center Names Carson Section Director
14 French Researcher to Work with Dr. Booyse
14 Visiting Researcher to Work with Area Resident (Dr. Max E. Rafelson, Jr.)
15 Leukemia Foundation Awards Grant to Medical Center
28 Medical Center Names Dr. Curtin Department Chairman

August:
6 Photo: Mrs. Mary Jean Houde, President, Illinois Federation of Women’s Clubs; Support for Thrombosis Research Center
18 Rush Medical College Reopens September 27th
23 Mrs. Betty Kuhar, Employee of the Quarter at RPSLMC
23 Dillon Named Mile Square Health Center Administrator
23 Project Director at Mile Square Health Center Named
23 Medical Center Names Soderholm Administrator
25 Reuter Named to Administrative Post

[Edited February 2016]
30 Mrs. Francis Tuite Receives Volunteer Service Pin for 1000+ Hrs.
30 Mr. Sanborn Houser Receives Volunteer Service Pin for 1000+ Hrs.

September:
10 Medical Center Names Belsey Associate Administrator
16 Medical Center Names Dr. Perlia Section Director

October:
230 Volunteers Will Be Honored
8 Dr. Sadove Named Chairman of Anesthesiology Department
15 Helen E. Browne, R.N. to Address Faculty and Staff
15 Mile Square Health Center Holds Groundbreaking Ceremonies
19 Individual Volunteer Award Releases: Mrs. Walter Heinsen, George L. Baker, Mrs. Wallace Kirkland, Jr., Mrs. Charles Giauque, Mrs. John Fay, Mrs. Joseph Stevens, Miss Myrl Poland, Miss Arlene Wilson, Mrs. Alexander Rogers, Mrs. Robert C. Kaska, Mrs. Harry Leffingwell, Mrs. Harold Lange, Mrs. George Shirkey, Mary Ellen Butler, Mrs. Leo Galvin
19 Three Winnetka Residents Honored
19 2 Arlington Heights Residents Honored: Mrs. W.T. Jones, Mrs. J. Prettio

November:
2 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital to Give Free Diabetes Tests
9 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital Holds Disaster Plan Rehearsal
18 Medical Center Names Three New Officers; Appoints 5 Trustees
24 Medical Center Names Burnham Trustee
24 Medical Center Names Thomas Trustee
24 Medical Center Names Robert I. Christ Trustee
ND Knospe Awarded Two Research Grants
ND Trobaugh Awarded Public Health Service Grant

December:
29 Medical Center Deposits $20,000 in Black Community Bank

NEWS RELEASES 1972
January:
7 Frischer Named Chief of Clinical Hematology Department
17 Seminar Series  The Chicago Health Care Scene
17 Research Team Awarded the Jane Nugent Cochens Prize
24 RPSLMC Employee of Lawndale Model Cities Receive Free Day Care for their Pre school Children

February:
7 Cheifitz Named Department Chairman
17 Mr. Charles Giauque, Volunteer Service Pin
17 Mrs. Edgar Jannotta, Volunteer Service Pin
17 Mrs. William McSwain, Volunteer Service Pin
17 Mrs. Donald F. Kittredge, Volunteer Service Pin
15 Mrs. Ruth Carlson, Volunteer Service Pin
15 Mrs. Albert K. Zeitell, Volunteer Service Pin
21 Plans for Establishment of a College of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences at RPSLMC
21 Dr. Luther Christman Named Dean of new College at RPSLMC
21 Leon Dingle Named Dean of office of Allied Health Sciences
22 Galanta Named Department Chairman
22 Louis Gdalman Appointment to ill. State Board of Pharmacy

March
8 Dr. Kenji Aimi and Dr. Stanton A. Friedberg Receive Grant from Deafness Research Foundation
9 25 Volunteer Service Pin Awards to: Mrs. James Boggies, Mrs. Frederack McKinnon, Mrs. William Emery, Mr. George F. Hime, Mrs. Clarence Hauge, Mr. and Mrs. Evans S. Schmeling, Mrs. Forrest Snapp, Mrs. Edward J. Harney, Mrs. William Churchill, Mrs. Albert P. Metz, Mrs. Robert J. Jensik
28 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Officer Mosby Is Employee of the Quarter
28 Lashof Named Department Chairman 29 Howard C. Taylor is James E. Fitzgerald Visiting Professor

April:
4 Lowenstine Foundation Establishes Professorship in Internal Medicine at RPSLMC
7 H.H. Sky Peck in Great Lakes Health Congress
14 RPSLMC and Central WMCA Community College to offer Radiologic Technology Certificate and AA Degree in one Program

[Edited February 2016]
27 P SL Hospital Offers Public Tours During National Hospital Week

May: Volunteer Service Pin Awards to
11 12 Mrs. Henry Hassel, Mrs. William Schaefer, Mrs. George W. Kemp, Jr., Miss Margaret M. Burner
2 W. Kemp, Jr., Miss Margaret M. Burner

June:
27 One Million Dollar Gift to RPSLMC, Mrs. Webb Everett

July:
11 Dr. Andrew Bregman Selected for John B. Drake, Jr. Award
18 Volunteer Service Pin Award for Mrs. Thomas A. Kelly
19 Mobley Named Department Chairman
20 P SL Hospital "Rookies" Win 1972 Hospital Softball League Championship
23 RPSLMC plans Suburban Health Facilities in Schaumburg and Park Forest South
26 RPSLMC Receives $550,000 Grant from Bush Foundation
25 Dr. Masayashi Hyodo is Visiting Professor Teaching Acupuncture at RPSLMC

August:
4 Christman Elected to National Academy of Sciences
16 Dr. Donovan G. Wright Elevated to Rank of Professor
17 Adult Day Hospital Entertained by Youth Black Heritage Theatre
18 Jane Warren Wheeler is President of American Society of Directors of Volunteer Services of the A.H.A.
25 Mr. William W. Lyon Appointed Administrative Assistant at RPSLMC

September:
21 Bone Pathology Course Scheduled at RPSLMC
6 Galesburg Cottage Hospital Joins Hospital Network (5th)
7 RMC Receives Student Financial Aid Grant From The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
22 RPSLMC Receives $2.5 Million for Psychiatry Department
14 $6.7 million Grant from HEW approved for construction of Rush Medical College Tower

October:
26 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital to give Free Diabetes Tests
3 RPSLMC Presents an open political forum on "Health Care as a Campaign Issue"
4 Administrators for Branch Hospitals Appointed
4 Henry J. Buhrman Appointed Administrator of RPSLMC North
8 George W. Belsey Appointed Administrator of RPSLMC South
26 Lee S. Barton Named Assistant to Allied Health Dean
19 RPSLMC Honors 300 Volunteers
17 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to: Mrs. Robert S. Covert, Mrs. William T. Jones, Mrs. William Emery, Mrs. Wayne S. Chilicote, Mrs. Joseph Sorn, Mrs. George Hime, Mrs. Robert BonDurant, Mrs. Daniel Callahan

November:
1 Flags Fly at half staff at RPSLMC for train crash victims
3 Hudson Named Director of Ambulatory Care Services
11 Dr. Friedrich Deinhardt to Moscow for Exchange Information Program on Cancer Virus
17 Rhoda S. Pomerantz, MD Named Director of Section of Geriatrics
17 Mrs. Harvey Collins Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Three Chicago Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. Alphonse Oenning, Mrs. Edward Emery, Mrs. Thomas Kelly
17 Mrs. Paul H. Holinger Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Mrs. Helen Trautman Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Two Western Springs Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. Robert Rosenwald, Mrs. Glenn Webb
17 Mrs. Clarence Hauge Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Mrs. Robert J. Jensik Honored For Volunteer Service
17 Mrs. John Effinger Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Mrs. William McSwain Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Mrs. Robert BonDurant Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Mrs. Samuel W. Bodman Honored for Volunteer Service
17 Two River Forest Residents Honored for Volunteer Service: Mrs. E. Howard Teichen and Mrs. Herbert Kroeplin
17 Mrs. Albert B. Dick, Jr. Honored for Volunteer Service
21 DeKalb Public Hospital is Sixth to Join Hospital Network
17 Mrs. Calvin D. Trowbridge Appointed Trustee of RPSLMC
17 Mrs. Lester Armour Honored for Volunteer Service

[Edited February 2016]
17 Rt. Rev. Quintin E. Primo, Jr. Appointed RPSLMC Trustee
17 William D. Sicher, MD Appointed RPSLMC Trustee
17 RPSLMC elected one new officer and appointed five trustees at the Annual Trustees Meeting
17 Max E. Rafelson, PhD. named Vice President for Office of Management Information Sciences and Services
20 Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital Received gold certificate for "Fifty years of support and uninterrupted membership" in IHA

December:
4 Mrs. James A. Campbell Awarded Volunteer Service Pin
4 Mrs. James DeYoung Awarded Volunteer Service Pin
4 Mr. Michael Pave Awarded Volunteer Service Pin
5 Two Matteson Residents Toured Facilities at RPSLMC
7 Service League of RPSLMC South Spent a Day at Main Campus
15 Establishment of Rush University Announced
22 Five Colleges Join With Rush University to form the Nation's First Educational Network of Affiliated Institutions in Nursing and Allied Health

NEWS RELEASES 1973

January:
10 Rev. Ross M. Ludeman Named Trustee of RPSLMC
18 Liebson Named Coronary Intensive Care Director
20 Dedication of Marshall Field IV Center
26 Dr. Mark H. Lepper: Resignation and Appointment to Comprehensive Health Planning Board of Illinois
26 John S. Graettinger, MD Named Dean of Student and Faculty Affairs at Rush University (Also 2/10/73)
29 Dr. Hejna Named Acting Dean of Rush Medical College

February:
1 Dr. Joyce Lashof to be Named Acting Director of the Dept. of Public Health for State of Illinois
5 Dr. James Schoenberger Named Acting Chairman of Dept. of Preventive Medicine
7 Volunteer Service Pin Awards to: Mrs. Robert C. Kaska, Mrs. Joyce Lepper, Mrs. Robert E. Anderson, Miss Ann Ahtelius, Mrs. Robert Shattuck, Mrs. Daniel Callahan, Mrs. E. Dow Suhre, Mrs. Joseph Hirsch, Mrs. Edward Wagner, Mrs. Arlindo Cate, Mrs. Claude Lambert, Mrs. Kenneth B. Anderson, Mrs. Sherman Olson
8 Dr. L. Penfield Faber Appointed Associate Dean for Surgical Sciences and Services at RMC
14 Priscilla Cristobal, Philippines, to Have Open Heart Surgery
22 $300,000 Grant Received from Commonwealth Fund, New York
28 RPSLMC Receives State "Initial Permit" for Schaumberg Hospital

March:
2 Volunteer Service Pin Awards to: Mrs. Charles Giauque, Mrs. Albert Chapek, Miss Myrl Poland, Mrs. Thomas Fielding, Mrs. Leon Witkowski, Mrs. William Garr, Mrs. Meredith Deyo, Miss Alice M. Roberts
8 Central DuPage Hospital is the 7th to Join With RPSLMC
12 Dr. A. William Holmes Appointed Associate Chairman of the Department of Internal Medicine
12 National Cancer Institute Renews Grant to Dr. Knospe
13 Gail L. Warden Honored with Dinner Party
16 William Hammack, Open Heart Surgery Patient, Receives gifts of 29 Pints of Blood from Relatives and Friends
20 Dr. Cecily Saunders to Lead Discussion on "Care of the Dying and Their Family"
28 Dr. Merkel Named Transplantation Director
30 Associates of RPSLMC will have Dr. Frederick Merkel as guest speaker for April Meeting
28 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to: Mrs. Herbert C. DeYoung, Mrs. Robert W. Lamson, Mrs. Lester Armour

April:
13 James E. Gorman Appointed Administrator for Johnston R. Bowman Health Park at RPSLMC
18 Infectious Disease Symposium to be held at RPSLMC
19 Planning Office for RPSLMC North to be opened in Schaumburg
30 Advances in Infectious Hepatitis Research made at RPSLMC

May:
- George H. Hoffberg Appointed Assistant to the Vice President
8 for Health Care and Administrator for the ANCHOR Organization for Health Maintenance
9 Rush Knox Physician Training Program Announced
10 Michael Shirk Appointed Assistant Administrator in Surgical Sciences and Services at RPSLMC
10 Robert M. Zieserl Named Assistant to the Dean, RMC
16 18 Volunteer Service Pin Awards to: Miss Maude M. Hawks, Mrs. Fred Allen, Miss Margaret Burner, Mrs. William Churchill, Mrs. Russell Hanselman, Mrs. Thomas Bradbury, Mrs. Calvin Trowbridge, Mrs. Robert Wright, Mrs. Nicholas Veltyuys, Miss Ina Stout, Miss Elizabeth Carter

[Edited February 2016]
Pancreas Transplant Performed at RPSLMC

June:
15 Mark H. Lepper, MD Awarded Honorary Doctor of Science Degree at 99th Commencement of Rush Medical College
15 William G. Arlyan, MD Awarded an Honorary Doctor of Science Degree at 99th Commencement of RMC
15 Robert J. Glaser, MD Awarded Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters by Rush Medical College at 99th Commencement
15 99th Commencement of Rush Medical College
25 Dr. Philip N. Jones Elected President of PSL Hospital Medical Staff for 1973-74

July:
9 Robert E. Reynolds, MD Appointed Director of Medical Affairs for RPSLMC South
16 Stuart Levin Received Phoenix Award from 1973 RMC Graduates
17 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to: Mrs. Wayne Chilcote, Mrs. George Hime
26 Miss Beatriz S. Sy graduates from the Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital School of Radiologic Technology
26 Mr. Danilo Saposno graduates from the Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital School of Radiologic Technology
26 Mr. Daniel Mezzano Graduates from PSL School of Radiologic Technology
26 Miss Priscilla Stanciec Radiologic Technology Graduate
26 Mr. Richard Hekr Radiologic Technology Graduate
26 Miss Anne Maris Zinkus Radiologic Technology Graduate
26 Mr. Edward Nesbitt Radiologic Technology Graduate
26 Mr. George Verghese Radiologic Technology Graduate
27 Sir Peter Medawar to present Lecture at RPSLMC

August:
1 Sheldon Garber Appointed Vice President for Development and Communication
19 Henry J. Buhrmann Becomes Member in American College of Hospital Administrators
27 RPSLMC to Install First EMI Scanner (Brain) in Chicago
29 Hassan Najafi, MD Appointed Chairman of department of Cardiovascular Thoracic Surgery
30 Volunteer Service Pins Awarded to: Miss Regina Kudylas, Mrs. Walter Heinsen, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hand, Miss Meg Anderson, Mr. Michael Pape

September:
18 Silas M. Weir Appointed Associate Administrator for Surgical Sciences and Services
26 In Patient program for alcoholics established at RPSLMC
9 66 Brain Scanner installed at RPSLMC

November:
1 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital to give Free Diabetes tests
13 Groundbreaking for new Rush Medical College structure
15 Volunteer Service Pin Awarded to Miss Audrey Ross
21 RPSLMC Receives Grant from Robert Wood Johnson Foundation of Princeton, NJ

December:
11 Charles A. Freeman Appointed Associate Administrator for Human Resources

NEWS RELEASES 1974
February:
- Newsletter Volume VI, Number 1

March:
8 Howard R. Jones Appointed Vice-President for Administrative Affairs

May:
15 W. K. Kellogg Foundation Grant to RPSLMC

June:
5 100th Commencement of Rush Medical College
26 Vance Johnson Appointed Director of Development at RPSLMC
28 Hospital Opens Thrift Shop

July:
29 Andrew A. Wilcox Named Director of Special Programs, Development & Communications
30 Bethany Brethren/Garfield Park Hospital Affiliation with RPSLMC

[Edited February 2016]
August:
26 Fisk University Affiliation Established
Rush University Receives Accreditation to Award Masters, Ph.D., Other Degrees

September:
New Communications Director Named for RPSLMC
Senior Writer Joins RPSL Public Relations Staff
10 Launch New National Effort TO Study Bladder Cancer

October:
University Enrollment Reaches 532; Fourfold Increase in Nursing College
23 Schaumburg Jaycee ettes Make Donation to Hospital
28 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Signs Contract To Purchase Land for Northwest Branch Hospital
- Publications Manager Named for RPSL Communications Department

November:
20 Jaicks Elected Vice Chairman of Executive Board of Trustees at RPSLMC
21 Edward McCormick Blair Elected Chairman, RPSLMC
19 Curtin Elected to Board of American College of Surgeons
ANCHOR Marketing Program Announced
Center for Nursing Research To Be Established

December:
Wong Named Trustee of RPSLMC
Department of Anatomy Chairman Named: Anthony J. Schmidt, Ph.D.
Chairman Named in Department of Otolaryngology and Broncho—ensophagology: David D. Caldarelli, MD
Department of Pathology Named: Ronald S. Weinstein, MD
Growth In Medical Center Research Reported
7 Digestive Disease Section Established: A. W. Holmes, MD

RPSLMC NEWS RELEASES 1975
January:
31 New Public Relations Director Named for RPSLMC
31 Digestive Diseases Section Formed
31 Acting Dean Appointed for Rush Graduate College

February:
5 Sprague Professorship Established At RPSLMC
7 Officer Changes Announced at RPSLMC (Warden, Bowers)
13 Miss Aitken Named ANCHOR Marketing Representative
13 Mr. Wolfersberger Named ANCHOR Marketing Representative
24 A Statement on Branch Hospital Policy
24 Lawrence University Affiliation Established

March:
11 Note to Editors
11 A Joint Announcement: Mt. Sinai Hospital RPSLMC Agreement

April:
25 Pharmacology Department Chairman Named Carson
30 Medical Center Scientist Named Leukemia Society Scholar Falk

May:
5 Kaiser $175,000 Grant Awarded to Medical Center
5 Rush Medical College Match Results 16 Medical Staff Honored
16 Medical Staff Officers Announced

June:
2 Rush University to Hold First Commencement
10 Rush University’s First Commencement
25 EMI Press Release
27 National Multiple Sclerosis Society Awards $29,180 for Research at Rush Medical College (MS Press Release)

July:

[Edited February 2016]
3 RPSLMC to Acquire $550,000 Body Scanner
7 Lake Forest College Affiliation Established
18 ANCHOR Program Offered to Illinois Bell Telephone Employees
23 Neuroscientist Receives NIH Research Career Development Award – Schauf
28 ANCHOR Marketing Director Named – Lorna Lindaman

August:
20 Assistant Dean Appointed – Dr. Eells
27 RMC Sponsors “Fifth Pathway” for Illinois Residents

September:
9 Chicago Medical Center Aids Downstate Hospital – Padco Hospital
12 National Aspirin Study Asks: Can Aspirin Prevent Heart Attacks (Schoenberger)
12 Gdalman Retires
17 Model House Staff Contract Reached at RPSLMC
22 Margaret Thatcher Visits RPSLMC to View Brain Scanner
24 Woman’s Board Endows Chair in Pediatrics
25 Medical Center Establishes Cancer Center
29 Graduate and Continuing Medical Education Director Appointed – Graettinger

October:
11 ANCHOR Administrator Named – Schuh
15 Woman’s Board Elects New Officers
17 Rush University Enrollment at 645 Doubles Since 1973 University Opening
17 Ford Receives Christman Award
20 Graettinger Named Executive Vice President of National Intern and Resident Matching Program
30 RPSLMC To Give Free Diabetes Tests
30 Volunteers Honored

November:
14 ANCHOR Program Offered to Federal Employees
19 Officer and Trustee Elections at RPSLMC
20 College of Health Sciences Established at Rush University
24 LARC System Installed at Rush

December:
18 Rush and Mt. Sinai Expand Cooperation
19 Rush College of Nursing Accredited by National League for Nursing

RPSLMC NEWS RELEASES 1976

January:
New Prosthesis May Prevent Limb Amputation (Handed out at World Fair of Technology)
4th Annual World Fair for Technology Exchange

February:
3 Venous Balloon Prevents Pulmonary Embolism
3 Cohen Named Managing Editor at RPSLMC
3 LARC System (Repeat)
19 McKiel Appointed Urology Department Chairman
19 Dvorak Named ANCHOR Marketing Representative
20 Former Nursing School Director Dies (E. Payne)

March:
3 Bard Chair of Physiology Established at RPSLMC; Robert Eisenberg Named First Occupant
9 Churchill Promoted to Assistant V. P. at Medical

April:
20 Mark Lepper, MD Appointed V. P. at Medical Center

May:
10 Medical Center Holds Annual Health Fair
14 Cheifetz Named Dean of College of Health Sciences, V. P. for Scientific Affairs
18 $2 Million Pledge for Cancer Treatment Center by Woman’s Board of RPSL
20 Peck Society Benefit

[Edited February 2016]
21 Crane Named Associate Administrator
21 Reynolds Appointed Medical Director
21 Shirk Named Associate Administrator
23 Rush University Student Wins Johnson Foundation Fellowship

June:
10 Rush University 2nd Commencement June 12th
10 Department of Religion and Health Established at RPSLMC
12 Historian Tells Health Graduates: Fight Revival of Pseudomedicine
17 Klutznick Named Trustee, Wood Life Trustee at RPSLMC
16 Taylor Chair of Oncology Endowed at RPSLMC; Charles Perlia, MD

July:
26 Researchers Find Brain Atrophy in Alcoholics
27 Medical Center Scientist Receives Research Career Development Award: Gottlieb
27 Dr. Hejna Named Senior Vice President at RPSLMC
31 Rush University College of Nursing Awarded Bush Foundation Grant

August:
5 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s and Schwab Sign Association Agreement
9 Brueschke Named Family Practice Department Chairman
12 Brocken Named New Associate Dean
17 Rush University to Dedicate New Academic Facility Sept. 14
25 Media Preview Tour Planned at Rush University Academic Facility

September:
2 New Dermatology Services at Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s
14 Rush University Dedicates Academic Facility

October:
7 Woman’s Board Elects New Officers
11 Public Hearings Announced on Huntington’s Disease
12 Volunteers Honored
13 Enrollment in Rush University at All Time High
28 Federal Employees Have Open Season for Health Plans Nov. 15 30, 1976 (ANCHOR N. R.)
28 Chicago Medicine Magazine Article

November:
17 Trustee Elections at RPSLMC
22 New Trustee Elected at RPSLMC; John Bent Named Life Trustee
23 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s and Christ Hospital Expand Cooperation
30 Chicago Nurses Should Be Independent Practitioners Christman

December:
9 Hejna’s Responsibilities Expand at RPSLMC
10 Neurology Release: Pentoxifylline in Stroke Treatment
10 Neurology Release: Federal Grant Allotted for Stroke Treatment and Research
30 Floyd Davis, MD, Awarded Grant for Multiple Sclerosis Studies

RPSLMC NEWS RELEASES 1977

January:
3 New Administrative Appointments Announced At Medical Center
5 Effects of Alcohol on Nervous System Studied at Medical Center
10 Zimmerman Appointed Staff Counsel At Medical Center
14 Dr. John V. Jones Heads Rheumatology Section at RPSLMC
24 Rush University Offers Doctoral Program in Nursing
27 Brain Implants In Cerebral Palsy Patients Studied

February:
16 New Trustees Named at RPSLMC
24 Computerized Medical Information System Installed at RPSLMC

March:
4 ANCHOR Office to Open 6033 North Sheridan Road
April:
20 Media Demonstration of New Computerized Medical Information System Planned at Sheridan Road Pavilion
21 Computerized Medical Information System Installed at RPSLMC Fact Sheets on SRP with Spectra Release
22 O'Shea Appointed Vice President, Administrative Affairs

May:
11 DNA Speaker
10 Promotions and New Assignments Announced at the Medical Center
25 Dedicate Unique Health Center for Elderly JRB
26 Associate Deans Appointed in College of Nursing, Rush University
27 Menning Appointed Director of the Data Center
27 Medical Staff Officers Elected (Missing)

June:
6 Emergency Blood Donor Recruitment
6(8?) RPSLMC Elects New Trustees
9 Rush University's Third Commencement June 11th
10 Distinguished Alumna Award of RMC, Beatrice E. Tucker, MD
11 Rush University's Third Commencement June 11th

July:
1 Special Psychiatric Training for Physicians at RPSLMC
16 Graduate Program in Health Systems Management Offered at Rush University

August:
19, 20 NIH Grants $722,000 To R P SL To Study Causes and Treatment of Depression
22 Rush University Establishes Office of Continuing Education
23 Trufant Named Associate Dean, Rush University
29 Doctor Arleen Clair Levin Dies

September:
9 Memorial Service for Arleen Levin, MD Rescheduled
23 Cartwright Named Chairperson, Department of Psychology and Social Sciences at Rush
25 Associates of RPSLMC Host RMC Class of 1981 at Home of Mr. and Mrs. Benninghoven, Barrington,
26 Enrollment in Rush University At All Time High

October:
7 Anticancer Drug Grant Awarded to Medical Center Investigator
10 Clark W. Finnerud, MD (Obit.)
17 BioService Corporation Established
18 Woman's Board Elects New Officers
28 International Physicians Visit RPSLMC
28 Halloween Party at RPSLMC
31 Eminent Bone Pathologist Named Visiting Professor at RPSLMC

November:
16 Medical Center Awarded $ 1 Million Contract to Develop Computerized Pap Smear Screening System
16 Housing Alternatives for the Elderly
18 Trustee Elections at RPSLMC

December:
2 Holiday Party and Region for Past Patients of Perinatal Center's Special Care Nursery
12 Curtin Elected to Board of American College of Surgeons
26 ANCHOR Organization for Health Maintenance Receives Federal Qualifications
SRP Paintings of Charles Anderson to be Exhibited Jan. 131

NEWS RELEASES 1978

January:
16 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's Appoints Officer for Planning and Government Liaison (Sinioris)
19 Establish Keeshin Biomedical Systems Planning Center at Rush
31 Establish Borwell Professorship in Neurological Sciences at RPSLMC

February:
Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives

Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358

4 Anchor Marketing Director Named (Yeager)
6 Nursing Rehabilitation Degree at Rush University
14 PUBLIC SERVICE SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT: Call for Volunteers
17 Christman Invited to Speak in New Zealand and Australia
18 Davidson, Henry and Regenstein Named Trustees, RPSLMC
15 PR WIRE The Rev. Dr. Christian Hovde Receives Award
17 PR WIRE Poison Control Week
20 PR WIRE Sleep and Dream Disorders in Women
20 SRP “Alcoholism! A Community Health Problem”
31 PR WIRE Impact of Depression on Patient and Family

April:
3 PR WIRE Turning Points; a one day Seminar for Chicago Area Clergy on ministering to the Needs of the Elderly
13 PR WIRE The John L. and Beatrice Keeshin Human Motion
SRP “Alcoholism: a Family Disease”
SRP “Reaching the Alcoholic: What You Can Do”
13 Laboratory Dedication
20 Christman Portrait to be Presented
25 RPSLMC Begins Three Year Study of Anti Cancer Drugs
25 Christman Guest of Nursing Association in New Zealand and Australia

May:
1 Rush University Receives Ten Year Accreditation from North Central Association
11 Coping with Cancer; The Emotional Aspects PR WIRE
15 Propranolol Trial to Begin in Chicago (BHAT)
19 Rush Honor Society of Nursing Inducted into Sigma Theta Tau
25 Parkinson’s Center Opened at RPSLMC
26 SRP “Depression” Lecture by Alcohol Treatment Program

June:
HMO Joint Release State Employees Get Multiple Health Choice Option - Msg. (8/1/88)
Two Elected Trustees at RPSLMC (Arena, Simpson)
7 Rush University to Confer Degrees, June 10, Orchestra Hall
9 PR WIRE Clarence W. Monroe, MD, Receives 1978 Distinguished Alumnus Award
10 Rush University’s Fourth Commencement
26 SRP “Alcoholism and Human Sexual Dysfunctions” Seminar

July:
10 Harris Named to Taylor Chair
Blacklow Named Vice President Medical Affairs at RPSLMC and Dean, Rush Medical College

August:
4 Rush Receives Grant to Train U.S. Medical Students Who Studied Abroad
7 PR WIRE E. Hall Taylor Deceased
7 SRP “Is Drinking Creating Problems in Your Life?
10 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center Appoints Development Director
11 New vice president and Dean Named at RPSLMC.
15 Rush College of Nursing Receives Grant to Continue Graduate Training Programs
17 Sleep Disorder Service and Research Center Opens at RPSLMC
21 SRP “Personal Financial Planning and the Recovering Alcoholic”
24 Rush Network Hospitals Hold Nursing Seminar
25 Regenstein Eye Center to be Dedicated Aug. 30
28 SRP “Feeling Good by Eating Right”
28 PR WIRE The New Joseph and Helen Regenstein Eye Center

September:
8 Chicago: JRB Receives Approval for a $630,000 Five Year Grant to Study Cognitive Function Changes Caused by the Aging Process
12 Five Year Physiology Training Grant at RPSLMC
15 Geriatric Psychiatry Training Grant at RPSLMC
19 RPSLMC to Host Midwest Child Psychiatry Conference
20 PR WIRE Psychiatrist Robert Spitzer, MD, Two of the Authorities Attending the Midwest Regional Conference on Diagnostic Issues in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Available for Interviews
21 New Trustees Elected at RPSLMC, Edward Fay Campbell, Jr., Ph.D.
21 Dr. Henikoff Named Vice President at RPSLMC

[Edited February 2016]
28,29 Groundbreaking Ceremonies for $73.7 Million Hospital Project Set for October 10th.
Art Gallery  John Tweedle, Former Daily News Staff and Photographer

October:
3 PR WIRE  "Still a Taboo: Sexuality and the Nursing Process"
6 SRP  "Overcoming Loneliness"
10 PR WIRE  Ground Broken for $73.7 Million Project at RPSLMC
13 SRP  "Anger"
26 "Consumer Concerns and Ethical Issues in Oncology Nursing"
30 Stroke Club Formed at RPSLMC
30 Four Department Chairpersons Named in College of Nursing

November:
1 "Superman" Benefit to be Held in Chicago December 13
3 Ford in Tribute to RPSLMC
3 Enrollment at Rush University reaches 1275
10 AGA Elects Dr. Campbell President
15 RPSL Announces $154 Million Plan: Gerald Ford Helps Launch $75 Million Philanthropic Campaign
16 Trustee Elections at RPSLMC (H.B. Smith; Karnes, Ryan, West, Blair
17 PR WIRE  "The Superman Fantasy in Adolescence and Adulthood,"
28 PR WIRE  "Circadian Psychology: Waking, Sleeping, Waking"

December:
11 Open Merchandise Mart to Public in Unique Benefit
23 Quadruplets Born at RPSLMC
SRP  Alcohol and Pregnancy
Charles Anderson Art Exhibit

NEWS RELEASES 1979

January:
8 New Computer Technique for Locating Brain Tumors Developed at RPSLMC
8 Announce Appointments at RPSLMC (W. H. Roach, R. B. Rattenbury)
10 PR WIRE: The Walski Family Goes Home

February:
7 New Clinic for Mentally Disordered Offenders Opened at RPSLMC

March:
16 SRP  Poison Control Week Booth
22 PR WIRE: U, of I. Attacks the Construction of New Facility
28 PR WIRE: CHSA vote of 15 3 Rescinding Earlier Motion on Certificate of Need

April:
9 Resolution Passed by the Illinois Senate
9 Israel Davidsohn, MD honored at Symposium
16 Two Day Series of Lectures Offering an Interdisciplinary Look at Cell Markers    the Body's Early Warning System for Detecting Cancer Before It Becomes Apparent
May:
1 Invitation to Keeshin Biomedical Planning Systems Conference
2 Anchor Opens Oak Brook Office
2 Anchor HMO to Enroll Medicare Beneficiaries
4 NIMH Names Weinberg Distinguished Senior Scholar
4 The Woman's Board of RPSLMC Sponsors Preview Dinner in Benefit  Drive
16 Rush Academic Facility Wins Chicago Building Congress Award
21 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's and Grant Hospital of Chicago Become Affiliated
31 Gerard Piel, President and Publicist of Scientific American Will Deliver Commencement Address

June:
1 Medical Staff Officers Elected
City Editor, Photo Editors, Radio TV and Assignment Editors: RPSLMC Health Care Professionals at the El Hogar del Nino Day Care Center, 1854 S, Racine on Saturday, June 9, 1979
8 Paul S. Rhoades Receives Distinguished Alumnus Award (1979)
Finding Aid for the Rush News Releases Collection, 1970-2005, #4750, and
News Releases of Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital, 1956-1969, from #4706
Rush University Medical Center Archives, Chicago, Ill.
rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives
Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358

8 Tolbert Fanning Hill (statement)
7 PR WIRE "Medicine in the Third World" by William John Holmes, MD Internationally Known Ophthalmologist
9 Rush University's Fifth Commencement
15 Vocational Rehabilitation Perspective in Multiple Sclerosis meeting
18 19 PR WIRE Clinical Trials in Oncology; A Current Overview
21 Gotterer Named Associate Dean of Rush Medical College
28 New Trustee Elected at RPSLMC (Lane)

July:
19 PR WIRE Open House with Sculpture Demonstration at JRB Residential Apartments

August:
10 Russe Named Associate Dean at Rush
22 PR WIRE Mark H. Lepper, MD Named vice president, Inter Institutional Affairs at RPSLMC

September:
13 Two New Trustees Elected at RPSLMC (Cline, Madigan)

October:
3 Blood Bank of RPSLMC Holds Emergency Blood Drive
8 Kellogg National Nursing Center to Open at Rush
8 Come Join Us for a Taste of Good Taste
18 "Disease as Subject in Contemporary Literature"
19 Rush Sponsors Radiation Hazards Seminar
29 Symposium to Address National Nursing Issues
30 Free Blood Sugar Tests at Rush

November:
28 Trustee Elections; $1 Million Gift to RPSLMC
29 Two Day Mental Health Program for Lawyers at Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical Center

December:
3 $1 Million Gift from Burton Trust to RPSLMC
3 Trustee and Officer Elections at RPSLMC
5 Family Birth Center Opened at RPSLMC
5 Chicago Team of Doctors and Nurses Leaving for Thailand PR WIRE
7 12 Member American Refugee Committee Medical Team Leaving O'Hare
13 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's and Skokie Valley Community Hospital Become Affiliates
14 PR WIRE Walski Quadruplets, Other Preemie Babies Return to Rush for Christmas Party
22 PR WIRE Quadruplets are one Year Old

NEWS RELEASES 1980

January:
7 Poison Expert Warns of Carbon Monoxide Danger This Winter

February
14 Two Trustees Elected at Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical Center
27 Crantz Named Marketing Director at ANCHOR
28 Physiologists to Discuss the Science of Singing (PR Wire)

March:
12 Here's Help to Choose Your Child's School
13 Civil Law and the Psychiatrist: A Look at Current Issues
14 Nursing Center for Excellence to Sponsor First Research Colloquium
14 Homecoming for Nurses at Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical Center
19 It's Louis Gdalman Day! Reception Slated to Honor Distinguished Local Pharmacist
24 Rush to Hold Rheumatic Diseases Program for Area Nurses
24 Samuel G. Taylor III, MD to be Honored at International Cancer Research Symposium (#1 release)
24 Samuel G. Taylor III, M.D (#2 release)

April:
3 Good Taste is Now at Kroch's
7 Area Pharmacist to be Honored by RPSLMC
14 Two Day Symposium Explores the Latest Endocrine Therapy for Cancer

[Edited February 2016]
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25 William Kempiners, designates RPSLMC as Poison Information Center

May
8 Hypertension Club Helps Patients Reduce Risk of Heart Attacks and Stroke
27 Rush University to Hold Sixth Commencement

June
4 Donovan Named Chairperson for Medical Nursing at Rush
7 Rush University’s Sixth Commencement
23 Brown Appointed Assistant Vice President of Legal Affairs at RPSLMC
25 Two Trustees Elected at RPSLMC (John H. Bryan, Jr. and Thomas A. Reynolds, Jr.)

July:
1 Jezek Named Director of Undergraduate Nursing Program at Rush
10 Geriatric Psychiatry Unit opened at the Johnston R. Bowman Health Center for the Elderly
21 Rush Program Examines Key Nursing Issues
26 Graziana Zapata has 12-hour operation to reattach his left hand
26 PR Wire: Union Station Fire

August:
25 Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital Awards 25 Student Fellowships

September:
1 Knight Named Associate Administrator
11 William Noble Lane Medical Research Organization Established at RPSLMC
18 THE PR WIRE  JRBHC Workshop: THE ARTS AND OLDER PEOPLE
THE PR WIRE  Copley Memorial Hospital and Rush Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Enter into Affiliation Agreement
22 Rush Medical College Receives Grant for Pre Med Advisory Program
24 THE PR WIRE  Completion of $2 million pledge toward Woman’s Board Cancer Treatment Center

October:
5 THE PR WIRE  Frederick Kittle, MD examines “Sir Arthur Conan Doyle: Doctor Detective” at this month’s meeting of the Society of Medical History of Chicago
6 THE PR WIRE  Woman’s Board announces new officers
15 New Drug Testing Lab Opens at RPSLMC
15 Barhyte and Sorrells Jones Named to New Posts at Rush University
20 Rush Receives $3/4 Million in Grant for Family Practice
22 Free Blood Sugar Tests at Rush

November:
4 Sheridan Road Pavilion Volunteers to Hold Annual Holiday Bazaar
17 North Central College Established Affiliation
17 Trustee and Officer Elections at RPSLMC (Bide L. Thomas)
17 RPSL and Copley Memorial Hospital Become Affiliates

December:
4 RPSLMC Receives nearly $1.5 Million for Studies on Heart Disease
5 New Officer Appointed at RPSL (D. H. Gardner)
10 Flanagan Elected President of Chicago Urological Society

NEWS RELEASES 1981
February:
2 Russe Named Vice President, Medical Affairs and Dean at Rush
12 New Trustee Elected at RPSLMC (James L. Dutt)
16 Rush to Institute “Baylor Plan” for Nurses
17 Nursing Center for Excellence to Sponsor Research Colloquium
18 St. Mary’s Hospital joins Rush Network
20 Creasy Visiting Professor of Clinical Pharmacology at RMC Alan S. Nies, MD)

March:
20 “Breast feeding” Nursing Seminar

April:
6 Rush Psychologist Named Forensic Diplomat: Richard Rogers, Ph.D.

[Edited February 2016]
7,13 Occupational Therapy M.S. Degree Program at Rush University
13 Najafi Named President Elect of International Surgical Society
30 Nursing Research Colloquium

May:
1 $1.2 Million Research Grant to Rush (E. J. Lewis, MD) also Apr.
5 New Officers and Trustees at ANCHOR
11 Senior Account Executive Named (R. V. Kohr),
11 Headache Sufferers Wanted
26 Rush University to Hold Commencement Exercises

June:
1 Dr. Thomas Hunter to Address Graduates
13 Rush University Commencement
15 Dr. David Dahlin Is Distinguished Alumnus for 1981

July:
6 ANCHOR HMO Celebrates Tenth Anniversary
8 New Medical Staff Officers Elected
13 Sweet Named T Trustee of Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center
21 It’s the Sheridan Road Hospital (Renamed)
27 Sorrells Jones Named Chairperson of Pediatric Nursing at Rush

September:
11 Economist Alain Enthovan to Address Health Care Specialists at Rush
11 Distinguished Kidney Expert to be Honored at International Symposium (Robert Kark, MD)
28 WHO Grant to Paul Carson, MD D to Study Malaria Drug at RPSLMC
30 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s and LaPorte Hospital Affiliate

October:
1 Stress Disorder Unit Opens at Sheridan Road Hospital
12 Hejna Named New Chairman of ANCHOR Building of Trustees
19 Economou Appointed Smith Professor of Surgery at Rush

November:
3 Wheaton College Establishes Affiliation
17 Trustee and Officer Elections at RPSLMC: Donohoe, Freidham, Livingston
15 Holiday Poison Hazards

NEWS RELEASES 1982
February:
8 Rush to Sponsor National Ethics Forum
11 Keehn and Pogue Named Trustees at RPSLMC
25 Larson Named Chairman of Health Systems Management Department at RU

March:
21 27 Leading Causes of Accidental Poisonings in Chicago Area
22 Fried Named Associate Dean at Rush

April:
12 Malkinson Named Finnerud Professor of Dermatology at Rush
12 Nursing Research Colloquium at RPSLMC
27 “Only Rush University” Buttons

May:
6 Rush Neurology Chairman Receives International Honor (Cohen)
17 Ford to Speak at Rush Celebration
20 Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Celebrates Philanthropic Achievement
21 Rush University to Hold Commencement Exercises
25 Rush Dedicates New Patient Facility (Atrium)
26 McNerney to Address Rush Graduates
29 Patients Moved into New Hospital Wing

June:

[Edited February 2016]
7 Dr. Friedberg is Distinguished Alumnus for 1982
7 National Forum for Doctoral Students in Nursing
7 Zeisler Named Finance VP at RPSLMC

July:
5 Rush University Commencement
16 Curtin Elected Vice President of Chicago Surgical Society
23 Keeshin Planning Center to Hold Medical Conferences

August:
26 Larson Named Assistant Vice President at RPSLMC

September:
1 Study Seeks More Lupus Patients

October:
14 Free Blood Sugar Test at Rush
15 Rush Sponsors International Cancer Symposium
20 PR WIRE How Good Is Cancer Care in Illinois
22 Jerome J. Hahn Appointed Medical Director at SRH

November:
10 Trustee and Officer Elections at RPSLMC (Locke, Weiss, Wolfe)

December:
15 Artists in Medical School

NEWS RELEASES 1983
January:
11 Neil Kroke Named Finance Director of ANCHOR
11 New ANCHOR Medical Office Opens in Chicago Ridge

February:
11 Rush Names Three Administrators to New Posts
24 Rush Sponsors National Conference on Health Care Costs

March:
20 26 Public More Aware of Danger From Home Poisonings
24 Deutsche Named Chairman of Ophthalmology at Rush
25 Trufant Named Dean of the Graduate College at Rush
25 Brown Named Counsel General at Rush

May
23 Rush Offering Master's Degree in Medical Physics
27 PR WIRE Lecture Looks at Freud, Holmes
27 PR WIRE Rush University to Hold Commencement Exercises
27 Rush University to Hold Commencement Exercises
31 Blumberg to Address Rush Graduates
31 New Medical Staff Officers Elected

June:
20 Kaiser to Head Bone Marrow Transplant Center
23 Rush Names New Finance Administrators (Encase, Butler)
23 PR WIRE Chronic Hepatitis Sufferers Needed for Drug Tests
28 PR WIRE Quadruplets Born at Rush Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center

July:
1 Rush Names New Associate Vice Presidents
6 PR WIRE First NMR Machine Arriving in Chicago
8 Dr. Pierce Named 1983 Distinguished Alumnus
11 New President of Bioservice Elected (Marie E. Sinioris)

September:
2 "Classically Chicago" Is a Class Act. (W. B. Fashion Show)
30 Dr. Calderelli Named Friedberg Professor

October:
12 Dr. Economou Named General Surgery Chairman at Rush
17 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
21 Free Blood Sugar Tests at Rush
24 Rush and Burroughs to Market Cost Cutting Tool

November:
4 Rush Opens In Vitro Fertilization Laboratory
7 First Firm Begins Operations in Chicago Technology Park
16 Magnet Will Attract 800 Radiologists to Rush
28 Trustee and Officer Elections at RPSLMC   Hall, Hasterlik, Hedlund, Schaefer, Sherman, Southern

December:
5 PR WIRE   Memorial Service for James A. Campbell, MD
21 Quadruplets News Release

RPSLMC NEWS RELEASES 1984

January:
16 Center for Families in Conflict at RPSLMC

February:
16 Dr. Bone Named Medicine Chairman at Rush 20 Rush Sponsors National Conference on Business Strategies for Health Care
20 ANCHOR HMO Enrolls 100,000 Member
21 Trustee Elections at RPSLMC (F. Krehbiel, B. Allen)

March:
18 24 Children Poisoned by Vitamins

April:
11 Dr. Henikoff Elected President of RPSLMC
12 Reserving a Place in Medical School
20 Rush to Sponsor Neighborhood Health Fair

May:
31 Rush University to Hold Commencement Exercises
31 Krevans to Address Rush Graduates
31 PR WIRE   Rush University to Hold Commencement Exercises

June:
15 Reunion Picnic Salutes “Miracle Babies”
26 Joseph J. Muenster, MD elected Trustee at RPSLMC

July:
10 Illinois Benedictine College Joins Rush U.

August:
7 Miller Named Director of Rush Inter Institutional Affairs

September:
12 1st International Conference on Multiple Personality Dissociative States will Be Held Sept. 21,22, 1984

October:
2 Anniversary Symposium to Evaluate Cancer Care Progress
3 Prostate Cancer Drug to be Tested at Rush
15 Free Blood Sugar Test at Rush
19 Home Pharmacy Expanding Nationwide
22 National Nursing Council Colloquium at RPSLMC
31 Eleventh Annual CT/MRI course begins tomorrow

November:
1 Rush Names Three Associates, Two Assistant Vice Presidents
5 Child Psychiatry Section Established; Elva Poznanski, MD Named Chief
6 RPSLMC Bone Marrow Transplant Center Hosts Symposium 10 THE PR WIRE  Dr. Trobaugh's Death
12 Dr. Von Dreele Named Director of Clinical Nursing Research Program at Rush
12 Pierpaoli Appointed Pharmacy Director at Rush
13 Frank E. Trobaugh, Jr., MD, Biography
16 Necas Named Finance Vice President at Rush
20 Two Endowed Professorships in Anesthesiology Announced at Rush (William Gottschalk, MD Professorship; Max Sadove, MD Professorship)
20 Trustee and Officer Elections at RPSLMC (Graonger and Keller)

December:
14 Electromagnetic Bone Stimulation Being Tested for Osteonecrosis at Rush
14 Support Group for Hip Disease Patients Formed
14 Rush Poison Control Center Offers Safety Tips on Holiday Poison Hazards
27 Faculty Wives Sponsor Lectures on Health Care Ethics at Rush University
31 Asthma Drug being Tested at Rush

NEWS RELEASES 1985
January:
1 Twelve Rules Minimize Injuries for Vacation Skiers
2 Chemstress Program at Rush
11 Kidney "Stone Crusher" Approved for Rush
14 Andersson to Join Rush
21 Rush Sponsors National Conference on Health Care Costs, Service for Consumers and Corporations
23 New Geriatric Service Offered by the Bowman Center of RPSLMC
28 Midwest's First Pigmented Lesion Center Opens Friday
30 George C. Flanagan, MD

February:
6 Soviet, American Physicians to Speak on Nuclear War
6 Non Surgical Kidney Stone Removal Coming to Chicago
14 John J. Schmidt Elected Trustee
21 First Annual Near Loop Hoop Cup Basketball Game Tonight!
28 Ivanovich Named to Gottschalk Chair

March:
11 MCFIS Sold to MSA
14 Plants a Leading Cause of Accidental Poisoning
14 First In Vitro Birth at RPSLMC
19 Presbyterian St. Luke's Test Tube Baby Going Home
25 Trufant and Lerner Appointed to New Positions at Rush University

April:
10 Seminar Looks at Family Abuse
16 Mac Neal/Rush Affiliation Agreement
29 Special Convocation to Install New Rush University President

May:
1 The Role of the Academic Medical Center In the 21st Century
2 PR WIRE: Convocation of Rush University
6 Detection and Treatment Center for "The Silent Epidemic" Now Open at RPSLMC
7 Program Aids Performers With Vocal Stress
22 Detection and Treatment Center
24 Rush University to Hold Commencement Exercises
24 Brandt to Address Rush Graduates

June:
3 Cancer Researchers Open Comprehensive Diagnostic Center for Breast Disease at RPSLMC
13 AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP. AND RPSLMC SIGN AGREEMENT
18 New Medical Staff Officers Elected
20 10th Annual Reunion Picnic Honors "Miracle Babies"
28 Dr. Flanagan Elected Trustee at RPSLMC

July:
5 Liver Transplant Program Established at Rush

[Edited February 2016]
11 Nursing Staff Officers Elected
15 Dr. Bone Named to Brown Chair
19 Johnston R. Bowman Center Offers Round the Clock Communications Program
23 Summer, A Time to be Kind to Your Back

August:
5 6 NFME Awards Fellowships to Rush Medical College Students
23 Liver Transplantation (+ background notes)
28 Hoechst/Rush University Program to Strengthen Ties Between Academic and Industrial Researchers
30 Back School Teaches Three S's to Adults

September:
10 Marianjoy/Rush Affiliation Agreement
11 $3 Million Gift Made to RPSLMC by the Coleman/Fannie Mae Candies Foundation of Chicago
12 "Fashion Fantasy" Weaves Its Spell September 18 at Medinah Temple
23 Sidney Green: Doctor of Basketball"

October:
1 International Conference on Multiple Personality/Dissociative States Will Highlight the Role of Child Abuse
10 Memorial Service for Dr. Geza de Takets "Father" of Vascular Surgery in Chicago
11 William Gold Named President of Anchor and Vice President for Prepaid Health at Rush
15 The PR Wire "Program on Hepatitis B a Continuing Threat"
28 PR Wire: "Suicide: An Overall Perspective" Nov. 1 2, 1985

November:
18 Trustee and Officer Elections at RPSLMC (Griswald)
22 PR Wire" William "The Refrigerator " Perry helps Launch Fund to Provide Liver Transplants for Children
25 Holiday Gifts With Disc Batteries Pose Hidden Danger for Children
25 Promotions at RPSLMC (Gardner; Rattenbury)
27 RPSLMC Receives Major Award for Education and Research in Preventive Cardiology

December:
9 New Alzheimer’s Disease Program at Rush
11 Tone Up Your Body Before You Glide Down the Slope
13 RPSLMC Signs Lease for River City Health Programs
13 PR Wire: Ral Donner Second Miracle for Children Annual Christmas Party
16 Dr. Gotoff Named Pediatrics Chairman at Rush

NEWS RELEASES 1986
Philanthropy and Communication RPSLMC
Jan. 3 Inpatient Psychiatry Unit Opens at Rush to Diagnose and Treat Childhood Depression
Jan. 8 Rush Performs First Four Lithotripsy Procedures
Jan. 10 Computer Picks Patients for Knee Operations
Jan. 13 Researchers at Rush Seek Simple Test to Detect Recurrent Bladder Tumors
Jan. 23 Rush Sponsors National Conference on Health Care Initiatives and Their Effects on Local Markets, Non Profit Providers
Jan. 24 Rush University Presents Health Care Ethics Lecture
Jan. 28 Rush to Study Dreams and Depression of Divorced People
Jan. 29 RPSLMC To Launch Rush Contract Care
Feb. 17 Dr. Harvey Named Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Chairman at RPSLMC
Feb. 17 Six Physicians Named to Endowed Chairs at RPSLMC
Feb. 19 New Trustees at RPSLMC Announced at February Meeting
March 5 Rush Researcher Studies Dreams and Depression in Divorced People
March 7 Communi Call Keeps Elderly in Touch with Outside World
March 7 Rush Researchers Study Endometriosis; Volunteers Needed
March 18 National Poison Prevention Week, March 16 22, 1986: "Acetaminophen Replaces Aspirin as Most Common Analgesic Poisoning"
March 24 Spring Fashion Show to Benefit Scholarship Fund
March 26 Salad Bars Hold Hidden Dangers
April 2 Psychodrama Aids Adjustment to Mastectomy Surgery
April 4 British Ethicist Lectures on Medicine, Society and Politics
April 34 Eye Care Project to Help Elderly in IL
April 34 RPSLMC, 7 Eleven and AT&T Mobilize for Child Safety
April 30 Second Family Birth Center Opens at RPSLMC
May 5 RPSLMC Receives Grant to Study Drugs Which Protect Cells From Radiation

[Edited February 2016]
May 5 Rush Administrator Named Top Health Care Executive for Illinois by Hospitals Magazine
May 7 Second Family Center Opens at RPSLMC
May 15 Dr. Lennette Named 1986 Distinguished Alumnus
May 23 Stemmler to Address Rush Graduates
May 23 Rush University to hold Commencement Exercises
June 24 Chic It May Be; Healthy It Ain't
July 17 Test Tube Twins Born at RPSL
August 1 Dr. George W. Stuppy
August 27 Staple Gun Fastens Broken Bones
August 28 International Conference on Multiple Personality/Dissociative States to Focus on Dissociation
August 30 Pre Labor Day Celebration for Seniors
Sept. 4 Dr. Harris Named To Head Rush Cancer Center
Sept. 19 Endometriosis Drug Study at RPSLMC
Sept. 26 Breast Exam Workshops
Sept. 29 Smoke Free Workplace (ANCHOR)
Sept. 30 Copley Hospital of Aurora, RPSLMC Reach Agreement to Combine
Oct. 9 New Asthma Drug Study
Oct. 9 RPSLMC to Begin Tests and Study of Experimental AIDS Drug
Oct. 13 Pre Season Skiing Fitness
Oct. 17 Researchers at RPSLMC See Dramatic Results with Chemical Treatment for MS
Oct. 27 Giving Care to Caregivers
Oct. 27 RPSLMC Receives Grant to Study Treatment of Mild Hypertension (TOMHS)
Oct. 29 RPSLMC Searches for the Link Between Hysterectomy and Voice Change
Nov. 5 Sports Medicine Conference to Kick Off 1986 World Cup of Greco Roman Wrestling
Nov. 6 Safe and Effective Treatment for Chronic Type B Hepatitis Sought
Nov. 7 Pediatric Endocrinology Program Opens at RPSLMC
Nov. 7 Safe and Effective Treatment for Chronic Type B Hepatitis Sought
Nov. 20 Trustee and Officer Elections (Brennan, D’Angelo, Nordlund, White)
Dec. 23 RPSLMC Announces the Sexual Behavior Clinic Help for Psychosexual (Paraphilic) Disorders

NEWS RELEASES 1987
January
14 RPSLMC in 150th Year
14 Divorced People Needed For Dream Study at Rush
21 Rush Sponsors Seminar on Health Care Policy
23 Rush Sponsors National Conference On health Care Initiatives and Their Effects on Local Markets, Non-Profit Providers
February
2 New Drugs For Treatment Of Depression Studied At Rush
13 Complimentary Screening For Heart Disease Risk Factors
4 River City Center sponsors free 2-day seminar on heart disease prevention
4 Rush sponsors seminar on health care policy
4 Support program for Alzheimer caregivers starts in March
20 Elderly and disabled gain in ’87 from new legislation
23 Researchers at Rush devise blood test to identify suspected stroke/heart disease factor
24 Breast self-examination classes now being held
March
4 Rush sleep expert appointed to advisory council
12 National Institution of Mental Health Woman’s Board in sesquicentennial civic tribute to RPSLMC
16 W. H. Clark Jr. named trustee of RPSLMC
20 New drug study for dissolution of gallstones underway at Rush
31 Woman’s Board in sesquicentennial civic tribute to RPSLMC
April
6 Rush, AT&T, 7-11 again host second annual Child’s Safety Fair
8 Kathleen Andreoli named Rush Nursing V-P and Dean
9 Research Symposia feature Nobel Laureates
24 Organ donation
28 Driver’s ed; Where Understanding Organ Donation Begins
28 Conference spotlights suicide; progress in assessment and treatment
May
7 Chicago’s only geriatric hospital celebrates 10th anniversary

[Edited February 2016]
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12 Rush employees to walk on ILL Employee Fitness Day
20 Leonidas Berry, MD, named 1987 Distinguished Alumnus
20 Rehab program expanded at Rush
22 Rostenkowski to address Rush University grads
26 Rush researchers awarded international prize
27 Rush University to hold commencement exercises

June
2 Ciba-Geigy endows chair for arthritis research at Rush
4 Rush researchers test vaccine for treatment and prevention of genital herpes
9 New $10 million federal grant to fight Parkinson's disease
17 Nursing staff officers elected
18 Divorced men needed for Dream study at Rush University
19 Chicago's Alzheimer's day care center opens
19 Chicagoan selected to represent Olympic committee
22 Rush University holds commencement exercises
22 Rush receives major grant to participate in international study of arrhythmia treatments
24 Trustee elections held at RPSLMC

July
10 New Med. Staff Officers Elected at Rush University
15 Spot Announcement: Alzheimer Caregiver Support Program
27 AIDS Drug Study

August
9 Summary of Affiliation Agreement Between Skokie Valley Hospital and RPSLMC
18 Coalition Against Hunger Sponsors 1st Dinner Dance
31 Rush Announces Two Promotions in Administrative Affairs

September
4 Dowling named chairman of Clinical Nutrition at Rush University
10 Rush receives $5 million in bequests; Establishes three endowed chairs
11 Rush to host Health Care Information Technology Fair
15 Grant awarded RPSLMC for study of medical student education
16 Three physicians, one scientist named to endowed chairs at Rush
18 Avery Miller appointed V-P at Rush University
18 Dr. Fariello named Neurological Sciences Chairman at Rush
25 Tina Field named assistant v-p at Rush, Fannie May sponsors first cancer research symposium
25 Fannie May Sponsors 1st Cancer Research Symposium

October
5 Volunteers needed for Parkinson's drug-test
7 Lanzl named chairman of Medical Physics Department
7 Asthma sufferers sought for medication study
12 Jack Carollo appointed Associate V-P of Marketing Communication Services
12 International conference on multiple personality and dissociation begins November 5 in Chicago
13 Rush nurse reunion salutes sesquicentennial
15 Suicide assessment for nurses subject of conference at Rush
19 Test-tube twins born at Rush
22 Paula Douglass named assistant V-P at Rush University
29 Halloween treats, free-x-ray

November
11 Trustee elections at RPSL
18 Max Brown named V-P of Legal Affairs at Rush University

December
1 Rush researchers to launch major arthritis study
27 Rush seeks patients for laser angioplasty

NEWS RELEASES 1988
January
12 Jack Nichols named director at Rush
20 Rush college of nursing offers unique doctoral degree
21 Rush seminar examines brand name in health care
29 Volunteers needed at Rush to test vaccine for treatment of genital herpes

February
19 Volunteers needed for Parkinson’s drug test
22 Diabetes patients sought for high blood pressure drug study
23 Rush researchers devise test for stroke/heart disease risk factor
26 Kimura named to Ciba-Geigy Chair of Biochemistry at Rush
29 Four trustees elected at Rush

March
2 Photo op: 17 IVF babies and parents
7 Rush performs second multi-organ transplant
10 “Perfect” IVF triplets born at Rush University
21 Mixing household cleaners can be dangerous to health
21 Scientific management on cognitive therapy scheduled at Rush
25 genital herpes vaccine study needs volunteers
30 AIDS Panel looks at problems progress at Rush

April
6 Multi-organ transplant baby first to go home
21 Dr. G. Cohen to speak on mental/physical health of elderly
25 Panic disorder study under way at Rush

May
23 Dr. Cloward named 1988 Distinguished Alumnus of Rush University
24 Dinosaur eggs “talk” to scientists
26 Rush College of Nursing receives $300,000 for advanced degree education
25 Rush to confer 354 degrees on June 11
26 Steve Allen, Morrie Mages to join Chicago area cancer survivors day celebration at Rush

June
1 Rush grad to work in third world country
2 Rush to open medical facility in Northwestern Atrium Center
20 Rush researchers launch aids/anemia study
21 Public Health Issues Symposium will honor Iris Shannon
22 Studies seek patients with high blood pressure
30 Heart disease reversal program “graduates” 1st group
30 Hall Adams named trustee at RPSLMC

July
6 Symposium to honor new APHA President Dr. Iris Shannon
6 Chicago Center for Clinical Research opens new office
8 E. S. Ellison-Hough appointed Associate V-P for Medical Nursing Sciences and Services.
13 B. A. Durand named chairperson for Maternal Child Nursing at Rush
15 Spot announcements: Coalition Against Hunger dinner dance
20 News, photo eds: Pediatric dialysis/kidney transplants patient reunion
21 Coalition Against Hunger sponsors 2nd annual dinner dance

August
9 “Primary Provider Programs” underway for Alzheimer patients and families
10 Third annual liver transplant reunion picnic (announced August 10)
25 Jack Bohlen named V-P at Rush
31 Lyme Disease alert for Chicago area

September
8 Voter Registration Day at Rush, Sept 22
8 McKeever named Associate V-P at Rush
16 Employee cholesterol/blood pressure screening at Rush
20 Soviet Medical Exchange team visit Rush University
22 International conference on multiple personality to focus on treatment
25 Two named to chairs at Rush university
26 Maffetone named chairman of Medical Technology at Rush
27 Coping aid program of Perinatal Center

[Edited February 2016]
October
11 Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center offers free caregiver support program
12 What’s new in sleep and its troubles? Rush meeting offers answers
15 Breast Cancer Center Staff urges: Seek a second opinion
21 Genital Warts/Cancer Conference
26 Transplant special birthday for Chicago man
27 Experimental chemo/radiation treatment successful for head and neck cancers
28 Rush adds four Primary Provider Programs for Alzheimer’s patients and families
31 Rush College of Nursing awarded $500,00 AIDS grant

November
[X] Spot Announcements: Free six month day care for veterans with Alzheimer’s or dementia
1 Alzheimer’s and dementia family support group
1 Jan 1 Spot announcement: Alzheimer’s caregiver support group
2 Rush trustees named Janotta chairman, elect other trustees
4 Study documents depressive symptoms during medical school
4 Rush expects 2nd MRI delivery Saturday
8 Hahn and Sinioris appointed V-Ps at Rush
20 Parents, staff give thanks for preemie babies and their care
25 More hope for infertile couples at Rush
30 Aerosol drug study for AIDS patients underway at Rush

December
7 Autologous donation may be okay for high risk patients
7 Special Christmas for Carolina girl
28 Aerosol drug study for AIDS patients under way at Rush
29 Alexian Brothers Medical Center joins Rush program for Alzheimer patients

NEWS RELEASES 1989
January
3 Hill appointed Assistant V-P for Human Resources at Rush
9 Spot News Announcement: Alzheimer’s caregivers
9 Rush Alzheimer’s Center offers free support program for caregivers
31 Insulin-diabetics sought for kidney study

February
1 Rush sponsors third world medical tour
6 Rush sponsors third world medical tour
17 Breast Cancer Center staff urges: Seek a second opinion

March
[X] Cover letter re: Section on Child Psychiatry at Rush.
1 Evanston-Glenbrook Hospital join Rush program for Alzheimer’s patients
2 John Curtin, M.D. professorship in plastic and reconstructive surgery
3 Rush party for “high tech” babies marks infertility program’s 5th year
8 Rush researcher devises scientific model to determine adolescent suicide clusters
13 Party for hi-tech babies
17 Men, women suffer depression from stressful event of divorce
21 National Poison Prevention Week heightens awareness of accidental poisoning

April
12 Press release: U of I trustee vote on the Affiliation Agreements with Michael Reese and Cook County Hospital
27 Tragic incident re: Rodolfo Linares

May
2 Natasha (quadriplegic 5 yr old) goes home
12 National Osteoporosis Prevention Week begins Mother’s Day May 14
18 Statement from RPSLMC on grand jury decision in Linares case
18 Keith Haring at RPSLMC
19 Haring painting in Grant Park
22 Rush University confers 336 degrees June 10
24 A. M. Olsen named Distinguished Alumnus of Rush Medical College
25 Highland Park joins Rush program for Alzheimer’s patients
30 New medical staff officers elected at Rush

[Edited February 2016]
June
9 Dr. Lederman to address healthcare grads
28 Nursing Excellence awards announced at Rush University
30 Suppressive therapy for eye infection in AIDS patients now being studied in Chicago

July
5 Do cholesterol lowering drugs prevent a second heart attack?
6 Sheridan Road Hospital to close
10 Hospice offers assistance to families of terminally ill dementia patients
12 Reunion picnic: Pediatric dialysis/transplant patients
13 Rush Board of Trustees elect 3 new members
13 Rush Board of Trustees elects three new members
14 Bone marrow transplant reunites brothers

August
7 Rush to help create “world’s largest baby blanket”
8 Picnic highlights liver transplant successes
9 International Conference on Multiple Personality to focus on origins of dissociation
16 Panic disorder studies underway at Rush
18 Rush researchers study non-narcotic therapy for cancer pain
21 New program stresses “safe” weight loss for kids
30 Alzheimer’s family care center/USDA child care food program

September
8 Re: Recruit 50 AIDS patients for treatment study at RPSLMC and Northwest Memorial Hospital
8 Chicago Medical Researchers seek 50 AIDS & ARC patients for expanded combination drug study
15 Rush University establishes six new endowed chairs
18 Joseph Parillo MD to head key Cardiology areas at Rush.
18 Golf pro holds clinic for special players
19 AIDS and Adolescents: The next challenge (two copies)
20 Rush bone marrow transplant unit expands
21 Rush Family Violence Counselor to speak conference
22 Rush University and Northwestern launch joint degree program in Nursing Management
22 Adolescent AIDS conference
29 Corporation formed to manage Rush health plans

October
11 Rush Nursing program receives award to strengthen hospital nursing
12 Rush Center for Suicide Research receives funding for geriatric suicide study
16 Three hospitals join Rush program for Alzheimer’s patients
19 Rush bone expert participates in international Paget’s Disease Symposium
24 Dr. Massey to address Cancer Group (two copies)
25 Medical Oncology Program at Rush celebrates 35 years

November
13 Rush’s College of Nursing receives $1 million for advancing nursing education
13 RPSLMC physicians to announce results of neurological clinical trials.
13 RPSLMC children’s art contest
15 Major advance in treatment of Parkinson’s Disease
16 Gait Lab takes computer technology in stride
17 5th Annual Neonatal ICU Thanksgiving service
20 Rush Bd. of Trustees elects four life trustees
22 Staying home can be good for business
30 Rush Family Birth Center’s 10th anniversary party

December
7 Death of archivist William Kona on December 6
14 Major advance in treatment of Parkinson’s Disease
26 Henikoff elected president of Medical Honor Society

NEWS RELEASES 1990
January
8 $7 million Manaster Foundation gift to Multiple Sclerosis Center, RPSLMC
rushu.libguides.com/rusharchives
Contact the Rush Archives for more information: Rush_Archives@rush.edu / 312-942-6358

9 Menopausal women needed for estrogen study
16 Rush seeks AIDS and ARC patients for study of AZT alternative
18 Crisis intervention for victims of spouse abuse, sexual assault, child and elder abuse and neglect

February
9 Insulin-dependent diabetics needed for kidney study
12 Rush seeks arthritis patients for study of new medications
13 Rush seminar examines hospital performance
19 Fox named chairman of neurological studies at Rush, Schweppe appointed professor of Neurology (two copies)
21 V. Gould named Sprague Professor of Pathology
22 Rush statement re: Cecil Partee
23 D. H. Meyer Named Chairperson of Communicative Disorders at Rush University
23 Death of Fred W. Hark

March
5 Rush promotes J. Christopher Newman and Karen H. Holloman
13 Birthday part for high tech babies (two copies)
15 Brain surgery for 7 year-old child from Newfoundland
21 Rush Poison Center warns of tobacco poisoning in children

April
3 Rush to open new Perinatal Center
10 Paget’s Disease patients meeting to be held at Rush
12 Rush receives 1.6 million for teen suicide study
16 Rush seeks diabetic patients for study
26 Artificial blood used for first time in Chicago by Rush cardiologist during balloon catheterization
30 Rush tests new drug for schizophrenia (two copies)

May
1 RPSLMC seeking women age 60 or older to participate in a study of the immune system
4 Free educational program on Osteoporosis
16 Rush studies depression in older persons
23 V. H. Gordon, MD, named Distinguished Alumni of Rush
24 Rush University to confer 325 degrees June 9
30 June 2nd Symposium topic: Multi-organ transplants

June
7 Rush researchers find improvement in Multiple Sclerosis with experimental drug
8 Secretary of Health and Human Services to speak at Rush University
11 New assistant Media Relations manager: Pamela Reed
12 Nursing Excellence Awards announced at Rush
12 Liver/kidney transplant
14 Esmond appointed president and CEO of RPSL Health Plans
21 Special Care Nursery reunion picnic
21 Rush opens Lyme Disease Center
25 Women sought for incontinence study
26 Rush hosts conference on Treatment of Female Incontinence
27 Rush Board of Trustees elects 3 members

July
17 Thornburgh Lecture
24 Reunion picnic for pediatric kidney transplant patients

August
6 Liver transplant patients reunion picnic
17 Rush’s blind pharmacist in August 19 triathlon
29 Three hospitals join Rush program for Alzheimer’s patients
29 Alzheimer’s Family Care Center announces participation in Child Care Food Program
31 Rush Healthcare Center for Elderly wins 1st place in Urban Gardening Contest

September
5 Free cholesterol screenings at Rush
11 Rush to participate in Prostate Cancer Awareness Week
13 Alzheimer’s Daycare program has openings

[Edited February 2016]
17 R. M. Jaffee elected trustee at Rush
17 Rush named dept. chairman in Medical Physics and Community Health Nursing
17 Rush Board of Trustees takes numerous actions at September meeting
17 Peter W. Butler named Vice President, Administrative Affairs at RPSLMC
17 Rush testing of new schizophrenia drug expanded
17 The Rev, Laurel A Burton named chairman of the Department of Religion and Health
17 Three appointed to endowed professorships at Rush
17 Denis Evans, M.D., joins Rush as director of Center on Health and Aging
19 Rush hold Adolescent AIDS Conference: report to be released
24 Portion of Names Project memorial quilt on display at Rush
24 Rush offers weight-loss program for adolescents
26 Parkinson’s Disease patients needed for new 5-year study
27 Celiac-Sprue Association holds 13th annual conference
28 Rush established Chicago Association for Arthritis Research

October
2 Rush tests new drug for panic disorder patients
4 Rush at the Atrium to hold Health Fair
8 Leo M. Henikoff, M.D. named Board Chairman-elect of the Association of Academic Health Centers
17 Rush tests innovative approach to treat epileptic seizures
18 International Conference on Multiple Personality/Dissociative States to focus on altered states of consciousness
25 Patients sought to participate in implant study
28 Rush sponsors seminar on Understanding Alzheimer’s Disease
29 Rush studies depression in older persons
30 Rush awarded grant to develop nutrition curriculum
31 Rush cardiologists use AIS Laser Treatment on coronary arteries

November
1 Rush to begin clinical trials for new drug for Parkinson’s Disease – study subjects needed
5 Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center celebrates 5 years of quality patient care
26 Board of Trustees names new chairman [Morrow]

December
10 Rush names V-P for Information Services/Chief Information Officer
11 Bears’ Neal Anderson on cancer/smoking
18 Schizophrenia drug studies continue at Rush
26 Health Education Lecture Series for patients with head and neck cancer
26 Free lectures on mouth and throat cancer

NEWS RELEASES 1991
January
2 Reserve surgeon home for Christmas performs rare cancer operation

February
4 Rush seminar examines future of healthcare delivery
5 Rush seminar examines future of healthcare delivery
18 Rush to test new device for prostate enlargement
27 Rush holds 6th annual birthday party for IVF program

March
1 Rush Blood Bank reaccredited
13 6th Annual IVF birthday party
15 Rush Poison Center warns of accidental poisoning of children during chicken pox
18 Rush to hold annual Information Technology Fair
20 New chairperson in Occupational Therapy appointed [Hughes] [two copies]
29 Hardy appointed president of Isaac Ray Center Inc.

April
4 National Institute on Aging Awards Chicago researchers 2.4 million to host Paget’s disease patient meeting
12 Rush to host Paget’s disease patient meeting
15 Jan Fawcett, M.D. to receive Dublin award from America association of suicidology
16 Rush Cancer Center opens comprehensive center for gastro-intestinal malignancies
20 Medical staff to hold benefit gala for Rush Medical College scholarship and loan fund
22 United “Friendly Skies” program helps toxoplasmosis study

[Edited February 2016]
May
1 Rush Alzheimer’s Center hosts regional meeting
3 Route of insulin delivery linked to diabetics risk of atherosclerosis
8 May 5-11 is Suicide Prevention Week
8 Three distinguished researchers join Department of Neurological Sciences at Rush University
10 Hasterlik named 1991 Distinguished Alumnus of Rush Medical College (two copies)
11 Henry P. Russe, M.D. obituary
13 Rush University Sigma Xi Club earns chapter status
30 Patients sought to participate in drug study for memory loss from stroke
31 Distinguished health care economist to speak at Rush University commencement

June
7 Three unusual graduates mark Rush University Commencement
12 Klawans named to endowed professorship at Rush University
17 Laurance Armour Day School celebrates 20th Anniversary
17 Rush nurse presents study on nurses’ attitudes towards AIDS patients
18 Rush hosts Cancer Symposium
21 Jama Report: “Experiment in Medical Education” is a success
22 Special care baby “graduates” to celebrate picnic
26 Biochemistry Department at Rush named WHO Collaborating Center

July
8 New medical staff officers elected at Rush
8 Robert Pritzker elected trustee at Rush University
11 Nicholas named Chairman of Physical Medicine and Rehab at Rush
12 New medical staff officers elected at Rush
12 Pediatric dialysis and kidney transplant patients reunion picnic
22 Dr. Taylor elected to Clinical Research Society, National Office

August
1 Sixth annual liver transplant reunion picnic
6 Dr. berry awarded Trustee Medal by Rush University
15 Mended Hearts forms Chicago Chapter at Rush
29 Robert de Cresce, M.D., appointed Director of Laboratory Services at Rush University

September
5 Meeting will focus on Alzheimer research.
9 Bone marrow transplant unit holds 2nd annual picnic
10 Rush named to CIO Magazines’ top 10 in Health Care Quality
11 Taxol being studied in patients with head and neck cancers
17 Rush appoints Dr. Marder Medical Director of Quality Management
25 Memory research headlines annual Dissociative Disorders Conference

October
1 Rush Epilepsy Center to hold educational seminar
8 Henikoff named Board Chairman-elect of the Association of Academic Health Centers
10 Rush named Adult Liver Transplant Center
11 Rush offers free diabetes test
23 John Shea elected trustee at Rush University
25 Study to examine treatment for diabetic foot and leg ulcers
28 Calendar item – Cardiac support group

November
5 Rush receives endowment from B. Piccolo Cancer Research Fund
8 Rush to launch major capital campaign
15 Rush and Fujisawa USA Inc. sign agreement to facilitate medical research
15 Rush’s Capital Campaign exceeds half-way point
18 Rush researcher awarded NIH grant to study infants at risk for SIDS
19 Rush offers health and wellness assessment program for older adults

December
6 Rush’s IVF program welcomes babies 99 and 100
9 Rush Board of Trustees elects two members, seven life trustees

[Edited February 2016]
11 Roger Bone, M.D., receives Clinical Laureate Award
13 Patients with prostate enlargement sought for Rush study
16 Rush announces promotions in Administration, Finance & Corporate Planning
17 Dr. Bone elected president of the American College of Chest Physicians
23 Patients sought for anxiety disorders drug studies

NEWS RELEASES 1992
January
23 Holy Family signs venture agreement
23 Distinguished Sleep Disorders researcher to speak at Rush University
23 Rush smoking cessation program using nicotine patches
27 Rush seeks volunteers for research study for people with drinking problems
February
3 FDA-Approved laser treatment gets high marks from Rush University
4 Public science day (Feb. 6) at Armour Day School
7 Rush Alzheimer Center receives grant for National Alzheimer’s Disease Center Core
11 Rush Symposium examines relationships between hospitals and physicians
13 Patient’s sought for Tourette’s Syndrome studies
18 Bone named to V-Presidency, deanship at Rush University
21 Rush Board of Trustees elects 2 new members

March
3 Rush hosts 7th annual birthday party for IVF program
3 Hassan Najafi, M.D., named to endowed chair at Rush University
5 Parkinson’s patients sought for drug study
10 Rush hosts 7th annual IVF party
16 Rush holds Children’s Health Fair
17 Match Day 1992 at Rush, March 17
26 Midwest Nursing Research Conference
26 Rush experts on suicide speak out at national meeting

April
2 Calendar Item: Fibromyalgia program
9 Paget’s disease educational meeting to be held at Rush University
10 Rush Cuddler Program celebrates 2nd Anniversary
27 New drug for herpes studied at Rush University

May
13 Patients with prostate obstruction sought for Rush study
15 Black appointed new chairman of Preventive Medicine at Rush University
18 Rush Institute for Mental wellbeing opens May 27
20 Center for Critical Care Medicine open house
21 Opening of Institute for Mental wellbeing on May 27
26 Healthcare Economist Altman to speak at Rush Commencement
28 Project Manager named for major construction at Rush University
28 Dr. Boder named 1992 Distinguished Alumna of Rush Medical College

June
5 Alzheimer’s Family Care 5th anniversary celebration
10 Unusual graduates mark Rush University commencement
11 Healthcare economist Altman to speak at Rush University
11 Henry R. Black, M.D., appointed new chairman of Preventative Medicine at Rush University
15 Trustee medals awarded at Rush University Commencement
19 Center for Critical Care Medicine opens at Rush University
24 18th Annual picnic for special care baby “graduates”
24 Brueschke elected vice-dean of Rush Medical College
27 Menopause meeting announcement
29 Obituary for Dr. William D. Shorey

July
6 Rush Cancer Center receives grant for young researchers
6 Rush seeks patients for study of new method to deliver anti-cancer drug
8 Ceroc system introduces computer age to dentistry
8 Rush Board of Trustees elects new member [Hodgson]
15 Lazabemide study at Rush seeks early Parkinson’s Disease

[Edited February 2016]
20 Rush researchers present data at 8th International AIDS Conference
21 Minority Medical Education Program “graduates” celebrate with send-off lunch
22 Early diagnosis of HIV infection achieved with PCR; New HIV diagnosis shows promise for neonatal screening, says experts
22 Professional Nursing Staff Officers elected at Rush
24 6th annual pediatric dialysis and kidney transplant patients reunion picnic

August
10 Fawcett named to first Grainger Directorship at Rush
14 Alzheimer’s Family Care Center to participate in USDA food program
17 Odwazny named member of American College of Healthcare executives
20 Pediatric liver transplant patient [Tulicki] goes home
21 Hepatitis screening at Rush, September 9, 11, 16, 18
30 Twelve Rush nurses fly to Florida for hurricane relief
[X] Rush nurses return from relief work in Florida

September
1 Drug for eye infection shown effective for anogenital and facial sores in AIDS patients with herpes
4 Rush nurses return from relief work in Florida
6 Rush hosts group from Egyptian Nursing Education Delegation as part of Project Hope Conference
8 Free hepatitis screening at Rush, September, 9, 11, 16, 18
11 Rush bone marrow transplant unit holds 3rd annual picnic
11 Rush offers seminar on menopause, October 14
14 Rush M.D.’s and faculty hold 2nd annual gala to benefit medical staff’s student scholarship and loan fund
14 Sandner elected trustee at Rush University
15 Drug for eye infection shown effective for anogenital and facial sores in AIDS patients with herpes
18 Rush Heart Institute opens
22 Basch named Harris Professor of Psychiatry at Rush University
25 Upper Midwest Sleep Society meeting highlights; latest sleep research
25 Prostate Awareness Week, September 29-October 11
29 Oder, Esmond take new posts at Rush University
29 Midwest Division of America Suicide Foundation holds conference at Rush University
30 Fujisawa USA Inc. opens research lab at RPSLMC

October
1 Breastfeeding workshop, October 2
1 Women with drinking problem sought for study at Rush University
1 International dystonia symposium, October 3-4
5 Rush programs sponsor Bereavement Walk
6 LaRouchelle appointed chairperson of Medical Nursing at Rush University
[X] Survival of AIDS virus after patient’s death can pose risk
11 1992 ICAAC 32nd inter-science conference on antimicrobial agents and chemotherapy
13 Rush to host Community Health Fair
19 Chicago artist Paschke unveils new work for Blanche Klawans lectureship in Parkinson’s disease at Rush University
19 Dr. Sacks headlines 1st annual Blance Klawans lectureship in Parkinson’s disease at Rush University
23 Rush to co-sponsor 5th international conference on human papilloma viruses
28 Conference on multiple personality/dissociative states to focus on treatment, managed care, and cost containment

November
9 Calendar item: Suicide research and prevention
16 Science lab dedication at Hefferan Elementary School
16 Patients sought for osteoporosis drug study at Rush University
16 Youth suicide prevention seminar
18 Rush Board of Trustees elects three new members
19 Rush seeks women for tamoxifen study
20 Rush testing new product for stress incontinence
24 Thanksgiving feast for pediatric patients and families

December
1 New Toys “R” Us kids playroom at Rush University
16 Adolescent Family Center holds 18th annual Christmas party
17 Dr. Bone named to Russe Deanship at Rush Medical University
22 Christmas on Wheels at Rush University
23 Dr. Levin appointed chairman of Medicine at Rush Medical College
24 Dr. McNally appointed chairman of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at Rush University (two copies)

[Edited February 2016]
24 Calendar item: Annual Martin Luther King memorial celebration
28 Dr. Haber appointed chairman of Department of Pathology at Rush University

Undated

Index to 1993 press releases

January
18 Calendar item: Radial Keratotomy
20 Progress in Parkinson’s disease treatment/Rush studies new drug
22 Men with prostate cancer sought for Rush study

February
5 Dr. Preisler named director of Rush Cancer Institute
10 Research Society Chapter holds 4th annual “World of the Working Scientist” gathering at Rush University
23 Rush performs double bone marrow transplants
26 Dr. Haber named to endowed chair at Rush University

March
1 Liver Intensive Care Unit established at Rush University
6 Quadruple transplant procedure
12 Rush’s 8th annual IVF party
16 Match Day at Rush University
18 Quadruple transplant patient improves
19 2nd annual Mind/Body Medicine symposium held at Rush University
23 Children’s Health Fair at Rush University
23 Rush Poison Control Center celebrates 40th anniversary
25 Prudential and Rush to form one of the largest managed care companies in the Chicago area

April
5 Multi-organ transplant patient improves
12 Annual Paget’s disease education meeting to be held at Rush University
12 Board and CEO of Rush Prudential Health Plan named
13 Layoffs at Rush University
14 Dr. Malik appointed chairman of Pharmacology at Rush University
24 Rush Cuddlers celebrate 3rd anniversary
28 V. Saxena, M.B., B.S., appointed chairman of Therapeutic Radiology at Rush University

May
5 Concert for Humanity Initiative
12 Health fair for students at Florence Nightingale School
13 “Renaissance Man” named 1993 Distinguished Alumnus of Rush Medical College
13 Zoo picnic for support group of children with Inflammatory Bowel Disease
21 K. Kowalski, Ph.D., R.N., appointed chairperson of Maternal-Child Nursing at Rush University
24 Rush Medical College “Big Sib” wins Ciba-Geigy Prize for community service
26 Multiple organ transplant patient Marilyn Hills goes home
28 Commonwealth fund M. Mahoney to speak at Rush University commencement

June
2 Rush sponsors conference on postpartum mental health
7 Rush Center for Research on Health and Aging receives $7 million for Alzheimer’s study
9 Rush sponsors anti-smoking rap song competition
11 Rush University’s 21st annual commencement
24 Rush Board of Trustees elects four new members
25 Alzheimer’s Family Care Center to participate in USDA Food Program (two copies)
25 Special Care Nursery Preemie Picnic at Rush University
28 Dr. Peach named Midwest Representative of National Aphasia Association (two copies)
30 Medical staff officers elected at Rush University

July
6 Toxin studied at Rush to treat essential tremor
9 Women sought for breast cancer prevention trial at Rush University
15 7th annual liver transplant reunion picnic
20 Rush Home Health hosts health fair at CIA Residence

[Edited February 2016]
22 Minority Medical Education Program “graduates” celebrate with send-off luncheon
22 Lithuanian minister of health visits Rush University
26 Rush enters into joint venture with Synergon Health System
29 Chicago Public Health nurse Iris Shannon honored
29 7th annual liver transplant reunion picnic

August
4 People with abnormal heart rhythm sought for Rush study
12 “Lean on Me” picnic for young cancer patients
30 Ulcers in arthritis patients

September
3 Senior citizen picnic
3 Rush offers Alzheimer’s program for caregivers, professionals
8 Calendar item: Healthcare reform – Rehabilitation
8 Rush seeks volunteers for panic disorder treatment study
9 People with ulcers sought for Rush study
10 Free prostate screenings offered at Rush University
16 Rush Board of Trustees elects Bynoe and Hefner (two copies)
20 National Depression Day seminar at Rush University
25 Bone marrow transplant annual picnic
27 Conference on multiple personality/dissociative states to focus on memory research
29 Rush joins Women’s Health Initiative with special focus on minority women

October
1 Rush programs sponsor Bereavement Walk
1 Ann Minnick, Ph.D., R.N., named to endowed chair at Rush University
1 Dr. Lewis named to endowed chair at Rush University
15 Rush surgeon receives Navy Commendation Medal
18 Drug trial to prevent prostate cancer underway at Rush University
18 Rush’s annual Community Health Fair
18 Rush’s annual Community Health Fair
21 V-Ps of Ukrainian Academy of Science to visit Rush University
21 Rush Board of Trustees elects three new members
21 Calendar item: Preventing osteoporosis, free lecture
21 Public Service Announcement: Preventing osteoporosis, free lecture
25 Rush Alzheimer’s center re-designated Northern Illinois Regional Alzheimer’s Disease Assistance Center
27 Rush receives “Health of the Public” grant
28 Rehab patient celebrates 100th birthday

November
4 Rush named Virology Quality Assurance Lab for National Institute of Health
10 Drug treatment reduces risk of death and need for dialysis or kidney transplant
16 Women with breast cancer needed for Rush study
23 Marshall Field named chairman of Board of Trustees
24 Media Advisory: Jack Kemp to speak

December
2 People with epileptic seizures sought for Rush study
3 Rush co-sponsors new science lab at RIIS Elementary School
8 Dr. Prinz joins Rush staff (two copies)
10 Liver transplant at Rush ranked in nation’s top 10

NEWS RELEASES 1994
January
[X] Public service announcement re: Drinking problems
7 Rush offers Neuroscience Doctoral Degree (four copies)
13 People with diffuse coronary artery disease needed for study (two copies)
21 The Practice of Medicine: Prognosis for the future”

February
1 Ribbon cutting, dedication, and reception celebrating the completion of a new math laboratory
1 Math Lab dedication at Crane High School
14 Rush opens Behavioral Health Center in Dupage

[Edited February 2016]
15 Lake Forest Hospital begins affiliation discussions with Rush Systems for Health
21 Jazzercise for Breast Cancer Research Marathon benefits RPSLMC
21 Mark Lepper obituary
23 Rush Behavioral Health Center – Dupage open house
24 ArcVentures, Inc. breaks ground for new office in Springfield
24 Rush Board of Trustees elects two new members
25 Rush hosts lunchtime lecture series for women

March
1 Rush nurse expert serves on cancer pain management panel
3 Rush researchers investigate new anti-rejection drug
3 Rush researchers investigate new anti-rejection drug
4 People who suffer from migraines needed for study
10 Rush research study needs more volunteers
11 Rush IVF program celebrates 10th anniversary; over 200 babies conceived
15 Match Day at Rush University
22 Health fair for West Side students
24 11 month old Hispanic girl to receive 1st bone marrow transplant for rare enzyme disorder
28 3rd annual Mind/Body Medicine conference held at Rush University
30 Paget’s disease education meeting to be held at Rush University

April
7 Studies examine side effects of new antidepressant
7 People with recurrent depression needed for study
7 People with obsessive compulsive disorder needed for study
12 Rush ER now offers fast track service
14 Rush Cuddlers celebrate 4th anniversary
15 Elderly women sought for osteoporosis study at Rush University
19 Babies sought to participate in SIDS study at Rush

May
3 Rush Rheumatologist wins Inaugural Lupus Foundation Award
4 Oak Park resident honored for 50 years as volunteer at Rush
5 Rush surgeons perform Illinois’ first laser surgery for advanced heart disease
6 Mother’s Day at Rush University
16 Illinois’ first heart laser patient goes home
25 Free research treatment program for patients with osteoporosis through the department of preventative medicine
31 Pancreas transplants now offered at Rush

June
8 Rush University will graduate record class
10 Ruth M. Rothstein to be honored at Rush ceremony
13 AIDS researchers and education named 1994 Distinguished Alumnus of Rush Medical College
24 Brueschke named V-P and Dean at Rush University
24 20th annual Special Care Nursery reunion picnic
24 Friends and patients pay tribute to Dr. Economou
29 Lake Forest resident honored at Rush commencement

July
6 Calendar item: Alzheimer’s seminar
8 Posthumous award to Dr. Chervony, late of Wilmette
15 Stephen M. Korbet, M.D., one of the “Best Doctors in America”
20 People with Schizophrenia needed for Rush study
28 Alzheimer’s Family Care Center to participate in USDA food program
28 8th annual liver transplant reunion picnic
28 Rush pediatric dialysis and transplant patients celebrate 9th reunion

August
12 Women and men needed for Rush sleep apnea study
25 Heart transplant program
26 New diabetes drug under investigation
29 Calendar item: Depression seminar
30 People with obsessive compulsive disorder and recurrent major depression needed for studies at Rush

[Edited February 2016]
September
7 Public Service Announcement: Fashion Show
7 Rush sponsors lecture on the impact of healthcare reform on the disabled
7 Public Service Announcement
7 Free prostate screenings offered at Rush University
9 Investigational drug may reduce size and severity of heart attacks
9 Investigational drug may reduce size and severity of heart attacks
16 Dr. Galante lecturership fund honors decades of work
17 Bone marrow picnic
19 Dr. McNally named to endowed chair at Rush University
20 David Clark, Ph.D. named to endowed chair at Rush University
23 Rush Medical College student awarded for Community Service
23 Calendar item: Advances in Alzheimer’s disease
26 Rush medical student named a future leader in the field of family practice
29 New clot-dissolving drug studied in treating stroke at Rush University
29 Rush joins Women’s Health Initiative with special focus on minority women

October
5 Sexual Harassment in an academic medical center setting
6 Rush associates to sponsor howling fundraiser in toyland

6 Calendar item: Cancer research benefit
10 Multiple personality/dissociative states conference to focus on physiologic and psychologic effects of abuse on memory
14 1995 Jazzercise Marathon helps Rush fight breast cancer through research
14 New narcolepsy drug under investigation at Rush University
14 Public Service Announcement: Epilepsy drug under investigation at Rush University
21 Adults not taking advantage of annual flu shots
21 New Rush program reduces cost for bone marrow transplant patients
21 Simple office procedure eliminates surgery for some women with breast-lumps
27 Pediatric cancer benefit
27 “Trick or Treat in Toyland” Masquerade

November
2 Improving total joint replacements focus of new collaborative studies at Rush
2 Rush offers free diabetes testing
7 AIDS therapy focus of new study at Rush University
8 Mary Ann Childers to EMCEE opening of the Rush cancer institute
9 Testing anti-infection drug for liver transplant patients focus of new study at Rush University
9 Trial looks at link between high blood pressure and kidney failure in African Americans
9 Clinical P.E.T. comes to Chicago
9 Vitamin A may reduce recurrence of lung cancer
10 Bringing hope and Health to patients is vision of Rush Cancer Institute
16 Aspirin most cost-effective drug for heart attack patients
23 rush names new trustee [Larry Field]
23 New anti-epilepsy drug under investigation at Rush University
23 Rush opens Center for Women’s Medicine in Lincoln Park

December
7 AIDS therapy focus of new study at Rush University
9 Kenosha Jazzercisers to raise money for breast cancer research
19 Heart transplant Celebration
19 Party for pediatric dialysis and transplant children
20 Kidney transplant [D. White] discharged for Christmas
28 Heart failure topic of community forum sponsored by RPSLMC

NEWS RELEASES 1995

January
13 1995 Jazzercise marathon to support breast cancer
19 James T. Frankenbach named senior vice president
20 Symposium: The practice of medicine; Perspectives and options for future physicians
20 Rush community service program
25 New drug to treat rheumatoid arthritis under study at Rush
30 Assertiveness training workshop for women

[Edited February 2016]
March
1 Lake Forest Hospital Foundation and Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center of Chicago enter into a major corporate affiliation.
9 Controversial procedure may offer hope to some Parkinson’s disease patients
17 Rush IVF program celebrates 11th anniversary
17 Science & math skills celebrated at Rush
17 Advisory to: news assignment desks, photo editors, TV/radio news directors
17 Group therapy for managing issues with eating
17 Assertiveness training workshops for women
22 New hospice network opens
22 Unsuccessful dieters needed for research
22 Combination of new surgical wrinkle, aggressive physical therapy eliminates stiffness association with elbow injuries
29 Researchers link pregnancy to heart transplant rejection

April
4 Fourth annual mind/body medicine conference
4 Advisory to: news assignment desk
5 New diabetes drug under investigation at Rush
15 Rush researchers seeking model to study how blood cells become blood cells
19 New breast cancer drug under study at Rush
19 Heart failure topic of community forum sponsored by Rush north shore and RPSLMC
19 Understanding difficult behaviors in Alzheimer’s disease sponsored by Oak Park Hospital and RPSLMC
21 Advisory to: news assignment desk, photo assignment desk (The cuddler program)
22 Combination of new surgical wrinkle, aggressive physical therapy eliminates stiffness associated with elbow injuries
28 Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center’s Eighth Annual Conference set for May 19th

May
3 Rush rheumatologist wins inaugural lupus foundation award
3 People with wrist fractures needed to participate in Rush study
5 Rush professors honored for arthritis research
5 Rush honors longest-serving volunteer
16 Day care center specifically for Alzheimer’s disease patients moves to bigger facility to meet growing demand
16 Rush Corporate Health Center and River Club celebrate National Play Day for Health
16 Advisory to: News assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
18 Mary Beth O’Harreran, 1955-1995
30 McKiel named president of the American Urological Association
30 Rush names Kowalski associate vice president of Women’s and Children’s Hospital
31 Medical director of the Rush Heart Institute named president of the society of critical care medicine

June
1 Nobel Prize winner gives presentation on the “maestro of blood circulation”
1 Rush researchers report possible cure for rheumatoid arthritis
1 Rush Medical College appoints Assistant Dean for Minority Affairs
1 Nobel Prize winner gives presentation on the ‘maestro of blood circulation’
1 Rush orthopedic surgeon inducted into the Illinois Athletic Trainers Hall of Fame
2 Cancer survivors to meet at RPSLMC
14 Rush names news trustees
14 Dr. Maria Rosa Contanzo named to endowed chair at Rush

[Edited February 2016]
14 Dr. Charles McKiel, JR., named president of Rush medical staff
14 Rush honors exceptional physician as distinguished alumnus
27 Estrogen/Progesterone combination path under investigation at Rush
27 Herpes vaccine study under way at Rush
28 Benefit to support SIDS research at Rush
28 Rush director of Cystic Fibrosis Center honored by Chicago Pediatric Society

July
10 Lois Margaret Nora selected as one of first 25 Elam fellows
10 High school teacher brushed up lab skills at Rush
17 The Josh H. and Margaret V. Kriehbiel Advanced Heart Care Center opening
17 Alzheimer’s Family Care Center to participate in USDA food program
19 New AIDS therapy under investigation at Rush
19 Health awareness fair set for august 19
19 New cardiomyopathy and transplant unit opens at Rush
19 New hepatitis B Therapy under investigation at Rush
19 New ulcer drugs under investigation at Rush
26 Rush psychologist elected Secretary General of International Association for Suicide Prevention
26 Parents choice foundation honors Rush University faculty

August
9 New osteoporosis drug under investigation at Rush
9 Military health care professionals visit Rush to learn about heart disease prevention
11 Pediatric renal patients cruise
24 Mom and daughter receive heart transplants at Rush
25 Organ transplant recipient picnic at Brookfield zoo
25 Advisory to: News assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors

September
6 Rush physician named Illinois family physician of the year
9 Complications associated with diabetes treatment under investigation at Rush University
6 Riverside Health System begins affiliation discussions with Rush System for Health
20 Dr. Michael D. Tharp named Dermatology Chair at Rush
20 Rush names new trustee: John D. Bowlin
25 Joycelyn Elders, MD to speak on the impact of women's health on the health of America
29 Rush heart failure/cardiac transplant program reception
29 Advisory to: News assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors

October
4 Project on health of middle-aged women begins on Chicago’s Southside
4 Rush names Dr. Gunnar Andersson Chairman of Orthopedic Surgery
6 Researcher’s begin first clinical study to examine stroke prevention to African-Americans
6 Advisory to: News assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
11 Rush seeks to prevent recurrent strokes in African Americans
18 Rush cancer institute acquires optxsytem to improve patient treatment safety
18 Heart failure topic of community forum sponsored by RPSLMC
25 Rush developing mediation service to resolve disputes outside of courts
25 Halloween hazards easily avoided
25 Rush named center of excellence for OPH Thalmic Expertise
31 Dr. Louis Sullivan to appeal at reception commemorating study of strokes in African-Americans

November
3 Health care careers and minorities the focus of meeting at Rush
7 Diann Burns to EMCEE opening of the Rush Neuroscience Institute
13 Laser surgery improves heart's function
15 Participants for gastric ulcer research needed at Rush
15 Rush consortium receives $1 million grant to fund minority program
15 Laser surgery improves heart’s function
15 Skin cancer a concern in times other than summer
15 Thanksgiving facts
15 Health care careers and minorities the focus of meeting at Rush University
29 Mary Katherine Krause assistant vice-president at Rush
29 Rush named Dr. Edgarstaren assistant dean

[Edited February 2016]
December
6 Festive festoons are poisoning peril
6 Younger patients living with cancer find support through lean on me
6 Advisory to: assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
14 Santa’s coming!

NEWS RELEASES 1996
January
4 Heart failure topic of community forum sponsored by Holy Family, Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Centers
10 Common findings among elderly associated with risk of death
10 Rush researchers investigating effects of physical activity on hypertensive post-menopausal women
10 Donating platelets as important as donating blood
10 Federal agency taps two from RPSLMC

February
1 Rush sponsors community forum on Heart disease
1 New osteoporosis drug under investigation at Rush University
8 Understanding difficult behavior in Alzheimer’s disease is subject of a community forum sponsored by...
21 Dean of Rush Medical College elected chairman of regional, state deans council
21 Joel Weisman to moderated seminar on heart disease
21 Rush named regional training site to teach physicians heart laser surgery
21 Rush physician authors national guidelines for treating congestive heart failure
21 Rush fills two endowed chairs
21 Rush names new trustees
21 Advisory to: news assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors

March
5 Researchers begin study to slow progression of kidney disease in 90% of patients with diabetes
6 Women in the Southside Health Project to hold open house
6 Electricity may be key to how proteins function
14 Study slow kidney damage for 90% of diabetes patients announced
14 Study to slow kidney damage for 90 percent of diabetes patients announced
15 12th annual IVF celebration
15 Advisory to: news assignment desks. Photo editors, tv/radio news directors
16 African-American Stroke Prevention Awareness Day
20 Match day celebration
20 Advisory to: News assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
24 Kevin Necas named Rush treasurer
27 Rush to sponsor science fair for students of Westside schools
27 Advisory to: News assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
28 RPSLMC opens transplant program
28 “Rush offers menopause seminars
28 Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center opens lung transplant program

April
3 Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Denter conference set for may 7
17 Rush sponsors seminar on diseases of the prostate
17 Costanzo elected to unos board
18 Rush mind-body medicine conference looks at therapies that complement conventional treatments
19 Cuddler club 6th anniversary tea
19 Advisory to: news assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
23 Organ donation... a true life preserver
23 Advisory to: News assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
24 Rush is site for education on Paget’s disease
24 End-of-life issues subject of conference sponsored by Rush University
29 Advisory to: news assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news director
30 Gala opening to benefit pediatric cancer research

May
1 Rush researchers investigating effect of physical activity on hypertensive post-menopausal women
1 Walking epidurals leave mothers mobile during labor
9 Mother’s day
9 Advisory to: news assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news director
15 Peak season for skin cancer approaching
23 Asthma experts to reveal life quality test for millions with breathing problems
28 National cancer survivors day 1996 to be celebrated at RPSLMC
Advisory to: news assignment desks, photo editors, tv/radio news directors
29 Lupus study seeks subjects
29 Rush medical college honors alumna who wanted to care for the sick

June
12 Men with prostate disease able to “nuke” the problem
26 Dr. Janet Wolter named to brain piccolo chair for cancer research at Rush.
26 Rush names Sheri Z. Rosenberg trustee
26 Rush’s Dr. Galante honored for contributions to orthopedics
26 Rush to test new treatment for ischemic stroke
26 Founding member of Rush college of nursing receives university’s highest honor
26 Dr. Janet Wolter named to Brian Piccolo chair for cancer research at Rush University
26 Rush names new trustee

July
7 Rush awarded grant for research of bipolar disorder
25 Press contacts
30 Rush children’s heart center gives boy second “gift of life”

August
30 Rush physician creates site for chronic pain sufferers
30 Rush researchers “observing” memories as they occur
30 Rush behavior health expands to include psychiatric services
30 Family Alzheimer’s Disease Center coordinates multi-leveled care

September
6 Barishman wins 3 medals at transplant Olympics
10 Breast cancer prevention trial will need fewer women for completion
10 Indiana heart transplant recipients take part in transplant Olympics
10 Barishman wins 3 bronze medals at transplant Olympics
11 Rush researchers investigate effect of physical activity on hypertensive post menopausal women
11 Rush researcher rewarded for innovative work into how brain messages cause muscle action
25 Preventing teen suicide
25 Rush researchers study menopause symptoms
25 Rush heart surgeon uses technology adapted from military night-vision cameras
25 Rush conference focuses on collaborative primary care in women’s health
25 Heart failure topic of community forum sponsored by RPSLMC
25 Volunteers needed for rheumatoid arthritis studies
25 Breast cancer survivor study at Rush need participants

November
13 Rush to sponsor public seminar on Alzheimer’s disease
27 Rush researcher’s to tell RSNA meeting how electronic advances help medical care
27 Girl in Vietnam reunited with doctor who treated her

December
12 Rush statement regarding the wall street journal article

NEWS RELEASES 1997
January
22 Women encouraged to have mammograms
22 Rush awarded grant to improve care of elderly
27 Joint commission review clears Rush heart transplant program

February
7 Rush heart surgeon performs first port-access on keyhole minimally invasive heart surgery
10 Amato named to head thoracic organ transplantation programs at Rush University
10 Rush center for clinical studies seek women with menopausal discomfort for non-hormonal study
10 Rush researchers see improvement in hip replacement
26 Rush community forum on heart disease is February 27

March
4 Rush Alzheimer’s experts available for interviews on research in March 12 JAMA.
7 Rush neurobehavioral center for children holds open house
7 Rush heart scan spots plaque in heart arteries that can lead to heart attack
10 Rush heart transplant program receives thumbs up from HCFA
13 Rush presents programs at two locations on liver disease
13 Rush physicians investigate new schizophrenia drug; seek volunteers for study
13 Rush center for clinical studies seek people for stomach ulcer studies
17 Rush IVF fertilization program to host party for participants
18 Rush Medical students will get their residency matches march 19
17 Staren named associate dean for medical student programs at Rush University
21 It takes brains...
24 Rush names two as senior vice president
24 Farrell, foster names trustees at Rush University
24 Kevin Necas named Rush treasurer
25 Dr. Patricia Rush to head Rush Institute on Healthy Aging
27 Franceschini elected to Rush Board of Trustees
27 Rush researchers reports potential major break through treatment for sufferers of Huntington’s disease
28 Rush Mind-Body Medicine Conference is April 1

April
2 Three elected Rush annual trustees
11& 14 James R. Jorday Boys & Girls Club dedicates science lab
14 Rush sponsors national conference on end of life issues
14 Sebastian Fard, MD, PhD, named John M. Simpson professor and chairman of the Department of ob/gyn
21 The latest in cardiac diagnostics & treatment come together to help Rush employee who didn’t know he had heart disease
16 Chicago Bears winners of the Brian Piccolo awards will be announced on Thursday, April 17
18 Rush hosts its own organ and tissue donation drive
23 Rush transplant recipients will celebrate life at Thursday luncheon
29 Gen. Colin Powell will speak at Rush campaign wrap up celebration
30 Alzheimer’s patients to be recognized for contributions to Illinois reads
30 As warm weather approaches, experts offer advice on safe weight loss

May
3 Rush researchers findings suggest treatment may cause gut and liver damage in cystic fibrosis patients
8 Henikoff named chairman of Lincoln foundation for business excellence
9 A special Mother’s Day at Rush
27 Rush fundraising campaign tops $210 million, exceeding goal of $50 million
30 Rush College of Nursing Honors Dean Emeritus Luther P. Christman, PhD, RN
30 Rush Medical College honors notes researcher Dr. Louis R. Wasserman
30 Rush hosts a celebration of life in a ‘garden of hope’ for cancer survivors

June
9 Obituary: Dr. Roger C. Bone, distinguished professor of medicine at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center

July
9 It’s a piece of birthday cake for Rush kidney-pancreas transplant patient
12 Obituary: Sheldon Garber
13 Rush University commencement ceremonies are June 14
18 Rush Home Care Network offers information on services for older adults
18 Rush researcher studying the effects of divorce on sleep and dreams
18 Rush cardiac surgeon performs 7th ‘keyhole’ port-access surgery
25 Rush surgeon to testify Monday, July 28, before FDA advisory committee considering approval...
25 Rush physicians use first implantation device

August
1 Rush neurologists new book applies science to sports

[Edited February 2016]
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4 First new treatment for tremor in 30 years offered by Rush physicians
6 Bronze sculpture by Milton horn to be unveiled at Rush University
18 Rush System for Health launches Chicago area-wide screening and education program for breast cancer
21 Greek couple a match made in heaven? Courtesy Rush international health services

September
9 Rush receives five-year multi-million dollar grant to expand leukemia research programs; other major Chicago medical areas will participate
10 Jane Llewellyn appointed associate vice president at Rush University
10 Quads born to pediatric intensive care nurse at Rush–Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
16 A first in Illinois–man’s failing heart valve repaired with minimum trauma through small incision
25 Rush opens new neurology unit, largest epilepsy monitoring unit in Illinois.
26 Benefit to support SIDS research at Rush University
29 Rush biochemist appointed chairman of federal committee on biology of aging

October
3 Obituary: Ruth e. Schmidt, RN, devoted employee and friend of Rush University
23 Rush elects two new trustees
23 Synthetic bone cement speeds up healing of fractures
29 Dr. Bonomi named to endowed professorship
24 Dr. Glant named to endowed professorship at Rush University
24 Dr. Goldberg named to endowed professorship
24 Dr. Summer named chairman of anatomy department
28 Synthetic bone cement speeds up healing of fractures
30 Tiny heart transplant patients will trick their doctors at Rush on Halloween

November
6 Progress against hypertension slows to near stop-Rush physician is key author of major new report on high blood pressure
11 Study conducted at Rush shows posting of reminders a good way to influence treatment
12 Rush cardiologists aha presentation designed to help physicians diagnose and treat angina
14 New 3-D viewing device using stereoscopic camera enhances minimally invasive heart surgery techniques
18 Chicago’s only Alzheimer’s family care center celebrates 10th anniversary
20 Rush research suggests cystic fibrosis therapy may cause gut and liver damage in patients

December
1 Dr. Howard a named to endowed professorship at Rush University
1 Three elected Rush annual trustees
1 Current controversies in cardiac surgery to be discussed at Rush symposium
1 Rush elects Pearson an annual trustee
2 Roger C. Bone, MD, memorial lecture series on palliative care
5 Rush studies heart assist device as a permanent alternative to medical therapy...
5 Chicago public elementary school student experiment in new science lab
16 Obituary: James A. Hunter MD cardiovascular thoracic surgeon and professor of medicine at Rush
9 Preview the CORE Center an HIV/AIDS outpatient

NEWS RELEASES 1998
January
9 Media advisory: preview of the CORE Center- an HIV/AIDS outpatient facility created through partnership of Cook County Bureau of Health Services and Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
9 Rush offers new option for breast irradiation which significantly reduces radiation to healthy tissues
9 the core center exceeds fundraising goal and thanks a milestone in construction
9 Preview of the CORE center- an HIV/AIDS outpatient facility created through partnership of Cook County Bureau of Health Services and Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
20 Women, heart disease and heart attack
22 Rush study seeks patients with type 2 diabetes, hypertension and kidney disease
28 Rush physician uses electro operation to attack cancerous growths
28 Study shows that long-term use of prostacyclin is effective treatment for primary pulmonary hypertension

February
13 New Rush clinic will treat therapy-induced leukemia
15 A look back and forward: contents of building’s cornerstone to be examined as structures comes down...
16 Rush cardiologist invents contrast agent that makes echocardiogram’s image clear
16 A look back and forward: contents of buildings cornerstone to be examines as one structure comes down to make room for another on Rush campus.

[Edited February 2016]
19 Rush physicians extend a hand- Japanese patients in Chicago for treatment of rare disease
26 New device that stops irregular heart rhythms may prevent people from dropping dead
27 Dr. Kingemann named to endowed professorship directorship
27 Dr. Harris named to endowed professorship
27 Governor’s budget propose $50,000 to the Lincoln Foundation for business excellence to promote...
27 Denise Van Memorial Smoke Shack to open in TOB parking lot so nonsmokers won’t drop dead

March
3 Dr. Carvey named Chairman of Department of Pharmacology
31 Clinical trials will test new drug for recurrent stomach discomfort after meals---participants sought...
12 Three Westside elementary school students will blast off to U.S. Space Camp
April 30.
21 Rush Children’s Hospital sponsors interactive health fair for kids at the Chicago Children’s Museum at Navy Pier.

April
1 Pregnant woman suffering from severe nausea and vomiting sought for Rush research study
8 Leading heart surgeon joins Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center as head of cardiovascular thoracic surgery
14 Leading heart surgeon joins Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center as head of cardiovascular-thoracic surgery
15 Rush mind-body medicine conference is April 25
15 FDA advisory panel to review laser transmyocardial revascularization on Friday, April 28, 1998
17 Mayor Daley, Rush officials to break ground for Robert and Terri Cohn research building.
21 Rush researchers want volunteers for stroke/vitamin study
30 Rush heart institute Dr. Joseph Parillo receives appointment to the association of American physicians

May
6 Oak park hospital names Rush physician to top cardiology position
7 Rush researchers seeking participants for Parkinson’s studies
11 Rush cardiologists use intracoronary radiation to stop arteries from re-narrowing
17 First use of monoclonal antibody to fight metastatic breast cancer slows progression...
28 New understanding of channels- the gateways in cells can lead to significant clinical advances

June
3 Rush Medical College honors ophthalmologist Dr. Thomas Deutsch
3 Rep. John E. Porter receive honorary degree at commencement ceremonies at Rush University...

June
22 Cartilage transplants relieve pain and prevent the progression of arthritis in the knee
22 Rush physicians to offer free arthritis seminar July 11
23 Rush researchers collaborate with Glaxo-Wellcome on osteoarthritis research
24 Rush researchers seek ulcer patients for study
Dr. Disesa named to endowed professorship
30 Rush elects four new annual trustees
30 Abby McCormick O’Neil elected Rush trustee
30 Dr. Farran named to endowed professorship
30 Dr. Goetz named to endowed professorship

July
2 Barbara Schmidt named distinguished alumna at Rush University
9 Dr. Priesler named to endowed professorship
24 Laser procedure offers relief from angina pain and is timed with heartbeat for safety
24 Rush Neurobehavioral Center’s resource center provides information for parents of children
31 Rush researchers head $6 million national study to identify most effective treatment for children

August
11 Volunteers sought for stroke/vitamin study
14 National expert in telemedicine, Dr. Russ Zajtchuk appointed vice president for advanced...
17 Bioartificial liver to be used as bridge to transplantation
26 People caring for relatives with Alzheimer’s disease sought for Rush study...
26 Dalai Lama personal physician on Chicago tour to build bridge with west
31 Rush doctors study link between depression and subsequent heart attack

September
8 River North dance benefit
17 New ultrasound technique for assessing blood flow in the heart developed by Rush researchers

[Edited February 2016]
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21 People caring for relatives with Alzheimer’s disease sought for Rush study
21 Rush medical college appoints assistant dean for minority affairs
22 $2 million NIH grant funds study that seeks to identify risk factors for Alzheimer’s disease
25 Rush offers free screening for people suffering leg pain of ‘legs for life’ area wide program
28 Rush researchers study the effects of separation and divorce on mood, sleep, and dreams.

October
7 Placing stents in clogged arteries may be an alternative in surgery in some stroke patients
14 Three weeks of bright light has antidepressant effect on winter seasonal affective disorder sufferers...
19 Rush experts prescribe fire and safety tips for Halloween
20 Jack Sandner and Doris Johnson to receive awards at annual benefit for Rush Neurobehavioral Center, Nov. 5

November
6 Free seminar on new treatments for people suffering from chronic lung diseases, offered by Rush on November 14
9 Rush researcher finds size matters when treating cholesterol
9 Electronic antitheft-surveillance devices may interfere with implantable defibrillators...
9 Fast food breakfast causes slight decrease in blood viscosity
9 Cardiologists now treat peripheral arterial disease
16 PET scan helps physicians detent, diagnose, and treat cancer more aggressively

December
4 Chicago Chamber Music Choir brighten the holiday season for sick children and seniors at Rush Dec. 7
10 A symposium for the public on epileptic seizures
18 Rush physicians named 1999 chairman of the board of directors for the radiological society of North America
22 The holiday hope program at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center helps spread good cheer

NEWS RELEASES 1999
January
22 People caring for relatives with Alzheimer’s disease sought for Rush study
25 “Hot” monoclonal antibody therapy for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma may be effective alternative to chemotherapy
26 Rush researchers use electronic sensors to study back injury prevention training
28 Rush’s Dr. Jan Fawcett to receive 1999 Meninger Award
29 Nursing seminar on neurobehavioral disorders to be held at Rush North Shore Medical Center Feb. 20

February
4 Larry J. Goodman appointed senior vice president at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
8 Tissue engineering for a better repair
12 Rush Children’s Heart Center hosts annual Valentine’s Day party Feb 13
15 Rush offers free seminar for substance abusers and their families
19 Dr. Joshua J. Jacobs named to endowed chair
19 Dr. Alexander Doolas named to endowed chair

March
11 Free screening for Parkinson’s disease offered
12 Children’s Healthcare Week at Rush children’s hospital offers fun activities for sick children
12 Medical students host St. Patrick’s Day party for ill children in the community at 3:30 pm, Friday, March 12 at Rush University
16 ‘Match day’ for Rush medical students on march 18
24 Preventing the first stroke is goal of the first ever set of comprehensive stroke prevention guidelines for...
25 West side students get in touch with heart and lungs to teach parents heart disease prevention
29 Rush cardiologists using new alternative to surgery to re-open blocked heart bypass grafts
31 Oncologists use monoclonal antibody to improve the outcome of bone marrow transplantation at Rush...

April
ND News and feature story ideas from Rush for national organ transplant month

May
6 Use of hormone replacement therapy should be considered when evaluating breast cancer severity and determining treatments
10 Rush builds new facility to produce cellular products that harness immunotherapy to fight cancer
18 New research shows drug-psychotherapy combination most effective for chronic depression
21 Study identifies compound that may lead to better pressure control offering promising news for millions of Americans with poorly controlled high blood pressure
27 Dr. Richard N. Rovner joins Rush Epilepsy Center
27 Dr. Whitney W. Addington elected president of the American College of Physicians American Society of Internal Medicine

[Edited February 2016]
June
2 Free skin cancer screening held at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center on June 16
2 Dr. Leonard Cerullo appointer chairman of neurosurgery and co-director of the Neuroscience Institute at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
4 Preemie picnic 60 seconds
9 Rush University commencement ceremonies, June 12
10 Rush appoints chairperson for Department of Adult Health Nursing
10 Rush appoints chairperson for Department of Maternal-Child Nursing
10 Rush appoints chairperson for Department of Community and Mental Health Nursing
11 Jane can Drunen Zwiers receives 1999 most distinguished alumna award from Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Nurses Alumni Association
24 Gene therapy to treat heart disease being tested at Rush University

July
1 Rush appoints nationally recognized surgeon as chairperson of plastic and reconstructive surgery
5 First geriatric focused patient and family resource center in the Chicago area opens at Rush’s Bowman Health Center
9 Media alert Rush hosts picnic for pediatric cancer patients
12 3-D echocardiography reduces examination times and dramatically improves accuracy of the most common diagnostic test for heart function
8 Improved training for those who conduct clinical research is goal of new NIH funded program at Rush, other leading research centers
15 Rush receives Howard Hughes Medical Institute grant for science and math education program
27 Alternative dispute resolution using mediation proves successful for Chicago hospital

August
5 New laser treatment offered at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center allows patients with tumors blocking esophagus and wind pipe to swallow and breath easier
6 New appointments in philanthropy at Rush announced...
20 New generation of drugs to treat HIV being tested at Rush.

September
1 Plug and patch method of hernia repair an effective replacement for old surgical methods
8 Oak Lawn resident graduates from AmeriCorps program
15 Conference on echocardiography to spotlight recent advances in imaging to detect heart disease
17 Patients are sought for a clinical study to determine whether estrogen improves Parkinson’s treatments
17 For heart failure patients, life goes on at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center 6th Annual Heart Failure and Cardiac Transplant Patient Celebration Sunday, September 19
21 Groundbreaking on Sept. 22 for Chicago area’s first supportive living center for low-income, frail elderly
29 Laser heart treatment shown to be safe and effective at lowering pain associated with heart disease

October
14 Sleep scientists to meet at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center Friday, October 15
25 Michael Jenig of Streamwood attended Rush heart transplant picnic
25 David McNeil of Calumet City attended Rush heart transplant picnic
25 Southsider’s gift of life, twice as nice
29 New clinic offers specialized treatments for common and uncommon voice disorders

November
3 Osteopathic manipulation as effective as medication in treating low back pain
8 Freudian theories still applicable one hundred years later
8 Rush Children’s Hospital’s Neurobehavioral Center honors Bill Jacobs and Dr. Martha Denkla at annual awards dinner
8 Unique Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s clinic oversees healthcare of fragile-x syndrome patients

December
7 Chicago chamber music choir celebrates the holiday season with patients at Rush Children’s Hospital
8 High percentage of hepatitis C patients take herbs and vitamins, according to Rush survey
9 David M. A. Jensen appointed vice president of finance at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
13 Aspiring health administrators welcome to open house at Rush University
13 Free research study offered to family members caring for person with Alzheimer’s disease
14 Operating room staff makes this holiday season a merry one for hospital kids.

NEWS RELEASES 2000
January
6 New appointments made at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center

[Edited February 2016]
7 People with fibromyalgia sought for study of investigational drug to reduce pain
12 Unique channeling device used to relieve severe chest pain and treat heart disease tested at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
12 Patients of Rush Children’s Hospital, section of pediatric cardiology, celebrate valentine’s day
13 Rush board endorses collaboration talks between Rush, the University of Illinois at Chicago, and Cook County Hospital
14 Preventing workplace violence in the new millennium
20 New appointments at Rush University, Rush Medical College
25 Story ideas for February, American Heart Month

February
4 Unique film about neurobehavioral issues set to air on WTTW
4 Rush neurologists to test new drug for are neuromuscular disorder
7 Free research study offered to family members caring for person with Alzheimer’s disease
14 Media alert: patients at Rush Children’s Hospital, section of pediatric cardiology celebrate Valentine’s Day
18 Experimental drug for osteoarthritis of the knee may help to put spring back in steps of Chicagoans

March
13 Research study offered to family members caring for persons with Alzheimer’s disease
31 Rush seeking patients with psoriatic arthritis for drug trial

April
7 Rush conducts nationwide study to find genetic markers for depression
11 Computerized prescription system reduces errors caused by bad handwriting Rush-Presbyterian- St. Luke’s Medical Center a leader by implementing physician order entry system
12 Whitney young students are recognized for their volunteer efforts at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
14 Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center community service program targets West Side children in homeless families
24 Research study offered to family members for persons with Alzheimer’s disease
28 77-year-old man who wants to gold again will get his wish thanks to a new approach to knee replacement surgery pioneered at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
28 New era in knee replacement surgery increases mobility, reduces costs, thanks to use of unicompartmental knee arthroplasty through a small incision.

May
1 Out patient forensic psychiatry program effective in reducing rate of recidivism among patients found not guilty by reason on insanity
9 Rush Center for Advanced Reproductive Care celebrates 17th anniversary of in vitro fertilization program
17 Rush uses “resurrected” chemical cautery treatment to bring relief to sinus pain sufferers

June
1 Free health screening for men to be held at Daley Center on June 7
1 Genetic data, tissue samples and research subjects with cognitive impairments are among the sensitive issues to be explored at two-day conference organized by RPSLMC
2 RPSLMC Medical Center seeks patients for major research study comparing different options to treat knee pain from damaged cartilage, biotechnology procedure to repair knee cartilage to be compared to older surgical methods
6 Rush organ transplant recipients going for the gold in the transplant Olympics
7 Kathryn Christiansen receives distinguished alumna award from RPSL Nurse Alumni Association
14 New device may improve the heart’s pumping efficacy, improving the quality of people with congestive heart failure.
15 Dual trained doctors treat mind and body together
16 Free skin cancer screening help on June 21 at RPSLMC

July
10 New program offers cancer patients alternative home-like care setting for stem cell transplant
10 Alzheimer’s disease probably more common than currently recognized according to study presented at Alzheimer’s meeting
11 Vitamin E from dietary supplements may help reduce cognitive decline among older persons
17 New laser treatment may replace lumpectomy in patients with small breast cancer
21 Study at RPSLMC reports short-term benefit in treating autism with antibiotic agent
21 Grateful liver transplant patients reflect on the gift of life at annual picnic, July 22
24 Rush research offered to family members caring for persons with Alzheimer’s disease

August
10 Radiation procedure to prevent closing of arteries after angioplasty and stenting approved by FDA for expanded use with patients clinical trial being conducted at RPSLMC

September

[Edited February 2016]
26 Cancer survivor launches campaign to support immunotherapy research at RPSLMC
27 New knee replacement offers increased flexibility that will not cramp style of active individuals
27 Herbal therapies can pose heart risks, cardiologist warns
28 Rush University College of Nursing among the first nursing colleges awarded grant to teach nurses about complementary and alternative therapies

October
26 Gene therapy to protect and reverse the debilitating effects of Parkinson’s disease in pre-clinical studies.
26 New valve repair for chronic heartburn sufferers may eliminate need for daily medication, surgery

November
5 Study at Rush-Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center is first to examine behavior management as adjunctive therapy for patients with congestive heart failure
8 Radio frequency wand makes tonsil procedure painless children reap major benefit from surgery alternative
8 Paul Vallas, Chicago public schools, CEO, honored with living proof award at Rush Neurobehavioral Center benefit dinner
12 Landmark study offers new hope to people with heart failure
20 Hints for a heartburn-free holiday season
28 Researcher stress importance of cardiologists, other physicians asking questions about patients erectile function

December
4 Cardiologists at Rush study use of a novel radiation-emitting balloon catheter to prevent restenosis in clogged leg arteries
10 Rush Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center to test treatment for shift workers plagues by chronic sleep disorder

NEWS RELEASES 2002
January
4 25 years later, Rush’s Bowman Center celebrates amidst quiet crisis in geriatric health care
8 Conference for health care workers to focus on the preparation and treatment of victims of bioterrorism
15 Dreams may provide insight into subconscious of divorcee depressed patients
23 Rush enrolls its first patient for lymphoma vaccine trial
24 Dr. Larry J. Goodman named president and CEO of Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
29 Story ideas from Rush for February, American Heart Month
31 University of Pittsburgh research uncovers new mechanism that may be the cause of mild cognitive impairment

February
11 Free seminar awareness and prevention features recognized experts from RPSLMC
12 Participation in mentally stimulating activities is associated with lower risk of Alzheimer’s disease
13 Flexible brace controls and partially corrects abnormal curvature of the spine in scoliosis patients
13 Early screening for hearing loss in infants is the single most important factor in preventing speech and language problems later in life
13 Researchers examine why some heavy drinkers don’t develop alcoholic liver disease two of three drinkers sustain no liver damage no matter how much they drink
13 Early drug therapy for recently infected HIV patients may help immune system fight virus
20 Rush to use pet scans to measure effect of medication to treat anti-depressants

March
7 Miniature filtering device to make angioplasty safer being tested at RPSLMC
12 Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research awards grant to Jeffrey Kordower, PhD, PRSLMC (folder empty)
19 Chicago researchers awarded $9 million grant to study brain reserve capacity in humans and its role in preventing the clinical signs of Alzheimer’s disease
20 Rush opens tissue and cell lab to produce cellular products that harness immunotherapy to fight cancer

April
2 Americans’ daily doses of stress, anger, happiness and satisfaction may be linked to sleep
2 Snow City Arts and the Chicago Opera Theatre bring live opera music to the patients at Rush Children’s Hospital
8 Rush receives grant for Illinois Department of Public Health to focus on prostate screening for African-American men
10 US Dept. of Health and Human Service and America’s pharmaceutical companies to launch new bioterrorism education program
25 Red Cross chairman addresses post 9/11 fundraising challenges at spring lunch for Women’s Board of RPSLMC
30 Three top administrative appointments announced by new Rush president

May
1 Elder rights forum focuses on ways that professionals can address elder abuse and neglect
2 Pulitzer Prize winning author Studs Terkel to celebrate 25th anniversary celebration of senior health center at RPSLMC
3 Chicago researchers testing HIV vaccine for healthy people
8 First report of stem cell signal of intention to become specific neuron; clones cells cure Parkinson’s in rat model
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18 CONVINCE Trial results unveiled at annual hypertension meeting
29 Free cholesterol screening at rush features exercise physiologist and author Bob Greene who will sign and give 300 copies

June
6.4.02 Highest honor a hospital can receive for outstanding achievement in nursing services awarded to RPSLMC
6.4.02 Rush University Commencement Ceremonies, June 8
6.4.02 Chicago resident Virginia "Ginny" Casey, RN, MS, receives RPSL Nurses Alumni Association Most Distinguished Alumna Award
6.11.02 Hormone Replacement therapy may prevent fractures in postmenopausal women without adverse side effects associated with many HRTs
6.18.02 CDC awards grant to RPSLMC to study quality of stroke care in Illinois
6.21.02 Cortex drug to be evaluated as treatment for Fragile X syndrome and autism
6.25.02 Research shows direct link between diet rich in foods with Vitamin E and prevention of Alzheimer Disease

July
7.3.02 Rush researchers awarded $9 million grant to study brain reserve capacity in humans and prevention of clinical signs-Alzheimer’s
7.12.02 Image 2002 unites fashion and charity-RPSLMC fashion show

August
8.28.02 New drug that enhances glutamate transmission in the brain being evaluated as treatment for fragile x syndrome and autism
8.27.02 Rush presents health-related info and services to seniors at annual expo
8.8.02 Rush participates in the USDA’s child and adult care food program
8.5.02 Dr. Louis James Kraus is new director of child psychiatry at RPSLMC
8.5.02 Stroke care varies widely in IL according to study by neurologists at RPSLMC

September
9.23.02 Marijuana and kids media briefing
9.20.02 Christine L. Malcolm is named vice president of strategic and program development for RPSLMC
9.12.02 Surgery using mesh patch eliminates recurrence of hernias in the diaphragm
9.12.02 Image 2002 unites fashion and charity
9.6.02 Editorial page editor-mammography op-ed from Peter Jokich, MD
9.5.02 Chicago researchers find why uncircumcised men have more HIV

October
10.23.02 Neurosurgeon tests new aneurysm repair technology-new device saves lives in difficult brain aneurysm cases
10.23.02 Rush neurobehavioral center honors businessman Fred A. Krehbiel & Jane M Healy, PhD
10.17.02 Strengthening the mind and the body is focus of Nov. 12, Health Conference for Women
10.16.02 Micele Flanagan is named associate vice president of strategic and program development for RPSLMC
10.10.02 Neurosurgeons at RPSLMC among the first to use genetically engineered protein for spinal fusion surgery
10.3.02 Chicago marathon, Oct. 13, Rush medical sports experts available
10.3.02 RPSLMC is one of two hospitals named “Centers of Excellence” by Chicago Department of Public Health for Bioterrorism

November
11.13.02 “Mini-Open” surgical procedure provides alternative for people with chronic carpal tunnel syndrome
11.12.02 Cryoablation is a new, office-based treatment for breast fibroadenomas, say study in American Journal of Surgery
11.6.02 Lac Van Tran named senior VP and CIO at RPSLMC
11.4.02 Ceramic hip implants provide alternative for younger patients

NEWS RELEASES 2003
January
1.22.03 Dr. Robert D. Higgins, appointed chairman of the dept of cardiovascular thoracic surgery
1.11.03 New imaging technique helps surgeons precisely locate, then remove, the area of the brain that is the source of epileptic seizures
1.6.03 Catherine Jacobson named CFO for RPSLMC

February
2.25.03 Rush participating in gene therapy trial for heart disease- cold virus tested as delivery mechanism
2.17.03 Media alert 20 month old boy makes incredible journey to the US to receive brain surgery
2.17.03 Eating lots of unsaturated fats may protect against Alzheimer’s Disease
2.5.03 Rush pain specialist first doctor to perform supraorbital nerve stimulation to treat chronic headaches

March
3.26.03 Presenting symptoms of West Nile Virus infection
3.20.03 RPSLMC names Dr. Kenneth M Boyer, chairman, Department of Pediatrics
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3.20.03 Match Day for 4th year medical students at Rush Medical College
3.19.03 May 4th Bowl-A-Thon aimed at Colon Cancer Awareness
3.18.03 NBC's Foreign Affairs Correspondent to address luncheon benefit-Rush Breast Cancer Research Center to Receive Event Proceeds
3.14.03 Rush University College of Nursing hosts symposium on educating and employing people with disabilities into nursing
3.12.03 Barney the Dinosaur visits RPSLMC March 13

April
4.24.03 Robert Wood Johnson Foundation awards grant to Dr. Cheryl Rucker-Whitaker
4.22.03 Calcium Channel Blockers not any more effective that diuretics or beta-blockers in reducing risk for adverse cardiovascular events in Parkinsonian like signs linked to development of Alzheimer's disease
4.16.03 Rush testing kinder, gentler, therapy for cancer-xyotax
4.9.03 Nursing disabilities issues subject of symposium at Rush College of Nursing

May
5.31.03 Long-term survival after breast cancer diagnosis may depend on gene expression
5.27.03 Telemedicine system allows hospitals without neurologists to diagnose, treat stroke
5.6.03 Chicago Bears player and Chicago Fire rep to talk about Asthma at free physical activity and asthma conference. On May 7
5.5.03 Rush Cardiologists among 1st to use ultrasound tipped catheter to treat complete

June
6.26.03 The face of fashion to help disfigured children
6.25.03 Unique soaking solution may prevent coronary artery bypass graft failure
6.23.03 Rush researchers find effects of Alzheimer's Disease may be influenced by education
6.13.03 Dr. Dodson is new director of abdominal transplantation at RPSLMC
6.11.03 74 year old student to receive Doctoral Degree in Nursing at Rush commencement-6.14
6.10.03 Aspirin as effective as ticlopidine in African American anti platelet stroke prevention
6.8.03 Rush cancer survivors share support, information at annual picnic

July
7.30.03 Rush researchers to test how immunosuppression affects Parkinson’s symptoms in rats with cell-transplants
7.28.03 Rush Medical Students take their skills to the streets
7.28.03 Top '70s pop duo to perform at fashion show
7.24.03 Healthy kids, adults, who were born prematurely reunite with their caregivers
7.14.03 Researchers search for cause of delayed sleep phase syndrome
7.3.03 Health lecture series at Anchor Lincoln Park Sponsored by RPSLMC

August
8.29.03 Taking ecstasy during pregnancy may cause brain damage, behavior problems in babies
8.20.03 Public service announcements for Rush Fashion Show
8.18.03 Rush studying the role of intra abdominal fat in coronary artery risk in women
8.18.03 As US population ages, prevalence of Alzheimer's Disease expected to increase substantially
8.4.03 Local volunteers organize nation's largest charitable fashion show
8.1.03 Free Rush seminar offers tips on germ-proofing your kids
8.18.03 Study of hip replacement patients finds 80% eligible for minimally invasive surgery

September
9.4.03 Top '70s duo perform at fashion show
9.4.03 African American briefing letter
9.10.03 Cryosurgery provides alternative to radical prostatectomy for men facing prostate surgery
9.11.03 New dean of Rush Medical College is Dr. Thomas Deutsch
9.15.03 Poor fitness ups risk of death in women-even more than men
9.17.03 HIV researcher at Rush awarded grant from Doris Duke Foundation to support International HIV study
9.17.03 New clinical research study evaluates novel cell therapy for treatment of Parkinson’s Disease
9.24.03 RUMC nurse selected to cycle across country with Lance Armstrong

October
10.6.03 RUMC launches first advertising campaign, web site redesign
10.6.03 RUMC opens state of the “heart” center for women
10.20.03 Chicago economist Diane Swonk is living proof that neurobehavioral problems can be overcome
10.27.03 Rush’s Center for Advanced Reproductive Care celebrates 20th anniversary
10.31.03 Rush Children’s Hospital hosts reverse trick or treat or treat party
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November
11.5.03 “Take heart, take control: understand your heart disease risk factors and how to manage them,” topic of free seminar
11.11.02 Taking nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug before and after knee replacement surgery reduces pain and increases range of motion
11.25.03 Rush University Medical Center is only Chicago hospital approved for Medicare reimbursement for heart assist devices used as permanent treatment device

December
12.4.03 The National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) and Genomic Health, Inc. announce positive results from large scale, prospective validation study to quantify breast cancer recurrence in newly diagnosed patients
12.5.03 Those prone to psychological distress at higher risk for Alzheimer’s Disease
12.5.03 Electrical brain stimulation treatment for epilepsy
12.6.03 Rush University Medical Center among first in Chicago to offer endoscopic injection therapy for GERD sufferers

NEWS RELEASES 2004
January
1-7-04 RUMC received $3 million grant for study comparing drug & cognitive therapy to treat depression
February
2-27-04 Rush University Medical Center & Lymphoma Society Sponsors “Ask the Doctor” Seminar
2-16-04 Chicago White Sox Add Midwest Orthopedics at RUMC Physicians to its lineup
2-27-04 RUMC hosts free seminar for women concerned about heart disease
2-21-04 A solution for deafness means the gift of sound for teen girl
2-21-04 Significant disparities still exist in screening mammography rates: minorities underestimated
March
3-25-04 Rush University Medical Center testing minimally invasive treatment for stroke
3-24-04 Rush Home Care Network to be sold to patient care
3-19-04 Teddie Kossof salon plays instrumental role in annual Rush fashion show
3-17-04 International hepatitis c study to examine new approaches to treat patients
3-2-04 College education protects Caucasian women against obesity more than African American women
3-23-04 Biofeedback and electrical stimulation provide non-surgical treatment options in women with pelvic floor problems
April
4-23-04 American academy of neurology guidelines for treating of epilepsy
4-20-04 International hepatitis c study to examine new approaches to treat patients who did not benefit from standard therapy
4/14/04 Rush obstetrician’s personal medical history benefits patients
May
5/26/04 Little leagues season ensures thrills and spills among young players-tips to avoid injury
5/17/04 Diabetics at significantly higher risk for Alzheimer’s disease
5/12/04 Rush selects joint venture firm to design and manage redevelopment of the Rush campus
5/11/04 Rush, CINN, seminar offers tips to help golfers to avoid back pain
5/6/04 Alternative medicine therapy now being tested for heart disease
5/4/04 American academy of neurology guideline for treating of epilepsy
5/11/04 Small frequent doses of caffeine best strategy for staying awake
June
6/30/04 Two trustees elected at Rush University
6/21/04 Rush neurosurgeons testing cooling method to treat brain aneurysms
6/21/04 Computer-assisted navigation positioning systems help orthopedic surgeons perfect minimally invasive joint replacement surgery
6/21/04 Partial breast radiation procedure may benefit cancer patients
6/1/04 Targeted therapy for lung cancer patients shows promise in extending lives

July
7/28/04 Michele Flanagin is named VP, strategic planning, marketing, and program development for RUMC
7/19/04 RUMC psychologist Cartwright receives top award from sleep research
7/16/04 Charity fashion show to benefit children with epilepsy
7/9/04 Rush doctor sets the message straight about melanoma
7/2/04 RUMC 4 in ‘04 US News and World Report’s annual best hospital rating
August
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8-20-04 Local volunteers organize major charity fashion show
8-19-04 New study identifies additional genetic mutations in SIDS babies: focus is on the autonomic nervous system
8/16/04 Brain stimulation may suppress or prevent seizures in patients with severe epilepsy
8/14/04 Jerry Lewis available for one-on-one interviews in Chicago
8/4/04 Neurosurgeons at Rush first in Midwest to implant brain neurostimulator to suppress seizures in patient with medically refractory epilepsy
8/2/04 Neurosurgeons at Rush explore “smart” drug to treat brain cancer

September
9/30/04 Chicago Bulls selects physicists from Midwest Orthopedics at RUMC
9-20-04 Research study at Rush explore gene transfer to modify underlying course of Alzheimer’s disease
9-10-04 River Forest resident Dr. Bernard R. Bach, named to endowed chair at Rush University Medical Center
9/2/04 Chicago retailers support charity fashion show

October
10/20 Research study explores whether community health workers can help Latino patients better manage diabetes
10/13/04 RUMC names Peter Butler COO; rush north shore med center names VP of hospital affairs Jim Frankenbach to replace butler
10/13/04 Chicago Bulls players launch reading event at Rush University
10/13/04 Rush experts discuss latest medical, surgical and radiation therapy for breast cancer
10/7/04 Breathing device helps decrease systolic blood pressure among patients with high blood pressure
10/5/04 Postmenopausal women have lower grip strength that premenopausal women, but physical activity can stem strength decline
10/5/04 Research study examines effect of Chinese herb Alzheimer’s disease symptoms

November
11/18/04 RUMC testing magnetic stimulation for depression
11/16/04 First geriatric-focused patient/family resource center in Chicago-5 yrs of caregiving
11/9/04 Diabetic patients with high blood pressure
11/5/04 Estudio intenta determinar si los agentes de salud comunitarios podrian ayudar a los pacientes mexicanos a controlar major su diabetes

December
12/6/04 RUMC participating in National Institute on Aging Neuroimaging Initiative for Alzheimer’s disease

NEWS RELEASES 2005

January
1-26-05 Rush physicians using gene therapy for heart patients with moderate to severe chest pain
No name
1/10/05 New ounce-a-month drug tysabri for multiple sclerosis reduces frequency of relapses

February

March
3/22/05 Rush opens spine and back center to address complex needs of people with back pain
3/15/05 New, portable kidney dialysis device offers freedom to patients and doubles dialysis effectiveness
3/11/05 Non-surgical techniques can improve signs of aging
3/7/05 New study shows that most people with mild cognitive impairment have Alzheimer’s disease or cerebral vascular disease
3/2/05 April 9th Bowl-a-thon to raise awareness about colon cancer

April
4/28/05 RU graduate students awarded Schweitzer fellowships
4/20/05 Cheryl Tiegs will share personal anecdotes at benefit lunch
4/19/05 RUMC designated center of excellence by Huntington’s Disease Society of America
4/14/05 Researchers at RUMC explore cutting-edge-3-D imaging system for cancer treatment planning
4/21/05 Patients swallow “camera-in-a-pill” to help docs check for disease of esophagus GERD
4/11/05 Colon cancer registry help families navigate the complex issue of hereditary cancer
4/5/05 Getting coronary bypass patients back on their feet sooner
4/4/05 Program for abdominal and pelvic health offered at RUMC
4/1/05 Patients at Rush Children’s Hospital turn ambulance noises, hospital sounds into music

May
5/05 Free colon awareness program offered at RUMC
5/17/05 Boler family gives RUMC $20 million, the largest in Rush’s 168 year history
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5.5.05 Chronic exposure to discrimination may increase risk of cardiovascular disease in African American women
5.2.05 Mixing music and messaging to improve asthma treatment among African American adolescents

June
6.28.05 Helping preemie moms learn to breast feed
6.27.05 Charity and fashion unite to attack cardiovascular disease

July
7.21.05 RUMC earns ‘100 most wired hospitals’ distinction
7.12.05 Free community wellness program on coaching the mature driver at RUMC

August
8.30.05 Live webcast of carotid stent system broadcast from RUMC
8.23.05 Local volunteers organize major charity fashion show
8.9.05 RUMC & Rush Oak Park offer a special evening devoted to women
8.3.05 Groundbreaking study of 5700 women finds not enough exercise means serious risk for heart problems, death
8.2.05 New program at RUMC aimed at helping Mexican-Americans with diabetes

September
9.27.05 March of Dimes Honors Dr. Debra Weese-Mayer of RUMC for Excellence in Research
9.23.05 Artificial Cervical Disc Replacement offered for neck and arm pain problems
9.19.05 Free program on epilepsy treatment presented at RUMC
9.15.05 Celebrities grace the stage at Rush fashion show
9.15.05 Public service announcements for Rush fashion show

October
10/26/05 Safety and Quality study ranks rush among the nation’s best

November
11/15/2005 Get a jump on preventing winter sports and cold related injuries

December
12/8/05 Dr. Anthony Perry and Robyn Golden of Rush University Medical Center to represent Illinois at 2005 White House Conference on Aging
12/8/05 Rush Settlement with Government May Help clarify Billing Requirements for Medicare Patients in Research Studies
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